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meticulous	8.	When	challenged	to	a	duel,	Desmond	fled.	trial	to	be	fair.	Steve	Martin	revealed	his	sense	of	humor	when	he	said,	"I	got	a	fur	sink,	an	electric	dog	polisher,	a	gasoline	powered	turtleneck	sweater—and,	of	course,	I	bought	some	dumb	Stuff	too."	Now	check	your	answers	to	these	questions	by	turning	to	page	163.	egocentric	Sentence
Check	1	1.	derogatory	3.	of	the	judge,	represents	him	in	_	form,	for	stealing	expensive	jewelry,	committed	all	his	robberies	outfit:	a	black	T-shirt,	plain	black	pants,	black	shoes,	and	black	gloves.	indiscriminate	bolster	nebulous	sedentary	relegate	Sentence	Check	I	1.	And	after	a	few	seconds,	they	exploded	back	out	onto	the	ground.	tenet	10.	The	scene
of	the	hatchet	murder	was	macabre,	with	blood	and	body	parts	all	over	the	place.	To	explain	to	patients	how	to	keep	well,	he	uses	the	(2)	of	a	garden.	The	book's	number-one	place	on	the	best-seller	list	was	the	culmination	of	months	of	advertising.	Protesters	on	the	company	lawn	"Dolphin	killers,	dolphin	killers."	But	the	president	felt	the	chanting
was	protesters	thrown	out.	nonchalant	6.	demands	that	you	send	a	thank-you	note	even	for	wedding	gifts	you	don't	like.	Supermarket	tabloids	often	fabricate	ridiculous	stories,	such	as	"Boy	is	Born	Wearing	Green	Sneakers."	b.	The	dilapidated	home	must	have	been	a	fine	place	once.	of	mine.	By	greeting	the	dictator	with	the	utmost	courtesy	and
fanfare,	the	premier	seemed	to	sanction	the	dictator's	policies.	over,	above,	beyond	d.	to	spend	or	use	wastefully	.	My	sister	is	so	to	switch	the	TV	channel.	Airplane	passengers	used	to	be	let	off	outdoors.	52	Chapter	10	^-Sentence	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	In	each	blank,	write	in	the	letter	of	the	correct
definition	on	the	right.	>~Final	Check:	Grandfather	at	the	Art	Museum	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	On	my	first	day	of	work,	I	had	to	sit	in	the	back	room	and	berate	the	prices	on	hundreds	of	products.	"You're	so	helpful,"	she	coos.	wise	in	keeping	silent	about	secrets	and	other	information	of	a
delicate	nature;	prudent	f.	Check	1	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	the	most	suitable	word	from	the	box.	We	knew	she	was	beginning	to	recover	when	she	sat	up	and	talked	in	an	animated	fashion.	No	one	came	right	out	and	said	it,	but	there	were	innuendos	that	the	company's	real	estate	project	was	funded	by	illegal	means.	A	female	can	produce
three	families	each	summer.	>~Final	Check:	Grandpa	and	Music	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	word	parts.	The	reformed	criminal	now	lectures	at	high	schools	on	how	to	avoid	the	mistakes	that	Jed	him	into	a	sordid	life	as	a	drug	dealer.	My	mother	was	feeling	twice	her	age	before	her	trip	to	Arizona,	but
the	relaxing	vacation	really	(e)d	her.	loving;	lover,	friend	b.	Jane	is	such	an	adroit	salesperson	that	she	can	reach	anyone	on	the	phone	and	get	her	foot	in	any	door.	Ana	cleaned	the	entire	apartment	yesterday.	Leah	has	an	amazing	(.	The	book	is	an	outdated	primer	on	chemistry.	embellish	juxtapose	dissident	ambiguous	inane	Chapter	4	(My	Brother's
Mental	illness)	Previewing	the	Words	1.	utilitarian	2.	The	lecture	was	cancelled	because	the	speaker	was	incapacitated	by	the	flu.	My	second	apartment	was	a(n)	(6)	nightmare—the	filth	was	hard	on	the	eyes	and	the	nose.	Sports	teams	must	constantly	be	looking	for	new	talent	to	replace	the	players	that	are	lost	through	normal	„_„_______	.	)	4.	a
secondary	meaning	suggested	by	a	word,	in	addition	to	the	word's	dictionary	definition	j.	These	book	lovers	were	eager	to	see	his	well-known	book	collection.	fence	so	it	wouldn't	be	eaten	.	abrasive	adroit	extenuating	pinnacle	antithesis	implicit	quandary	contend	impromptu	stigma	emulate	intuition	validate	cockroach	is	which	is	on	the	outside.	After
Cristina	learned	to	read	at	age	30,	she	experienced	a(n)	^____	.	charlatan	•	_	2.	If	they	behave	in	unacceptable	ways,	the	____	itself	from	a	diplomatic	mess.	Gina	3.	all	j.	^	Friends	have	asked	us	where	in	the	world	we	get	all	the	junk	to	sell	year	after	year.	The	"terrible	twos"	are	the	result	of	two-year-olds'	struggles	for	independence.	The	student
expelled	for	drug	possession	was	reinstated	in	school	only	after	completing	a	rehabilitation	program.	to	authorize,	allow,	or	approve	b.	Sandra	Day	O'Connor's	appointment	to	the	Supreme	Court	was	unprecedented—all	previous	justices	had	been	male.	He	had	no	persuasive	facts	at	all.	mort	(mortal,	mortuary)	8.	at)	life.	esoteric	3.	Since	the	bank
robber's	thefts	occurred	in	several	states,	the	FBI	was	the	agency	with	____^__	in	the	case.	in	forgiving	each	other's	errors	if	they	between	them.	placebo	staunch	holistic	subversive	analogy	Sentence	Check	I	1.	Gerry	was	another	student's	locker.	phony)	follow	the	(	d	i	.	aging	skin.	After	a	few	moments	of	stunned	silence,	my	grandfather	jolted	the
sleepy-looking	guard	out	of	his	(6)	by	shouting,	"Garbage!	What	is	this	garbage?"	When	we	learned	from	the	guard	that	a	major	corporation	had	(7)	(e)d	this	exhibit,	Grandfather	was	outraged.	The	father	rules	the	household,	and	women	and	children	are	expected	to	obey.	James	squandered	his	money	on	he	4.	ic)	problem	in	our	society	until	handguns
are	made	illegal.	His	great-grandfather,	condemned	to	death	during	the	Revolutionary	War	for	siding	with	the	British,	had	fled	from	America	to	Canada.	CHAPTER	3	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	I	can	only	assume	that	we	are	the	victims	of	a	(8)	.	a	state	of	uncertainty	or	confusion	d.	"I've
worked	out	the	drama's	overall	scenario,"	the	playwright	said,	"but	I	haven't	gone	beyond	the	basic	plot."	b.	The	senator	appeared	to	be	a	scrupulous	campaigner,	but	in	fact	he	was	taking	illegi	campaign	contributions	from	mobsters.	liber,	liver	(liberate,	deliver)	9.	straight,	right	f.	He	managed,	in	fact,	to	save	enough	money	to	open	a	workshop,
where	he	(7)	(e)d	with	an	electrical	engineer	in	designing	and	then	selling	machines.	Now	check	your	answers	to	these	questions	by	turning	to	page	164.	standardized	mesmerized	contrite	symmetrical	In	19th-century	England,	sexual	standards	were	so	strict	that	it	was	considered	for	women	to	reveal	their	legs	in	public.	at	their	success,	the	sweaty
men	jumped	up	and	down	and	hugged	one	another.	criterion	4.	A	calculator	doesn't	guarantee	infallible	bookkeeping.	SCORE:	(Number	correct)	x4=	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	their	movements	so	well	that	it	Because	of	her	sense	of	she	found	her	nieces	skinny-dipping	in	the
river.	The	assassination	of	Mahatma	Gandhi	was	a(n)	.	10	tenuous	(ten'-yöö-ss)	-adjective	Chapter	21	111	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its	definition.	atrophy	mitigate	1.	The	police	officer	was	magnanimous	in	forgiving	the	teenager	who,	in	a	moment	of	terror,	had	shot	and
wounded	him.	Thomas	is	such	a	(Franco	...)	7-8.	prolific	14.	ing)	few	people	he	really	trusts.	For	months	after	his	wife	died,	Mr.	Craig	was	despondent.	\	5	raucous	(ro'-kss)	-adjective	b.	to	aggravate	(a	situation	or	condition);	make	more	severe	b.	I	was	spellbound.	In	the	countryside,	the	sound	of	crickets	often	permeates	the	air	on	a	hot	summer
evening.	-logue	6.	travelogues	5.	The	parents	of	the	little	girl	who	wandered	off	in	the	crowded	mall	were	distraught	until	she	was	found.	153	154	Chapter	30	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	For	many	years	I	didn't	realize	that	my	family
was	larger	than	normal.	Sentence	Check	2	%	Final	Check	%	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	144	Chapter	27	^-Sentence	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	Woody	Allen	___^_	wearing	a	tux	and	tennis	shoes.	frightful;	causing	horror	and	disgust
c.	-cide	antechamber,	anticipate	chronological,	chronic	suicide,	insecticide	detach,	dcfogger	dormitory,	dormant	extracurricular,	extrasensory	eject,	reject	liberation,	delivery	survivor,	vitality	vocal,	evoke	Definitions	a.	advocate	eradicate	inclusive	repugnant	conspiracy	exhort	lucid	contrite	facsimile	metamorphosis	emancipate	foible	preposterous	1.
Viewing	chemical	fertilizers	and	pesticides	as	harmful,	the	gardening	expert	advocates	completely	natural	methods	of	growing	plants.	When	Bill	said,	"Emily's	home	sick.	He	came	to	believe	that	God	existed	in	all	of	nature,	that	the	trees,	stones	and	streams	were'all	holy	parts	of	God.	Several	neighborhood	families	formed	a	coalition	to	assist	another	f
a	m	i	l	y	who'd	lost	their	home	in	a	fire.	prognosis	constituent	innuendo	quandary	12.	I	hate	mornings.	indolent	demeanor	unassuming	assimilate	unilateral	166	Limited	Answer	Key	Chapter	23	(A	Different	Kind	of	Doctor)	Previewing	the	Words	1.	The	flood	waters	inundated	the	farmer's	field,	destroying	all	his	crops.	including	much	or	everything;
including	the	stated	limits	c.	a-	biblioprim	tld	-ism	syn-	nov	ver	pan-	rect	in	.	My	parents	always	know	when	my	friend	Guy	has	paid	a	visit	because	his	which	has	a	leaky	radiator,	leaves	a	pool	of	water	in	the	driveway.	Being	gregarious,	Stephanie	wants	to	celebrate	her	birthday	by	iey	6.	In	1849	Harriet	Tubman,	in	her	late	twenties,	fled	from	the	(1)_
cruelty	she	had	suffered	as	a	slave.	life,	breath	h,	good,	well	i.	Kim's	interest	in	playing	piano	was	.	Bernard	won't	ever	regain	the	full	use	of	his	right	arm.	Much	of	my	term	paper	had	been	completely	eradicated.	Dwane	didn't	show	up	for	the	final	exam	because	he	hadn't	studied,	but	he	about	his	car	having	broken	down.	,	one	Academy	Award	winner
uses	his	as	a	s	drinking	and	driving	more	than	Elena,	whose	son	was	killed	by	a	drunk	driver.	Thank	goodness,	it's	almost	September,	time	for	our	annual	garage	sale.	I	remember	the	special	attention	that	they	gave	the	painting	now	missing.	graph)	,	or	lie	detector,	records	several	of	the	physical	responses	of	the	person	hooked	up	to	it,	including
heartbeat,	breathing	rate,	and	blood	pressure.	Is	the	lady	smiling	or	sad?	Before	the	police	began	to	_	remain	silent."	4.	The	politician	tried	to	_	one	ethnic	group.	For	many	people,	overeating	and	overspending	are	as	and	holly.	_	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	_.	I	may	never,	again	spend	time	in	the
company	of	so	many	celebrities.	conspiracy	lucid	contrite	cursory	distraught	verbose	plight	symmetrical	1-2.	The	elderly	man	was	vehement	in	his	refusal	to	move	out	of	his	apartment.	lack	of	one	or	more	basic	necessities	g.	himself	from	the	spider's	web.	She	had	an	extrauterine	pregnancy.	My	father	is	so	impetuous	that	he	can't	even	place	a	lunch
order	without	studying	the	menu	fo.	Local	businesses	(c)d	our	club's	Christmas	party	for	the	homeless	so	that	we	could	the	room	and	the	Christmas	afford	a	special	meal	and	decorations	with	which	to	tree.	bolster	relegate	depreciate	replete	indiscriminate	sedentary	inquisitive	tenet	nebulous	terse	,	but	I	prefer	considers	Arlene	rude	because	her
responses	are	usually	brief,	clear	answers	to	John's	longwinded	ones.	(e)d	him	by	calling	him	"lazy"	and	"stupid."	their	farm.	I	bet	that	gold	digger	never	even	knew	your	grandfather."	I	did	some	checking	and	learned	that	Seth	had	a	history	of	tricking	women	out	of	their	inheritances.	A	week	after	I	moved	in,	I	came	home	to	find	the	locks	broken	and
my	belongings	all	over	the	floor.	prim,	prime	__	8.	In	the	phrase	"wet	rain,"	the	word	wet	is	superfluous.	before	g.	My	nother	came	to	help	us	out	because	of	Jie	now.	He'll	always	use	ten	words	when	one	would	do.	replete	7.	Karen's	friendly	concern	for	Ray	is	only	a	sham.	"The	whites	will	hold	it	Check:	Coco	the	Gorilla	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for
you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	Individual	lines	of	the	poem	were	very	beautiful,	but	I	didn't	see	how	the	lines	fit	together.	3	bene-,	bena.	auspicious	rebuke	1.	If	Stan	were	more	he's	totally.	illegal;	not	permitted	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	Craig,	however,	hadn't	meant	to
compliment	her.	to	make	easier	to	do	or	to	get	i.	not	able	to	be	repaired	or	remedied	b.	You	can	still	add	in	the	wrong	numbers.	I	love	my	brother	dearly,	but	living	with	him	is	like	living	on	a	roller	coaster.	It	bothered	Christine	when	her	new	boss	asked	if	she	had	a	boyfriend.	adroit	platitude	1.	Our	senator	is	genuinely	intcreslcd	in	how	her
constituents	feel	about	important	issues,	so	that	she	can	truly	represent	the	voters	of	our	state.	result	of	coming	across	an	old	football	as	8.	about	his	past	with	all	but	his	closest	_____	in	crying	out,	"Not	in	our	inundate	vociferous	1.	Many	police	officers	objected	to	the	mayor's	public	denunciation	of	their	chief.	occurring	or	done	as	a	result	of	a	natural
feeling	or	impulse;	not	forced	or	planned	f.	The	tattooed	lady,	who	believed	in	reincarnation,	had	her	arm	embellished	with	the	words	"I'll	be	back."	The	music	store	owner	was	arrested	for	selling	tapes	and	records	which	he	had	bought	from	an	illicit	source.	If	Scott	takes	even	one	drink,	his	usually	benign	personality	disappears	and	he	becomes	mean
and	destructive.	British	Captain	Robert	Jenkins	instigated	a	war	by	showing	his	pickled	car	to	officials	in	1738,	saying	the	ear	had	been	cut	off	by	a	Spanish	patrol.	My	brother	feels	that	money	would	be	a(n)	all	his	problems.	Nevertheless,	as	soon	as	he	reached	60,	the	construction	company	job	at	the	office	switchboard.	for	the	10	years	he	had	spent
in	prison,	the	man	moment,	the	judge	who	had	sentenced	him.	Shakespeare	sometimes	wrote	an	(	e	p	i	.	the	elderly,	but	in	America,	age	docs	not	Aren't	you	tired	of	the	stones	on	the	"happy	talk"	news	shows?	He	always	prefers	working	wit	a	co-author.	austere	distraught	sordid	innocuous	2.	When	I	described	Seth,	my	friend	looked	startled	and	said,
"I	know	that	guy.	Stick	insects	are	so	named	because	when	they	don't	move,	they	resemble	(in	.	4.	SCORE:	(Number	correct)	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	s	having	the	school	yc	ar	run	from	Scptembc	s	his	social	life.	/	-OU3	a.	Gary's	"highs,"	however,	are	nothing	compared	to
his	"lows."	At	f	i	r	s	t	,	he	is	s	i	m	p	l	y	(6)	.	___	___	1.	If	only	we	could	all	passion	for	justice.	not	choosing	carefully;	not	based	on	careful	selection	c.	Within	months	after	the	volcano	erupted,	flowers	grew	in	the	ashes.	He	was	determined	not	to	fail	them,	and	he	worked	hard	to	(e	.	-ee	5.	As	I	watched	the	grandfather	clock,	I	became	_^____	back	and
forth,	back	and	forth,	back	and	forth.	depreciate	3.	ı	UNIT	TWO:	Test	4	(Word	Parts)	PART	A	Listed	in	the	left-hand	column	below	are	ten	common	word	parts,	along	with	words	in	which	the	parts	are	used.	Some	young	people	wish	to	emulate	drug	dealers	because	the	youngsters	see	only	the	dealers'	quickly	gotten	wealth.	"In	a	flash,	I	see	how	a	work
should	look.	analogy	placebo	annihilate	proficient	criterion	staunch	emanate	subversive	holistic	vindicate	(c)d	from	the	kitchen.	Stuart	says	his	lying	is	just	afn)	customers	to	buy	more	coverage	than	they	need.	I	know	I	promised	to	come	to	the	party,	but	there	were	extenuating	circumstances:	my	(ck-sten'-yöö-â'-ting)	car	broke	down.	today	that	it's
hard	to	imagine	him	so	When	I	asked	my	father	if	he	liked	my	new	dress,	he	saying,	"That	green	is	a	terrific	color."	6.	CHAPTER	29	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	Ashamed	of	his	prison	record,	Jake	was	friends.	standardize	9.	Traveling	salesmen	used	to	go	from	town	to	town,	selling
bottles	of	tonic	which	they	claimed	were	a	panacea	for	every	ailment,	from	mumps	to	a	sore	throat.	(e)d	on	a	number	of	scientific	experiments	that	involved	(e)d	when	she	took	lessons	as	a	child	and	her	,	that	I	would	have	gained	valuable	8.	In	his	minded."	child	who	frequently	pushes	and	hits	other	children.	Loading...	To	provide	contrast,	the
photographer	the	women	in	their	pale	-îresses.	The	building	could	fall	down	at	any	time.	exacerbate	5.	inadvertent	Squander	inane	subsidixe	1.	of	her	verv	is	that	Dale	's	arthritis	will	eventi	laliy	Laura	moved	steadily	up	the	company	_	until	she	became	president.	ed).	of	18th-century	music.	integral	8.	-Final	Check:	Rumors	Here	is	a	final	opportunity
for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	tHe	ten	words.	inactive;	alive	but	not	actively	growing	*	b.	Some	"sins"	in	life	have	their	own	built-in	retribution.	You	spend	more	time	holding	that	vacuum	cleaner	than	you	spend	holding	me!"	He	responds,	"If	you	weren't	so	sloppy,	I'd	hold	you	more	often.	archangel	2.	dormitories	6.	5	dorm	a.	Turn	to	the	next
page.	done	only	as	a	routine,	with	little	care	or	interest;	having	no	interest	or	enthusiasm	e.	Maureen	obviously	had	fabricated	her	excuse.	to	to	combat	General	Custer	and	his	soldiers	,	I	cat	something	sweet,	only	to	have	the	sweetness	produce	an	6.	A	strong	sense	of	competition	can	be	either	an	advantage	or	a	detriment,	depending	o~	the
circumstances.	Dictionaries	usually	don't	give	the	the	meanings	associated	with	words.	The	pool,	a	large	rectangle,	was	surrounded	by	bushes	in	rows	as	straight	as	the	sides	of	the	pool	itself.	Having	lived	in	Italy	and	studied	cooking	there,	the	newspaper's	food	critic	is	a	of	Italian	cuisine.	ion)	to	follow	Uncle.	inane	__	__	__	__	_	_	6.	decorum	facilitate
espouse	orthodox	exhilaration	rejuvenate	exorbitant	syncnroni/t	extricate	tenuous	1.	He	says	they	know	his	mocking	is	all	in	fun.	exhort	masochist	flamboyant	meticulous	foible	ran	cur	innocuous	recrimination	?	Although	the	job	applicant's	qualifications	seemed	.	A	copy	machine	will	not	be	accepted."	lifestyle.	The	fact	that	the	church	organ	had	been
greatly	damaged	by	mice	didn't	squelch	the	very	first	performance	of	"Silent	Night."	The	singers	still	performed	that	Christmas	Eve	in	1818,	accompanied	instead	by	a	guitar.	cook,	I'm	not	a	very	able	baker.	Unless	some	changes	are	made	within	top	management,	the	won't	be	good.	Anger	builds	up	if	you	hold	it	in.	Psychologists	arc	trying	to
understand	why	masochists	gain	satisfaction	from	suffering.	"If	you	watch	any	more	trashy	TV,"	my	father	said,	"your	brain	will	start	to	atrophy."	a.	He's	always	been	open	about	his	sexual	preference.	embellish	_	4.	The	truth	is	that	she	doesn't	even	work	on	a	computer.	In	an	unusual	denunciation	of	parents,	the	community	leader	said,	"Parents	have
not	been	taking	enough	responsibility	for	their	children."	b.	Solicitous	of	her	elderly	neighbor's	health,	Marie	checked	in	with	him	almost	every	day.	If	there	are	two	forms	of	a	word	part	in	the	box,	use	the	first	one	for	this	practice.	Chapter	24	123	Matching	Word	Parts	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	word	parts	by	matching	each
with	its	definition.	Burt	thinks	his	for	everything	that	isn't	"all-American"	proves	he's	a	great	patriot,	bui	I	think	a	dislike	of	everything	foreign	shows	ignorance.	a	rapid	spread	or	increase	n	.._	-:	-	\	e.	Keller,	however,	was	constant	and	harsh	in	his	criticisms.	_____	(e)d	by	.(c)d	the	bright,	smooth	tones	of	the	soprano	as	(e)d	the	company's	fishing
practices	by	chanting,	and	had	the	-Final	Check:	Harriet	Tubman	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	theist)	there's	no	such	thing	as	a	god.	relegate	7.	self-centered;	seeing	everything	in	terms	of	oneself	j.	SCORE:	(Numbercorrect)	x4	=	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on
the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	As	flames	entered	his	room,	the	man's	only	outside	the	window.	At	the	party,	Len	told	a	preposterous	story	about	97	98	Unit	Three:	Test	3	PART	B	After	each	boldfaced	word	are	a	synonym	(a	word	that	means	the	same	as	the	boldfaced	word),	an	antonym	(a	word	that	means	the	opposite	of	the	boldfaced	word),	and	a
word	that	is	neither.	vol	i.	4	-ism	a.	She'd	even	wear	a	bright	flowered	dress	to	a	funeral.	After	Turner	left	town	with	all	our	money,	there	were	rumors	that	he	and	his	"oil	men"	had	been	arrested	for	(8)	activities	in	another	state.	birth	of	our	first	baby,	due	2.	Doing	so	will	prepare	you	for	the	matching	test	and	practices	on	the	two	pages	that	follow	1
charlatan	(shar'-lo-ton)	-noun	2	corroborate	(ko-rob'-o-rat')	-verb	a.	53	54	Chapter	11	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	-ous	(spacious,	famous)	8.	A(n)_	2.	correctness	in	behavior	and	manners;	the	standard	of	socially	acceptable	behavior
e.	One	of	their	greatest	professional	thrills,	said	Grandpa,	was	being	society	to	perform	for	its	members,	who	.	A	situation	that	seems	perfect	to	me	might	make	you	miserable.	You	can	tell	my	sister	is	fastidious	by	looking	at	her	bedroom,	where	10.	discreet	implicit	fastidious	impromptu	flout	intuition	heinous	obtrusive	told	her	not	to	date	a	man	who
raised	spiders.	the	ability	to	know	something	without	the	conscious	use	of	reasoning	c.	with	his	hands.	_	people	are	more	likely	to	come	down	with	sexually	transmitted	diseases.	phil,	-phile	9.	I	became	totally	fascinated	by	we	picture.	An	(ana	.	admirer	b.	repugnant	flamboyant	a.	I	wanted	to	sec	a	movie	with	my	friend	Sal,	but	he	was	interested	in
_________	film,	and	1	dislike	anything	gruesome.	constituents	pinnacles	intuitions	tumults	A	severe	lifcstvlc	Puritan	New	England,	where	people	were	forbidden	even	to	celebrate	Christmas.	Everyone	must	follow	without	question	10.	If	you	ask	personal	questions	in	a	job	interview,	the	interviewer	will	think	you're	presumptuous.	Prescription	drugs
such	as	Valium	can	be	___________^	in	their	increasing	hold	over	a	person,	who	may	slip	into	addiction	without	noticing.	I	don't	deny	that	aspirin	is	a(n)	day,	as	if	it	were	a	_	drug,	but	I	don't	agree	with	my	uncle	taking	it	every	for	everything	from	dandruff	to	a	broken	heart.	Mental	and	physical	balance	9-10.	to	place	side	by	side	or	close	together,
especially	for	comparison	or	contrast	v	b.	It	begins	with	developing	your	idea	and	lakes	you	right	through	your	first	year	of	business,	10.	Then	write	the	full	word	in	the	blank	space.	I,	along	with	nearly	everyone	else	in	town,	was	taken	in	by	a(n)	(1)	who	made	us	believe	he	could	help	us	get	rich	quick.	rejuvenate	4.	complement	implement	discreet
implicit	fastidious	impromptu	flout	intuition	heinous	obtrusive	1.	My	sister	has	read	so	many	Southern	novels	that	she's	quite	a	connoisseur	of	the	different	authors	and	their	styles.	To	expedite	payment	on	an	insurance	claim,	make	sure	you	write	down	all	the	required	information	before	mailing	the	form.	The	town	is	so	.	_(e)d	Mark's	search	for	a
larger	4.	forestall	3.	Shirley	and	Jason	don't	let	the	disparity	in	their	ages	weaken	their	marriage,	but	Jason's	mother	isn't	happy	with	a	daughter-in-law	her	own	age.	On	her	bed,	Dottie	juxtaposed	her	new	dress	and	various	scarves	to	see	which	would	match	best.	In	retrospect,	however,	I	see	she	taught	me	more	than	anyone	else	about	how	to	read
and	write.	The	job	candidate's	main	months.	Context	clues	will	help	you	figure	out	which	word	part	goes	in	which	blank.	for	choosing	Miss	America.	__.	prices.	to	avoid	by	going	around	or	as	if	by	going	around;	to	escape,	prevent,	or	stop	through	cleverness	d.	incapacitate	prognosis	abrasive	antithesis	docile	6.	The	mayor	couldn't	(8)	photographs	to
prove	it.	Unless	strict	legislation	is	passed	to	reduce	acid	rain,	the	prognosis	for	the	world's	forests	will	remain	poor.	To	their	plan	for	a	surprise	attack	on	the	girls'	club,	the	boys	needed	several	squirt	guns	and	a	gallon	of	grape	juice.	Within	days,	he	is	so	depressed	that	he	c	a	n	'	t	even	get	out	of	bed.	s	that	he	was	bom	in	Paris,	but	he	was	actually
born	in	a	small	town	s,	hoping	4.	nov	(novelty,	renovate)	6.	Do	the	pesticides	used	in	farming	kill	only	pests?	For	as	long	as	I've	known	Pam,	she's	had	the	2.	made	of	g-	eight	h.	ed)	3.	To	(10)	himself	in	his	family's	eyes	and	to	have	a	worthwhile	life,	he	needed	to	stop	using	drugs.	Chapters	15	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding
of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its	definition.	fastidious	4.	7,	In	addition	to	being	a	deadly	disease,	AIDS	is	an	especially	in	the	body	for	years	before	it	becomes	apparent.	-cide	4.	As	I	entered	the	party,	I	noticed	Blackbeard	and	Captain	Hook,	two	pirates	(5)	for	their	murderous	ways.	of	the	poor	and	made	the	rich	5.	The	pinnacle	of	the
Smiths'	Christmas	tree	was	so	high	that	no	room	was	left	for	a	star	between	the	trcctop	and	the	ceiling.	^	10.	The	heinous	murder	of	a	blind	man	in	a	wheelchair	was	a	painful	reminder	of	the	human	capacity	for	evil.	Mark	the	antonym	with	an	A.	Martha's	was,	"Well,	your	clothes	arc	entirely	too	plain."	-Final	Check;	How	Neat	Is	Neat	Enough?	"Try	to
be	4.	—why	else	would	he	be	so	happy	down	on	his	knees,	scrubbing	the	bathroom	floor	with	a	toothbrush	(one	of	the	"old"	ones	lhat	be	replaced	after	using	it	for	a	week)?	recourse	mandate	tenet	liability	4.	emphasizing	the	whole	and	the	interdependence	of	its	parts,	rather	than	the	parts	separately	j.	C	I	22.	Why	does	he	insist	on	dusting	the	tops	of
the	door	frames	when	no	one	can	sec	there	anyway?	working	harmfully	but	in	a	manner	hard	to	notice;	more	harmful	than	at	first	is	evident	f.	The	newspaper's	horoscope	predictions	are	often	way	off	the	mark,	yet	Jill	remains	a	staunch	believer	in	astrology.	Each	of	the	queen's	advisers	was	more	obsequious	than	the	other,	bowing	as	low	as	possible
and	loudly	agreeing	with	her	every	remark.	And	when	she	wasn't	scolding	and	criticizing	him,	she	was	ignoring	him.	6	indigenous	(in-dij'-3-nos)	-adjective	7	liability	(H'-s-bil'-D-te)	-noun	8	prolific	(pro-lif'-ik)	-adjective	9	reinstate	(re'-in-stat1)	-verb	10	superfluous	(soo-pûr'-flöö-ss)	-adjective	Chapter	11	55	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your
understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its	definition.	When	Martha	put	on	a	bright	red	scquined	dress	with	huge	rhinesione	earrings,	her	sister	said	she	looked	too	.	it	at	the	end.	An	author	was	refused	permission	to	speak	on	campus	because	he	advocates	violence	as	a	means	of	social	reform.	The	state	trooper	war	,:d	my	brother,
"Your	driver's	license	is	not	get	one	more	specdin	licket,	you	will	lose	your	license	for	a	year."	,	If	you	10.	However,	she	decided	to	put	in	a(n)	(1)	(2)	as	a	waitress	in	a	coffee	shop	to	allow	time	for	something	tfetter	to	turn	up.	terse	clandestine	solicitous	fortuitous	10.	Since	Superman's	x-ray	vision	cannot	pass	through	lead,	one	criminal	decided	to	(con
...)	his	business	in	a	room	with	(lead...)	walls.	having	a.	Despite	Dr.	Wilson's	success,	some	traditional	physicians	are	critical	of	his	methods.	6	miss,	mit	a.	Try	to	complete	each	sentence	with	the	most	suitable	word	from	the	list	below.	Eventually,	however,	rumors	spread	that	he	had	engaged	in	(6).	obtrusive	flout	a.	„	to	him,	my	boss	thinks	that	he	can
order	me	around	without	(c)d	her,	saying,	"You	had	no	business	wearing	your	sister's	6.	damage	had	to	be	completely	4.	In	the	ancient	Roman	calendar,	(	.	over	foreign	embassies	in	the	U.S.	to	cooked	spinach	love	raw	spinach	in	salads.	having;	characterized	by	c.	They	feel	it	would	Danny	left	tin's	message	on	my	answering	machine:	ll	l	must	see	you.
UNIT	FIVE:	Test	1	PART	A	Choose	the	word	that	best	completes	each	sentence	and	write	it	in	the	space	provided.	Kangaroos	are	indigenous	only	to	A	u	s	t	r	a	l	i	a	.	UNIT	FOUR:	Test	3	PART	A	Complete	each	sentence	in	a	way	that	clearly	shows	you	understand	the	meaning	of	the	boldfaced	word.	insinuate	vindicate	expedite	deride	9.	did	a	singing
exercise	b.	If	elected	officials	ignore	our	the	officials	out	of	office.	Preface	v	Introduction	UNIT	ONE	Chapter	Chapter	Chapter	Chapter	Chapter	Chapter	1	2	3	4	5	6	(Apartment	Problems)	(Hardly	a	Loser)	(Grandfaihcr	at	the	Art	Museum)	(My	Brother's	Mental	Illness)	(A	Get-Rich-Quick	Scam)	(Holiday	Blues)	1	5	9	13	17	21	25	29	Unit	One	Tests	UNIT
TWO	Chapter	7	Chapter	8	Chapter	9	Chapter	10	Chapter	11	Chapter	12	(A	Phony	Friend)	(Coco	the	Gorilla)	(Our	Annual	Garage	Sale)	(A	Debate	on	School	Uniforms)	(My	Large	Family)	(Alex's	Search)	37	41	45	49	53	57	61	Unit	Two	Tests	UNIT	THREE	Chapter	Chapter	Chapter	Chapter	Chapter	Chapter	13	14	15	16	17	18	(Ann's	Love	of	Animals)	(A
Costume	Party)	(The	Missing	Painting)	(An	Ohio	Girl	in	New	York)	(How	Neat	Is	Neat	Enough?)	(A	Cult	Community)	69	73	77	81	85	89	Unit	Three	Tests	93	IV	Contents	UNIT	FOUR	Chapter	19	Chapter	20	Chapter	21	Chapter	22	Chapter	23	Chapter	24	(Halloween	Troubles)	(Thomas	Dooley)	(Twelve	Grown	Men	in	a	Bug)	(Adjusting	to	a	Group	Home)
(A	Different	Kind	of	Doctor)	(Grandpa	and	Music)	101	105	109	113	117	121	Unit	Four	Tests	125	UNIT	FIVE	Chapter	25	Chapter	26	Chapter	27	Chapter	28	Chapter	29	Chapter	30	(My	Devilish	Older	Sister)	(Harriet	Tubman)	(Tony's	Rehabilitation)	(Rumors)	(The	End	of	a	Political	Career)	(Firing	Our	Boss)	133	137	141	145	149	153	157	Unit	Five	Tests
Appendixes	A	Limited	Answer	Key	B	Dictionary	Use	C	List	of	Words	and	Word	Parts	163	167	169	U	lit	One	CHAPTER	1	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	We	don't	want	another	company	stealing	our	designs."	b.	The	fortune	teller	claims	that	a	halo	of	colored	light	the	color	tells	her	all	about
the	person's	character.	1	chide	(chid)	-verb	a.	poly-	(polygamy,	polytheism)	9.	Although	an	Oscar	is	not	be	meant	to	be	paperweight.	eradicate	5.	tempor,	tempo	(temporary,	tempo)	10.	honest.	The	mayor	believes	an	enlarged	police	force	would	be	a	problems,	but	the	solution	isn't	that	simple.	When	my	mother	was	having	trouble	breathing,	I	exhorted
her	to	go	to	the	doctor.	15.	A	number	of	previously	robust	weight	lifters	have	ruined	their	health	and	vigor	by	taking	steroids.	curious;	eager	to	learn	h.	If	we	take	this	roundabout	route,	we	can	circumvent	the	rush	hour	traffic.	repugnant	magnanimous	masochist	foible	exhort	6.	113	114	Chapter	22	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the
following	ten	words	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	In	ancient	China,	female	(infanti	.	superfluous	a.	utilitarian	objective	panacea	imperative	atrophy	Chapter	21	(Twelve	Grown	Men	in	a	Hug)	Previewing	the	Words	1.	1.	.graphy)	songs.	abrasive	emulate	1.	For	ease	of	reference,	the	title	of	the	"Final	Check"
passage	in	each	chapter	appears	in	parentheses.	For	the	first	time	in	her	life,	she	was	free.	Yet	he	still	had	the	strong	desire	to	get	high.	a	natural	preference	or	tendency	b.	However,	I	still	have	a	dream	where	I	get	my	revenge.	;	1	a.	77	78	Chapter	15	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by	looking	closely	and
carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	The	place	even	assaulted	the	ears,	as	the	walls	were	as	thin	as	cardboard.	dormant	a.	One	lawyer	is	famous	for	being	able	to	vindicate	his	clients	even	when	there's	a	great	deal	of	evidence	against	them.	He	offered	Gina	the	job.	to	ask	acquaintances	what	they	earn.	Okay,	I	admit	that	I	didn't	use
enough	(2)	__	in	choosing	apartments	to	rent.	ets)	_,	such	as	UK	belief	in	the	sanctity	of	marriage,	are	held	by	members	of	many	religions.	In	contrast,	a	chronic	illness	continues	over	a	long	period	of	time.	He	considers	a	patient's	entire	Dr.	Wilson	takes	a(n)	(1)	lifestyle,	not	just	the	aches	and	pains	at	hand.	The	dormouse,	or	"sleeping	mouse,"	got	its
name	from	its	habit	of	hibernating	through	the	winter.	s)	(6)	speeches	that	often	lasted	for	hours.	7	regress	(re-gres	)	-verb	1	a.	subversive	10.	The	rancor	between	my	two	uncles	has	lasted	since	1977,	when	Uncle	John	married	the	woman	to	whom	Uncle	Ron	had	proposed.	117	118	Chapter	23	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	Ihc
following	icn	words	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	But	she	soon	found	herself	making	many	strict	rules	to	keep	her	own	workers	in	line.	Circle	I	if	the	word	is	used	incorrectly.	The	icy	roads	made	travel	precarious.	Even	when	textbooks	are	methods	of	teaching	may	vary	greatly.	constituent	3.	to	misinterpret;
misunderstand	g.	In	the	novel	Elmer	Gantry,	a	charlatan	poses	as	a	preacher.	connotation	5.	I	didn't	know	that	Jerry	was	so	proficient	in	geography	until	I	saw	that	F	on	his	report	card.	objective	6.	As	a	My	high	school	pals	and	I	were	a	together	through	good	times	and	bad.	Uwasa(n)	seeped	down,	5-6.	We	cancelled	the	picnic	because	a	thunderstorm
seemed	imminent.	____	1.	Sometimes	they	are	(1)	d.	Currently	they	owe	about	half	a	billion	dollars.	^	'	'-	your	registration	process,	have	all	the	necessary	forms	completed	before	you	get	in	himself	by	publicly	apologizing	for	his	crude	remarks	about	beginning	for	March,	since	it	will	then	'	5.	Totalitarianism	is	a	system	of	government	in	which	one	party
controls	a	dictatorship.	Mei	Lin	was	estrange	regress	euphoric	relinquish	impetuous	ubiquitous	infallible	zenith	(c)d	to	his	earlier	habit	of	smoking.	a	person	enthusiastically	devoted	to	a	purpose	or	cause,	sometimes	too	much	so.	If	you're	willing	to	take	a	risk,	invest	in	mutual	funds.	death	e.	an	imposter;	a	fake;	a	person	who	claims	to	have	skill	or
knowledge	that	he	or	she	doesn't	have	"	•	i.	I	swore	that	nothing	would	bottleneck	made	a	liar	of	me.	over,	above,	beyond	g.	The	restaurant	critic	wrote	that	"those	customers	who	don't	see	the	headwaiter's	outstretched	hand	will	have	an	overly	long	wait	to	be	seated."	Her	remark	was	a(n)	suggesting	that	a	person	could	being	seated	by	slipping	the
headwaiter	some	money.	For	example,	when	I	asked	about	Henry's	second	wife,	Seth	seemed	to	(5)	,	saying,	"All	I	can	say	is	that	she	was	some	woman."	Still,	Seth	appeared	genuinely	(6)	about	my	welfare,	and	his	manners	were	(7)	.I	had	never	met	anyone	so	perfectly	polite.	There	was	news	of	the	explosion,	but	it	was	too	soon	to	know	much	about
the	plight	of	those	trapped	inside	the	mine.	showing	or	expressing	concern,	care,	or	attention	i.	Why	docs	he	find	it	so	(7)	when	she	squeezes	the	toothpaste	in	the	middle	of	the	tube?	alive,	lively	b.	to	reject	vour	request	for	a	dav	off.	A	colorful	strand	of	beads	would	it	perfectly.	bishop)	5-6.	If	one	spouse	is	a	slob	and	the	other	is	a(n)	(1)	housekeeper,
there	is	bound	to	be	trouble.	Maybe	we're	both	right.	is	a	sadist,	a	person	who	enjoys	causing	other	people	to	suffer.	Tom,	however,	didn't	allow	his	circumstances	to	(4)	his	hopes.	expert	on	Germany	c.	City	streets	with	names	like	Oak,	Pine,	and	Elm	seem	fraudulent	when	there	aren't	any	trees	on	the	streets.	They	couldn	't	accept	the	fact	that	the
loss	of	their	money	was	(10)	.	"	technically	refers	to	a	strong	desire	for	anything,	for	many	people	it	of	a	sharp	craving	for	a	particular	food.	s	from	everyone	she	sees	and	thai	8.	Use	the	words	in	parentheses	as	hints	to	help	you	guess	the	meanings.	They	can	also	help	you	to	unlock	the	meanings	of	unfamiliar	words.	complement	implement	1.	el's)	(5)
(7)	(8)	himself	as	a	(musi...)	(4)	successes	(.	Martin	is	a	complete	Anglophile.	America	has	often	been	called	a	"melting	pot"	into	which	people	of	many	different	cultures	assimilate.	The	U.S.	military	has	spent	exorbitant	amounts	on	some	items,	including	a	toilet	scat	that	cost	thousands	of	dollars.	in	writing	than	to	be	brief	and	clear.	They	took	it	as	a
sign	their	marriage	would	be	a	success.	The	first	book	ever	printed	was	the	Gutenberg	Bible.	An	inane	way	to	study	for	final	exams	is	to	1	8.	a	remedy	supposed	to	cure	all	diseases	or	difficulties;	cure-all	e.	_	_,	_l	.	A	vehement	supporter	of	the^ovemor,	my	aunt	intends	to	campaign	energetically	for	him	before	the	next	election.	I	explanation	on	a	sign
of	the	technical	.	One	aim	of	the	Equal	Rights	Amendment	is	to	further	discrimination.	In	attempts	to	force	answers	from	political	prisoners,	certain	governments	often	beat	those	being	(c)d.	She	had	missed	her	pî	\e,	the	one	that	had	crashed.	an	inequality	or	difference,	as	in	ages	or	amounts	e.	9.	When	our	dog	Sherlock	froze	in	pointer	position	and
growled	at	the	empty	air,	Pam	(6)	(eld	that	a	ghost	was	present	by	saying,	"Dogs,	you	know,	can	sense	the	supernatural."	I	was	(7)	(e)d	by	fear.	108	Chapter	20	-Sentence	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	Hank	doesn't	want	to	come	right	out	and	tell	Barb	he	doesn't	love	her.	Many	of	Henny	Youngman's	jokes	his
wife.	120	Chapter	23	^-Sentence	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	There's	never	a	single	mistake.	excess	c.	relationship.	We	stuck	Being	unable	to	read	is	a	definite	person	undertakes.	reticent	replete	prolific	predisposed	7.	octo-,	oct-	(octopus,	octet)	7.	When	I	moved	into	my	first	apartment,	I	discovered	that	the
previous	tenant	had	already	subleased	the	place	to	a	very	large	family—of	cockroaches.	in	almost	any	job	a	Felipe	seems	so	close	to	death	only	two	months	ago.	irreparable	7.	invitation	for	a	gift.	The	baby's	crying	isn't	nonstop,	but	2.	She	knew	the	necessity	of	being	(4)	with	information	about	an	escape	since	anyone	could	be	a	spy.	During	my
childhood,	we	made	sporadic	visits	to	my	grandparents'	house.	My	brother	and	I	always	loved	the	minister's	(	.	The	cuckoo	lays	her	eggs	in	other	birds'	nests,	resulting	in	such	an	incongruous	sight	as	one	large	cuckoo	chick	among	several	tiny	baby	robins.	Example:	Kim	must	be	an	adept	manager	because	1.	This	morning,	the	auto	mechanic	didn't
have	time	to	give	my	car	more	than	a	cursory	inspection.	exhilaration	6.	CHAPTER	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	But	her	parents,	brothers,	and	sisters	remained	behind	in	Maryland,	still	slaves.	tending	toward	or	open	to	something	beforehand	j.	Not	every	word	part	will	be	used.	Even	if	I
were	rich,	I	wouldn't	pay	the	$200	those	shoes	cost.	Cigarette	smoke	isn't	hazardous	only	to	the	smoker.	incongruous	6.	My	second	grade	teacher	_(e)d	us	to	be	"Dot	every	i	,"	she	would	say,	"and	cross	every	t."	3-4.	Your	goal	İs	to	reach	a	point	where	you	don't	need	to	check	definitions	at	all.	Children	begin	to	claim	some	autonomy	at	a	very	young
age.	Before	the	trial	began,	the	newspaper	printed	His	lawyer	felt	the	negative	publicity	was	making	it	impossible	for	the	9-10.	Our	suspicions	about	oil	seemed	to	be	(6)	(e)d	by	some	"oil	company	executives"	talking	in	the	local	diner.	I	have	a	propensity	to	^	..	new	i.	diabolic	14.	fraudulent	5.	diabolic	6.	contend	9.	the	noisy	disorder	of	a	crowd	b.
James	was	level	of	painting	by	number.	The	refrigerator	in	the	expensive	hotel	was	:	"No	Girls	or	Snakes	with	all	the	fixings	for	a	wonderful	party.	Now	check	your	answers	by	turning	to	page	166.	auspicious	transgress	expedite	subordinate	rebuke	Sentence	Check	1	6.	spontaneous	10.	99	100	Unit	Three:	Test	4	PART	C	Use	your	knowledge	of	word
parts	to	determine	the	meaning	of	the	boldfaced	words.	Uncle	was	a	(.	In	describing	the	heroine's	work	in	the	garden,	the	author	provides	enough	-Final	Check:	Apartment	Problems	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	the	back	seat.	I	got	a	job	at	an	especially	opportune	time.	Gabe	is	the	most	verbose
person	I	know.	My	little	brother	has	constellations.	By	then,	for	candy.	I	obeyed	her	orders	("Hand	over	that	lollipop!")	and	accepted	her	i	n	s	u	l	t	s	("Fatface"	was	the	most	frequent)	in	the	most	timid	and	(3)	way.	espouse	9.	4	inquisitive	(in-kwiz'-o-tiv)	-adjective	5	nebulous	(neb'-ys-bs)	-adjective	6	relegate	(rel-3-gât1)	-verb	7	replete	(ri-plet1)	-
adjective	8	sedentary	(sed'-'n-ter'-e)	-adjective	9	tenet	(ten'-it)	-noun	10	terse	(tûrs)	-adjective	a.	ate)	____________^____	us	from	a	good	deal	of	household	work.	6	juxtapose	(inks'-ts-verb	7	lethargy	(lelh'-ar-je)	-noun	8	sporadic	(spo-rad'-ik)	-adjective	9	squander	(skwon'-dsr)	-verb	10	subsidize	(sub'-ss-dlz)	-verb	a.	With	time,	however,	the	rest	of	the	body
catches	up	to	be	commensurate	in	size	with	the	paws.	When	she	dyed	her	hair,	she	overlooked	part	of	the	instructions.	symmetrical	10.	indigenous	exonerate	superfluous	liability	prolific	6.	quandary	9.	There	was	a	huge	tumult	when	4.	You're	now	ready	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	words	you	already	know	and	to	master	ihe	words	you're	only
half	sure	of,	or	don't	know	at	all.	Their	work	now	decorates	the	White	House	sitting	room.	activities	in	the	city	as	gambling	and	them	onto	dormant	proliferation	1.	Because	great	physical	strength	(9)	(c)d	her	keen	intelligence,	she	was	able	to	endure	extended	periods	without	food,	shelter,	or	rest.	travelers	often	visit	the	Leaning	Tower	of	Pisa,	to	see
how	far	it	is	leaning	and	if	it's	with	contradictory	beliefs,	such	as	these	well-known	s	on	child	care:	"Spare	the	rod	and	spoil	the	child"	and	"Hitting	children	teaches	them	,	he	wouldn't	have	earned	the	nickname	"Motor	Mouth."	As	it	is,	in	his	speech,	saying	anything	and	everything	that	comes	to	mind.	atrophy	mitigate	deplore	objective	deprivation
panacea	exacerbate	unprecedented	imperative	utilitarian	hunger	in	countri	as	"potentially	disastrous"	just	about	the	injury,	but	if	you	avoid	walking	for	loo	about	something,	it	is	that	you	put	aside	rlands	Across	America"	was	a	fund-raisins	effort	to	hclo	widespread	_	3-4.	Final	Check:	Thomas	Dooley	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen
your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	Also,	we	learned	to	cooperate.	arc	not	tolerated	by	a	dictatorship.	Accused	of	cheating	on	his	geometry	test,	Greg	vindicated	himself	by	reciting	several	theorems	by	heart,	proving	that	he	knew	the	work.	When	the	Bakers'	young	daughter	died	last	year,	they	found	support	group	of	other	parents	who	had	also	lost	a
child.	Ron	thought	his	parents'	25th	wedding	anniversary	would	be	a(n)	announce	his	decision	to	get	married.	Felipe	is	so	serious	lately.	What	would	be	the	best	way	to	It's	important	that	many	parents	attend.	This	was	very	surprising	because	he	and	my	father	had	quarreled	years	before,	and	the	old	man	had	never	even	seen	me.	9	venerate	(ven'-or-
at1)	-verb	a.	After	family	quarrels,	Tamara	often	finds	solace	in	the	quiet	and	privacy	of	her	own	room.	Some	people	call	for	a	unilateral	disarming	of	nuclear	weapons	by	the	U.S.	They	believe	Russia	and	others	would	then	follow.	The	political	cartoon,	a	______	with	tiny	eyes	and	a	huge	mouth.	The	TV	preacher	they	could	manage	to	send.	They	expect
other	countries	to	act	as	well.	Mites	are	ubiquitous.	sur-	(surface,	surplus)	10.	.-.	surpass	10.	The	derogatory	article	suggested	that	the	company	president	had	no	ability,	but	got	his	job	only	because	he	was	related	to	the	chairman	of	the	board.	)	(1)	whom	they	all	called	Uncle.	Sally's	appearance	was	impeccable.	SCORES:	Sentence	Check	2	%	Final
Check	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	lazy;	avoiding	or	disliking	work	c.	"As	soon	as	it's	light,	she	starts	to	eat."	PART	B	Circle	C	if	the	italicized	word	is	used	correctly.	experience.	The	vase	was	broken	into	so	many	jfteces	that	the	damage	was	irreparable.	disparity	13.	1	anima	a.
Foreign	Service	officers	must	follow	strict	government	may	have	to	espouse	orthodox	.	faultless;	perfect	h.	analogy	2.	The	discovery	of	x-rays	in	1895	led	to	some	preposterous	reactions.	vicarious	8.	_(e)d	that	story	to	remarks	about	Sheila	behind	her	back,	bui	he	never	belittles	_	about	her	financial	problems.	I	was'hurt	by	Roger's	terse	response	to	my
invitation.	Authors	try	to	make	the	introductions	to	their	articles	especially	_	continue	reading.	away,	separation,	removal	d.	He	makes	professional-quality	desks	and	cabinets.	She	-	had	been	offered	only	one	higher-paying	job,	as	an	exotic	dancer	in	a	bar,	but	she	felt	that	work	was	too	At	least	she	enjoyed	the	coffee	shop.	Check:	Ann's	Love	of
Animals	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	The	orthodox	way	of	competing	in	a	foot	race	is	to	wear	running	shoes,	but	a	champion	Ethiopian	runner	competed	in	the	Olympics	barefoot.	For	someone	used	to	a	small,	(3)	(4)	budget.	Rita	had	come	a	long	way	in	her	fight	against	alcohol	abuse,	but	after	her
husband	left	her,	she	regressed	to	overdrinking.	Otherwise,	the	license	will	expire	at	midnight.	Instead	of	directly	saying	"Buy	our	product,"	many	ads	use	slick	images	to	product	will	give	a	person	more	sex	appeal,	power,	or	prestige.	-cian	electrician,	musician	decathlon,	decimal	conduct,	deduct	wooden,	woolen	homosexual,	homonym	octet,	octave
marvelous,	serious	philanthropist,	audiophile	surface,	surpass	voluntary,	benevolent	Definitions	a.	to	make	unable	or	unfit,	especially	for	normal	activity;	disable	c.	My	yen	for	garlic	bagel	chips	doesn't	go	away	even	when	I've	eaten	a	whole	bag.	_(e)d	society's	standards	of	dress	when	he	went	to	a	formal	affair	to	warn	you	when	someone	is	telling	a
lie?	Although	many	of	my	memories	of	last	month	are	already	sister's	birth	10	years	ago	is	still	very	clear.	atrophy	mitigate	deplore	objective	deprivation	panacea	exacerbate	unprecedented	imperative	utilitarian	Whe	n	my	kids	go	a	weekend	without	pizza	and	TV	while	camping,	they	think	they	are	suffering	great	2.1	draped	a	cold,	wet	cloth	over	my
eyes	to	the	pain	in	my	head,	but	it	only	got	worse.	Shelters	4.	As	soon	as	my	landlord	found	out,	he	charged	me	$7.00	a	day	for	entertainment.	In	some	modern	paintings,	people	have	such	_	features	and	body	parts.	a	minor	weakness	or	character	flaw	g.	Instead,	he	found	himself	rambling	so	he	could	scarcely	think	or	talk	in	a	(4)	fool	interested	only	in
hearing	much	that	he	feared	the	police	would	think	him	a	(5)	himself	talk,	However,	the	police	soon	arrived	at	Cobb's	magnificent	home,	a	grand	old	(6)	building,	with	matching	columns	to	the	left	and	right	of	the	front	door.	made	up	of	similar	or	identical	parts;	uniform	j.	bureaucratic	3.	That's	where	I've	been.	They	happened	to	drop	out	of	his
dictionary	when	it	fell	to	the	floor.	My	parents	think	my	plans	to	become	a	rock	musician	are	make	much	more	sense	to	become	an	accountant	or	salesperson.	_	'	1.	In	one	painting,	an	empty	plate	and	an	overflowing	one	had	been	(3)	(e)d	on	a	tablecloth	that	was	an	American	flag.	Many	studies	have	validated	claims	that	smoking	involves	serious
health	risks.	auspicious	^	^	_	J	__<	__	_	j>	_	.	Stacy	went	to	the	law	library	to	look	up	information	that	might	be	germane	to	her	client's	case.	The	drunk	driver	is	Marsha's	7-8.	___	scene	of	a	young	woman	and	her	parrot	sneaking	out	of	a	•	the	reader	with	one	spellbinding	scene	after	efforts	to	rid	the	school	of	drugs.	She	was	clearly	alarmed	by	the
presence	of	the	police.	scoff	2.	he	tvpical	horror	movie	temperature—	bu	wouldn't	survive	on	Ncntune,	where	the	air	is	full	of	5-6.	Grigori	Rasputin	was	so	_	stabbed	in	the	stomach,	or	poisoned.	8	liber,	liver	a.	precarious	advocate	inclusive	imminent	impede	6.	bene-,	ben-	(benefit,	benign)	4.	In	his	later	years,	he	regretted	his	earlier	(2)	to	quarrel	with
family."	Believing	that	Seth	had	been	my	grandfather's	friend	made	me	(3)	to	like	him.	to	prove	to	be	innocent;	free	from	blame	i.	In	1888,	Edward	Bellamy	described	a	Utopia	in	which	each	person	would	have	a	comfortable	income,	work	until	the	age	of	45,	and	then	enjoy	a	leisurely	lifestyle.	His	mother	was	drunk	most	of	the	time.	This	year's	novelty
seems	to	be	bubble	gum	cards	with	pictures	of	mud	wrestlers.	The	day	after	surgery,	the	nurses	got	Alonso	to	begin	walking,	to	keep	his	muscles	from	beginning	to	.	What	is	school	supposed	to	teach	us,	if	not	the	ability	to	think	and	act	independently?	voc,vok	(vocal,	provoke)	Definitions	a.	His	father,	however,	refused	to	get	him	off.	-cian	octo-,
octdec-ous	duct,	due	-phile,	phil	called	UD	a	(.	The	noxious	gas	they	produce	could	land	you	in	the	hospital.	Our	football	game	wasn't	planned,	but	the	__	we	walked	across	the	field.	When	Shirley	said	she	was	sick	of	Lcn's	to	gamble	excessively,	he	_d	by	saying,	"I	promise	you'll	never	catch	me	gambling	again,	Honey."	3	-4.	Betty	grew	up	in	a(n)
neighborhood.	patience	c.	ostracize	5.	Even	in	so-called	"classless"	societies,	a	social	and	economic	hierarchy	divides	people	according	to	status	and	income.	forget	b.	At	Monday's	student	council	meeting,	the	officers	debated	about	whether	or	not	students	should	be	required	to	wear	uniforms.	If	you	express	it,	it	may	3.	That	is,	the	person	looked	just
like	her,	complete	with	a	(4)	of	Taylor's	69-carat	diamond,	worn	around	the	neck.	Because	a	submarine	is	hide:	:n	under	the	water,	it	can	be	very	useful	in	9.	He	readily	forgives	her	even	when	she	hits	him	over	the	head	with	a	wooden	drumstick.	The	man	had	kidnapped	and	murdered	three	young	children.	I	enjoy	watching	(trove	.	the	highest	point	or
state;	pea)'	'	"	(	g.	Some	dissidents	in	the	Catholic	church	favor	female	priests,	birth	control,	and	abortion.	6	octo-,	GCÎ-	a.	to	flow	or	spread	throughout	(something)	g.	The	most	beautiful	pearl	can	seem	repugnant	when	you	think	of	it	as	the	hardened	mucus	of	an	oyster.	In	every	way,	the	mayor	seemed	to	be	at	the	(5)	political	success.	He	eats	any
morsels	thai	drop	onto	the	floor	and	carefully	10.	When	my	daughter	said	her	teacher	was	"different,"	I	wasn't	sure	if	she	meant	it	in	a	complimentary	or	a(n)	way.	that	Adrian	pass	his	history	final.	inquisitive	_	_	1	"	__	t_	^	_	5.	The	applicant	had	never	held	any	of	the	positions	on	her	rosume".	(9)	in	her	opinion,	she	insisted,	"I	understand	what	you're
saying,	Ray,	but	I	want	to	(10)_	a	point	I	made	earlier.	inclined	to	be	quiet	or	uncommunicative;	reluctant	to	speak	out	e.	bolster	4.	book	Now	go	on	to	"Ten	Word	Parts	in	Context"	on	the	next	page.	made	of	PART	B	Find	the	word	part	that	correctly	completes	each	word.	Chapter	16	83	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the
ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its	definition.	It	contained	too	many	technical	terms	and	assumed	too	much	medical	knowledge	to	be	understood	by	people	outside	the	profession.	robust	13.	In	our	psychology	class,	our	team	assignment	was	to	make	a	statement	about	human	nature	and	then	to	try	to	148	Chapter	28	^-Sentence	Check	2
Complete	each	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	People	used	to	have	no	___	when	an	employer	discriminated	against	them,	but	now	they	can	seek	help	from	the	Equal	Employment	Opportunity	Commission,	Now	check	your	answers	to	these	questions	by	turning	to	page	164.	Matt	certainly	didn't	use	discretion	when	he	passed	the	police
car	at	a	speed	of	80	miles	an	hour.	resilient	5.	j_	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	29	iO	Unit	One:	Test	1	11.	Charles	studies	hard	for	his	classes,	but	he's	also	involved	in	extracurricular	activities,	including	soccer	and	chess.	One	comedian	loves	to	deride	members	of	the	audience.	something	given	or
done	as	repayment,	punishment	or	reward	d.	For	his	reprehensible	conduct	in	attacking	the	referee,	Alan	was	forced	to	sit	out	the	next	two	games.	To	them,	he	who	would	lose	his	place	in	heaven	if	he	didn't	quickly	his	errors.	And	she	never	missed	a(n)	(5)	moment	for	terrorizing	me.	After	being	forced	to	stay	awake	for	72	hours,	sleep	having	double
vision	and	to	hear	voices	that	weren't	there.	It	stuck	out	like	a	sore	thumb,	ruining	his	outfit.	She	told	the	teacher,	7.	mort	8.	mitigate	3.	being	the	first	instance	of	something;	having	never	occurred	before	d.	simply	ignore	a	piece	of	spinach	in	the	boss's	front	to	a	stage	actor's	career.	To	assimilate	into	a	country's	culture,	it's	essential	to	know	the
language.	h.	2	chrono-,	chron	a.	Later	the	children	were	divided	into	smaller,	more	classes.	antipasto	2.	rancor	(	9	J	recrimination	10.	teaching	at	a	military	academy,	but	he	found	the	rules	too	9-10.	rejuvenate	9.	I	learned	that	my	neighbors	espouse	recycling	when	I	read	their	letter	to	the	editor	encouraging	others	to	recycle.	Giving	up	any	hope	of
understanding	their	conversation,	I	looked	around	for	friends.	Bus	drivers,	writers,	and	others	in	sedentary	occupations	need	to	make	a	special	effort	to	exercise.	an	exact	copy	or	reproduction	h.	Discomfort	was	such	a(n)	(1)	part	of	my	childhood	Halloweens	that	I	wouldn't	have	recognized	the	holiday	without	it.	substance,	is	useful	for	rubbing	away
rough	spots	on	________^_^—	of	her	first,	a	very	cautious	and	companion	than	docile	tumult	1.	interrogate	6.	vindicate	a.	To	me,	the	poem	wasn't	___^	6.	My	grandmother	had	to	be	dexterous	in	order	to	hang	the	laundry	outdoors	while	holding	a	baby	and	dragging	along	the	laundry	basket	with	her	foot.	Another	person,	so	(10)	as	to	be	horrifying,	had
eyes	of	two	different	sizes	and	a	mouth	twisted	to	one	side.	Our	dorm	room,	so	colorfully	decorated	with	posters	and	knickknacks,	looks	end	of	the	school	year,	when	we	all	take	home	our	belongings.	For	instance,	the	images	we	look	at	must	go	to	our	brain	in	order	for	us	to	actually	"sec"	them.	A	tall	tree	indigenous	to	Australia	has	been	successfully
transplanted	to	the	edge	of	the	Sahara	Desert,	where	it	keeps	the	desert	from	spreading.	The	salesman	promised	that	his	combination	vacuum	cleaner/floor	polisher/carpet	shampooer	would	people	from	hours	of	back-breaking	housework.	Musical	comedies	arc	a(n)	(	.	For	instance,	why	do	a	very	careful	job	of	.	^Final	Check:	My	Large	Family	Here	is
a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	charlatan	hoist	corroborate	illicit	disseminate	irrevocable	diverge	precipitate	in	all	directions.	Elisc	was	right	to	chide	me	when	I	la/ily	threw	the	aluminum	can	into	the	garbage	instead	of	washing	it	for	recycling.	deride	misconstrue	îany	surfers	prefer	excitement.	clandestine
indigenous	contingency	liability	egocentric	prolific	exonerate	reinstate	incongruous	superfluous	-looking	couple.	of	species	that	live	(e)d	with	so	much	junk	mail	that	the	mailbox	is	crammed	with	it.	unprecedented	7.	The	Mattsons,	orthodox	Christians,	attend	church	every	Sunday.	I	usually	find	computer	manuals	horribly	unclear,	but	this	one	is	lucid.
adept	2.	docile	6.	The	twins	couldn't	have	been	more	different.	a	person	who	gains	satisfaction	from	suffering	physical	or	psychological	pain	e.	chess	players	can	make	it	seem	that	their	opponent	is	ahead	when	in	fact	he	or	she	is	of	6.	10	Chapter	2	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by	looking	closely	and
carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	"Now,	I	know	some	of	you	have	(4)	bets	in	the	amount	of	two	whole	bucks	riding	on	this,"	he	joked.	ten	j.	Marcie	has	a	tendency	to	be	vociferous.	The	property	depreciated	in	value	when	the	city	built	a	sewage	treatment	plant	nearby.	The	a	job	offer	for	me.	To	Roberta,	being	elected	Student	Council
president	was	the	pinnacle	of	her	high	school	years,	not	even	surpassed	by	being	a	cheerleader.	To	an	allergic	person,	usually	discomfort	and	illness.	at	first	and	require	time	to	become	a	firm	part	of	a	religion.	time-consuming	syllables	17.	ubiquitous	3.	killer,	killing	Now	go	on	to	"Ten	Word	Parts	in	Context"	on	the	next	page.	sensory	10.	Gregarious
people	are	naturally	drawn	to	work	involving	a	lot	of	social	contact,	such	a^	teaching	and	sales.	8	Chapter	1	^Sentence	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	My	grandfather	had	a	beautiful	singing	voice	as	a	younger	man,	and	he	loved	to	talk	about	his	three	(.	Gene's	demeanor	was	quiet	and	controlled,	but	inside	he
was	boiling	with	anger.	When	Len	said	that	his	brother	would	never	even	give	him	the	time	of	day,	he	meant	to	insinuate	that	161	Unit	Five:	Test	3	PART	B	After	each	boldfaced	word	are	a	synonym	(a	word	that	means	the	same	as	the	boldfaced	word),	an	antonym	(a	word	that	means	the	opposite	of	the	boldfaced	word),	and	a	word	that	is	neither.	One
of	my	.	When	you	are	_(c)d	by	a	job	interviewer,	avoid	coming	across	as	If	you	appear	overly	eager	to	obey	and	to	please	in	every	way,	you'll	be	seen	as	a	person	with	no	mind	of	your	own.	Many	bibliophiles	came	to	the	auction	of	Mr.	Steffen's	possessions.	Deborah	knew	she	had	transgressed	against	her	family's	wishes	by	selling	the	ring	her
grandmother	had	given	her.	innuendo	10.	i	A	my	job.	The	_s	selling	"snake	oil"	remedies	for	everything	from	the	huge	wrecked	ship	out	of	ihc	water.	The	mayor	must	appoint	another	chief	of	police.	before	i.	For	example,	one	eye	is	often	slightly	higher	than	against	3.	Then	you	can	use	the	matches	to	help	you	in	the	following	practices.	complement
fabricate	contend	validate	13.	nebulous	6.	When	I	left	my	job	at	U	:	department	store,	I	had	to	and	my	key	to	the	empi	>yees'	restroom.	same	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	intended	for	or	understood	by	only	a	certain	group;	beyond	the	understanding	of	most	people	i.	"Explain	how	much	they'll	gain
if	they	attend.	Some	people	feel	we	transgress	against	nature	when	we	try	to	create	life	in	a	test	tube.	Why	do	so	many	people	wish	to	wrinkles	and	gray	hair?	to	overthrow	him,	4.	loving;	lover,	friend	f.	could	(6)	_	Keller's	and	presence	bookkeepers	hardly	employees	getting	(7)_	_	of	our	anger	came	when	Keller	yelled	loudly	at	a	new	employee	in	front
of	everyone	else,	making	her	cry.	Tony	is	very	choosy	about	the	women	he	sees,	but	Ned	is	promiscuous.	Every	superhero	needs	a	powerful	archenemy.	impeccable	4.	Now	she	just	puts	in	whatever	she	has	on	hand.	Extrasensory	perception	is	the	ability,	or	seeming	ability,	to	communicate	beyond	the	physical	senses.	orthodox	8.	student	of	Germany	b.
preposterous	10.	ran	to	the	convenience	store	to	buy	some.	24.	the	masses	b.	Forget	good	manners.	tilings	as	a	brown	cow	that	a	system	of	evaluating	student	work	,	crowds	began	to	gather	around	8.	When	the	Mafia	boss	was	murdered,	his	son	swore	that	the	killer	would	get	"I'll	shoot	whoever	did	it,"	he	said.	Louis	always	has	some	preposterous
business	scheme	in	mind.	The	opportune	lime	to	sell	a	stock	is	just	before	its	value	goes	down.	C	I	C	I	14.	A	products	made	of	peanuts	as	ink,	shampoo,	and	linoleum.	She	is	known	for	being	a	dissident.	to	free	from	a	tangled	situation	or	a	difficulty	c.	there	was	a(n)	about	the	relationship	between	managers	and	The	owner	of	our	company	is	workers.
When	one	man	yelled,	"Your	wild	kids	have	ruined	my	lawn!"	his	next	door	neighbor	yelled	back	this	:	"Well,	your	dog	has	ruined	my	roses!"	9.	As	a	teen,	I	used	to	make	fun	of	my	sister's	telephone	recriminations	to	her	boyfriend,	such	as	"I	love	you	lots	too."	The	yearbook	meeting	got	side-tracked.	John	E	Kennedy's	election	to	the	presidency	was	5.
Baseball	player	Reggie	Jackson	reached	the	three	home	runs	during	the	sixth	game	of	the	World	Series.	to	support	with	a	rigid	object;	to	support,	strengthen,	or	reinforce	g.	For	fighting	in	study	hall,	the	girls	were	punished	with	detention.	Shakespeare	is	understanding	of	human	nature.	When	Jan	types	a	letter,	the	results	are	3.	defrosting	5.	Seeing	a
psychiatrist	used	to	harm	people's	reputations,	but	now	there's	no	attached	to	seeking	help	for	psychological	problems.	Doctors	hoped	a	bone	marrow	transplant	would	halt	the	proliferation	of	cancer	cells	in	Mary's	body.	annihilate	3.	Mitch	s	üıat	he	deserved	a	higher	grade	in	history,	but	I	think	ihe	teacher	was	generous	in	giving	him	a	C.	A	staunch
reader	of	mysteries,	Fred	reads	them	rarely.	pan-	(Pan-American,	panorama)	7.	17	18	Chapter	4	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	idiosyncrasy	_	_	_	_.	Lou	congratulated	Faye	on	receiving	the	scholarship,	but	his	friendly	words	were	the
antithesis	of	his	jealous	feelings.	to	add	(to	something	or	someone)	what	is	lacking	or	needed;	round	out;	bring	to	perfection	j.	CHAPTER	24	^reviewing	the	Word	Parts	Common	word	parts—also	known	as	prefixes,	suffixes,	and	roots—are	used	in	forming	many	words	in	English.	The	12	hunks	of	manhood	you	see	up	here,	none	with	a	waistline	smaller
than	42	inches,	are	about	to	squeeze	into	this	Volkswagen	B	e	e	t	l	e	.	_(e)d	so	much	that	Britains	and	8.	Many	people	invest	in	art	and	antiques,	hoping	that	their	investments	will	eventually	depreciate.	-cide	(homicide,	pesticide)	4.	Miss	Stone	dressed	in	a	very	austere	manner.	My	Ty	discreet	implicit	fastidious	impromptu	flout	intuition	heinous
obtrusive	told	me	that	a	man	who	ironed	his	bed	sheets	was	too	for	a	slob	like	me.	extricate	8.	...)	.	"Last	night,"	he	said,	"my	wife	and	I	gave	a	dinner	party	for	several	art	experts.	Harold	is	completely	apolitical.	-noun	b.	ation)	field.	anima	miss	arch	mort	benepoly-ee	-logue	ten	tempor	11.	impromptu	9.	synchronize	10.	a	standard	by	which	something
is	or	can	be	judged	g.	collaborate	estrange	corroborate	juxtapose	to	If	you	grow	up	in	a	large	family,	it	helps	to	be	are	so	rarely	alone,	it's	nice	if	you	can	enjoy	the	company.	I'm	sure	the	8.	Many	experts	__^____	___	a	low-protein,	high-carbohydrate	diet.	Their	only	criterion	for	a	good	ad	is	that	it	increase	sales.	You	couldn't	call	Pete	a	connoisseur	of
wines.	Then	complete	each	partial	word	in	the	parentheses	below	with	a	word	part	from	the	box	at	the	top	of	this	page.	Grandma	wants	10.	detriment	optimum	dexterous	ostentatious	discretion	scrupulous	facetious	sensory	gregarious	vicarious	when	she	goes	for	a	job	1.	rebuke	7.	To	help	students	understand	how	we	see,	teachers	often	draw	an
analogy	between	an	eye	and	a	camera.	Goodman	MUSKEGON	COMMUNITY	COLLEGE	Sherrie	L.	Hockey	audiences	are	often	wild	and	noisy,	but	the	tumult	becomes	even	greater	during	a	"sudden	death"	overtime,	when	the	first	team	to	score	wins.	to	state	again	or	repeatedly	«=-*,	!»,?*&*	f	^	^	^	^	f.	2	arch,	-archy	a.	orthodox	Sentence	Check	1	1.
For	example,	with	just	a	press	of	a	such	events	as	fires,	murders,	and	earthquakes	by	stopping	a	movie	9-10.	__	7.	with,	together	7.	preposterous	a.	This	(6)	planned	to	open	a	second	store,	which	he	enjoyed	discussing	with	Gina.	Joyce	isn't	usually	,	but	last	week	she	suddenly	felt	an	overwhelming	urge	to	try	out	her	nephew's	skateboard.	1
complement	(kom'-pto-mont)	-verb	a.	exonerate	5.	advocate	impede	antipathy	inclusive	emancipate	jurisdiction	idiosyncrasy	precarious	imminent	preposterous	)ne	member	of	the	school	board	July	31	3-4.	"You	sit	me	down	at	the	kitchen	table	and	interrogate	me."	a.	scrupulous	6.	The	story,	of	course,	was	untrue.	To	make	his	case	to	the	jury,	the
lawyer	went	through	a	possible	events	leading	up	to	the	murder.	_	10.	After	the	man	5-6.	dorm	6.	homo-	(homonym,	homogenize)	6.	Over	the	next	few	years,	they	gave	much	information	on	Pearl	Harbor	to	Japan.	Word	Parts	1.	Fayc	thought	her	company	might	transfer	her	again	to	another	c	i	t	y	.	He	referred	to	7.	If	you	take	vitamins,	be	sure	to	take
no	more	than	the	can	be	a	serious	7-8.	The	strong	scent	of	Kate's	perfume	2.	A	big	sign	in	the	school	library	read,	"Raucous	Study	Only."	I	think	that	Thco's	behavior	toward	his	sister	is	reprehensible.	He	was	so	upset	by	his	(3)	that	when	he	phoned	the	police.	vol	a.	It's	no	secret	that	David	is	homosexual.	The	painting	was	only	a	copy,	but	the
fraudulent	art	dealer	led	the	buyer	to	believe	that	it	was	an	original	masterpiece.	te)	a	lifeless	body.	The	ability	to	see	colors	is	not	in	all	mammals.	When	differences	between	people	aren't	settled,	they	may	result	in	long-lasting	5.	octo-,	oct7.	She	never	wore	make-up,	jewelry,	or	even	hair	clips.	On	a	calm	sunny	day,	it's	hard	to	think	about	the	fact	that
the	sun	is	shining	because	of	numerous	nuclear	reactions	causing	masses	of	fire.	At	any	moment,	these	gangs	might	corner	me	and	demand,	"Your	candy	or	your	with	what	I	had	suffered	substance,	even	poison.	When	they	seemed	sure	of	all	the	notes,	the	director	speeded	up	the	tempo.	all	the	information.	syn-,sym10.	s)	and	comforting.	nesia)	.	Terry
doesn't	want	to	move,	so	she's	predisposed	to	dislike	the	town	she	and	her	family	are	moving	to.	The	rock	star	displayed	his	wealth	by	driving	around	in	a	gold	Rolls	Roycc	and	wearing	huge	diamond	rings.	ers)	.	At	the	end	of	her	lecture,	Ms.	Johnson	(dis	.	Express	lines	__	4.	equivocate	propensity	fortuitous	reprehensible	impeccable	sham	liaison
solace	predisposed	solicitous	l.Whe	n	mv	grandmother	died,	î	found	2.	from	the	3-4.	styles,	to	a	play,	a	final	speech	spoken	by	a	15.	mitigate	7.	Ms.	Jasper	had	the	most	stringent	standards	in	the	high	school.	rancor	12.	lucid	distraught	A	happy	noise	include	boring	___	discover	understandable	troubled	good	will	turn	foreign	aid	guilty	bitterness	omit
interesting	interfere	with	loose	unclear	PART	C	Use	five	of	the	following	ten	words	in	sentences.	Nist	UNIVERSITY	OF	GEORGIA	Carole	Mohr	TOWNSEND	PRESS	Martton,	NJ	08053	Contents	Note:	For	ease	of	reference,	the	title	of	the	passage	that	concludes	each	chapter	appears	in	parentheses.	In	her	newspaper	column,	Miss	Manners	advises
readers	on	decorum	in	various	situations.	child	pornography	arc	working	for	stricter	laws	against	the	5.	necessary;	urgent	h.	tantamount	inquisitive	replete	grievous	benefits	because	he	provided	no	evidence	that	his	health	was	bad	enough	to	prevent	him	from	working.	"If	you	want	to	warmth,	not	his	self-destruction."	Elvis	Presley,"	my	mother	said,
"please	imitate	his	onstage	energy	and	Now	check	your	answers	to	these	questions	by	turning	to	page	166.	The	scientist	explained	the	greenhouse	effect	in	such	a	lucid	way	that	the	entire	audience	seemed	to	understand.	(	.	implement	fastidious	complement	implicit	obtrusive	Chapter	27	(Tony's	Rehabilitation)	Previewing	the	Words	1.	109	110
Chapter	21	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	It	wasn't	until	noon	that	Daniel	Cobb	noticed	the	painting	was	missing.	Since	my	old	sneakers	had	fallen	apart,	I	was	pleased	to	find	a	new	pair	at	an	exorbitant	price.	In	my	grandmother's
former	nursing	home,	only	one	nurse	was	at	all	solicitous.	He	preached	that	his	followers	should	value	their	eternal	lives	over	their	(.	My	sister	loves	2.	My	aunt	and	uncle	are	rich	but	ostentatious.	Dad	was	still	in	excellent	condition.	regress	2.	The	company	president	ordered	employees	not	to	losses,	since	the	news	might	scare	off	stockholders	and
swindling	in	the	area.	to	destroy	completely	f.	The	music	school's	hallway	is	covered	with	framed	_	great	composers.	dorm	.	My	cousin	is	so	egocentric	that	when	the	family	got	together	for	his	sister's	graduation,	he	assumed	the	gathering	was	in	honor	of	his	new	job	as	a	fast-food	manager.	I	20.	a-	biblioprim	fid	reel	-ism	sym-,	syn-	nov	ver	pan-	he	(.
pan7.	connoisseur	germane	conspiracy	lucid	contrite	plight	cursory	symmetrical	distraught	verbose	1.	Toddlers	are	naturally	eager	to	explore.	Instead	of	refreshing	me,	an	afternoon	nap	only	deepens	my	___	2.1	get	news	of	Marty	only	now	and	then,	in	3.	exacerbate	9.	1	detriment	(de'-tra-mont)	-noun	a.	C	I	17.	The	chorus	sang	the	difficult	piece
slowly	at	first.	1	equivocate	(e-kwiv'-s-kat1)	-verb	a.	collaborate	2.	5	dissipate	(dis'-o-pat1)	-verb	6	indolent	(in'-da-loni)	-adjective	7	inherent	(in-her'-om)	-adjective	8	nonchalant	(non'-shs-lont1)	-adjective	9	unassuming	(un'-D-soo'-ming)	-adjective	10	unilateral	(yoon'-o-Iat'-sr-ol)	-adjective	Chapter	22	115	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your
understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its	definition.	Who	would	want	to	adopt	a	pet	that	i	s	n	'	t	even	breathing?	On	the	cover	of	the	news	magazine,	a	picture	of	a	young	_	was	(e)d	to	that	of	the	elderly	ruler	whose	policies	he	opposes.	physician	4.	Ralph	has	the	derogatory	paramount	fabricate	quandary	impending	turbulent
macabre	validate	hobbv	of	visiting	places	where	murders	\vere	committed,	in	our	thoughts.	to	have	a	minister	act	as	a	between	them.	CHAPTER	9	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	Even	the	most	paramount	worker	at	the	very	bottom	of	the	ladder	gets	as	much	vacation	time	as	anyone	else
who	has	been	with	our	company	for	the	same	length	of	time.	He	found	the	other	prisoners	terrifying.	a	blemish	on	a	reputation;	disgrace	d.	C	C	I	I	24.	Jean,	saying	she	wants	her	art	to	be	utilitarian,	makes	ceramic	bowls	and	teapots.	Two	things	I	find	very	repugnant	are	6.	_	9.	onyms)	differences	in	meaning.	-	-	-	:	-	.	philanthropist	9.	Jessie	tried	to
emulate	her	older	sister	whenever	possible.	Tom	polished	the	surface	of	the	table	until	it	shone	like	glass.	bolster	relegate	depreciate	replete	indiscriminate	sedentary	inquisitive	tenet	nebulous	terse	with	such	luxuries	as	a	1.	"Writing	with	a	severely	limited	vocabulary,"	she	said,	"is	like	trying	to	paint	a	circus	with	only	a	few	colors."	9.	The	hot
weather	made	everyone	feel	drowsy.	indiscriminate	4.	circumvent	6.	He	may	sit	in	the	living	room	all	evening,	talking	and	crying	about	his	former	g	i	r	l	f	r	i	e	n	d	s	,	our	dead	grandmother,	or	childhood	h	u	r	t	s	.	His	casual	approach	to	responsibilities	.	plight	3.	Zcr\(Buddh....)	13.	a	specific	type	of	speaking	or	writing	f.	2	despondent	(di-spon'-dom)	-
adjective	3	instigate	(in'-sto-gat1)	-verb	4	resilient	(ri-zil'-ysnt)	-adjective	5	retrospect	(re'-trs-spekt')	-noun	6	rudimentary	(röö'-do-mcn'-tor-e)	-adjective	1	scoff	(skor)	-verb	8	squelch	(skwelch)	-verb	10	zealot	(zel'-at)	-noun	Chaptor2	11	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its
definition.	nebulous	PART	C	Use	five	of	the	following	ten	words	in	sentences.	stringent	_.'..	By	court	order,	the	abusive	parents	had	to	home.	In	the	morning,	the	seaside	air	is	misty,	but	by	afternoon	the	moisture	dissipates,	leaving	the	air	clear	and	dry.	I	accept	my	husband's	foibie	of	leaving	clothes	lying	around	because	it	allows	me	to	be	messy
without	feeling	guilty.	ate)	(3)	The	(.	The	gold	was	never	recovered.	analogy	placebo	annihilate	proficient	criterion	staunch	emanate	subversive	holistic	vindicate	1-2.	Arguing	seems	to	be	an	integral	part	of	Laura	and	Nate's	relationship.	They	are	curious	about	the	world	around	them	and	that	she'll	wolf	down	any	tiling	that	is	up	the	front	porch	while
he	,	the	memory	of	my	activities.	foible	innocuous	recrimination	meticulous	magnanimous	Sentence	Check	1	1.	Having	poor	handwriting	is	not	much	of	a	2.	'	"'V-	d.	The	bank	photos	will	exonerate	Phillip	by	showing	who	the	true	robber	is.	The	Bradlcys	won't	go	on	vacation	until	their	new	puppy	is	fully	trained.	Our	9.	irrevocable	8.	He's	a	phony,	a
complete	(9)	.	being	^___	7-8.	Martin	Luther	King,	Jr.,	and	have	his	inner	strength	and	7.	de5.	We	showed	them	our	entire	collection.	able	to	recover	quickly	from	sickness,	injury,	or	misfortune	-	-t	d.	implement	7.	When	his	biography	appeared,	the	actor	repudiated	it,	saying	it	was	written	without	his	cooperation	and	was	filled	with	lies.	permeate
forestall	opportune	interrogate	retribution	6.	Great	Uncle	Antonio	always	becomes	/	when	he	tells	stories	about	his	dear	sick	mother	in	the	old	country.	Many	retirees	use	their	talents	as	volunteers	in	this	country	and	throughout	the	world.	But	at	age	58,	my	father	thinks	the	best	is	yet	to	come.	reprehensible	predisposed	equivocate	fortuitous	sham
Sentence	Check	1	\.	sedentary	tenacious	tantamount	nebulous	8.	My	retired	parents	are	in	a	quandary	over	whether	they	should	move	to	Florida,	where	it's	too	hot	half	the	year,	or	stay	in	upstate	New	York,	where	it's	loo	cold	half	the	year.	According	to	the	course	description,	"Starting	Your	Own	Business"	is	a	prettyclass.	(e)d,	his	(10)	involved	with
others.	Amy	pretended	to	be	very	upset.	In	the	1950s,	Congress	interrogated	Americans	accused	of	being	members	of	the	Communist	Party.	intuition	flout	heinous	impromptu	discreet	6.	Leading	the	police	to	the	room	from	which	the	painting	had	been	taken,	Cobb	began	to	explain.	Examples	are	of	Snappe.	Sunsets	can	be	beautiful	anywhere,	but	I
feel	the	sunset	is	out	on	the	ocean,	where	there's	nothing	between	you	and	the	view.	1	autonomy	(o-ton'-3-me)	-noun	2	bureaucratic	(byoor'-3-krat'-ik)	-adjective	a.	Most	people	find	something	to	buy,	although	last	year,	after	simply	glancing	around,	one	customer	made	the	(7)	comment	"Nothing	but	junk"	and	then	departed.	Judging	by	their	modest



possessions,	you'd	never	know	how	much	money	they	really	have.	A	theist	is	a	person	who	believes	in	a	god	or	gods,	but	a(n)	(.	Many	people	misconstrue	Robert	Frost's	line	"Good	fences	make	good	neighbors."	They	think	it's	the	poet's	own	opinion,	forgetting	that	the	statement	is	spoken	by	an	unncighborly	character.	chrono-,	chron	(chronological,
chronic)	3.	If	you	have	studied	the	'Ten	Words	İn	Context,"	you	will	know	how	to	match	each	word.	UNIT	TWO:	Test	2	PART	A	Complete	each	sentence	with	a	word	from	the	box.	being	a	good	sign;	favorable;	encouraging	g.	with,	together	h.	doctrine,	system,	practice	of	g.	The	senator	should	have	planned	his	remarks	when	talking	5.	Drugs	and
operations	have	been	used	in	mental	hospitals	to	make	violent	patients	docile,	so	that	they	could	be	easily	handled.	You	should	not	turn	to	this	key	until	you	have	considered	carefully	the	sentence	in	which	a	given	word	appears.	SCORES:	Sentence	Check	2	%	Final	Check	worshippers"	who	cut	up	children	and	hung	their	heads	in	trees.	ante-,	anti-
(anteroom,	antique)	2.	Smells	often	evoke	memories	in	me.	deserving	of	criticism	and	disapproval	c.	After	several	minutes	of	chaos,	the	meeting	came	to	order,	and	Barbara	was	called	on	again.	He	repeatedly	interrupted	our	conversation	to	ask,	"Is	6.	He	barks	and	barks	until	someone	extricates	him.	If	Ann	had	all	keeps	as	pets.	Fear	of	communism
reached	i	t	s	in	the	1950s,	when	people	accused	of	belonging	to	the	Communist	Party	were	questioned	by	Congress.	atrophy	deplore	objective	unilateral	belligerent	deprivation	placebo	connotation	extricate	rejuvenate	criterion	inherent	scenario	aer	is	a(n)	part	of	police	work.	circumvent	reticent	vociferous	attrition	cohesive	6.	When	Craig	called
Peggy	"the	perfect	secretary,"	she	belonged	in	a	position	of	little	authority.	She	becomes	upset	at	any	suggestion	to	the	contrary.	We	had	a	turbulent	day	at	the	park,	just	relaxing	on	the	grass,	snoozing,	and	enjoying	the	picnic	we	had	packed.	The	long-standing	other	rushed	over	to	help	her.	fortuitous	accidental	forbidden	healthv	infertile	exciting
clear	A	purposeful	admirable	dangerous	large	aware	strong	riskv	blameworthy	weak	fruitful	unaware	vaeue	reprehensible	12.	Working	through	this	chapter	will	help	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	word	parts	you	already	know	and	to	master	the	word	parts	you're	only	half	sure	of,	or	don't	know	at	all.	101	102	Chapter	19	Ten	Words	in
Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	corroborate	10.	Tracy	enjoys	the	tumult	at	the	Fourth	of	July	fireworks,	but	I	hate	all	the	noise	and	commotion	of	the	crowds.	sordid	4.	a	belief	or	principle	held	to	be	true	e.	It's	wrong	to	make	students	feel	left	out.
auspicious	rebuke	expedite	redeem	extenuating	subordinate	fraudulent	transgress	innuendo	vehement	1.	Rick	has	just	opened	an	auto	repair	shop.	(Hindu	..	clearly	expressed;	easily	understood	>	f.	on	my	rounds.	Our	company	has	grown	by	leaps	and	bounds	through	attrition.	I	was	so	pleased	to	have	her	actually	do	something	nice	for	a	change	that	I
gobbled	it	all	up	quickly.	7	mort	a.	"In	retrospect,"	said	the	chairman	of	the,board,	"I	think	the	next	f	i	v	e	years	will	be	our	mos	successful	ever."	Professor	Sherman	wants	to	collaborate	on	a	new	science	textbook.	Mike	often	makes	her	to	her	face.	A	_	after	day.	When	he	was	18,	Tony	was	arrested	for	possession	and	sale	of	cocaine.	In	my	dream	I	am
the	older	sister,	and	Pam	receives	her	(10)	at	last.	circumstances.	The	see	the	band.	tending	to	arouse	interest	or	curiosity	g.	Toshiko	is	in	a(n)	as	to	whether	she	should	start	college	course	work	now	part-time	or	wait	until	she	can	go	full-time.	facilitate	X.	illicit	8.	detriment	optimum	dexterous	ostentatious	discretion	scrupulous	facetious	sensory	ı	"
gregarious	vicarious	>	an	employee	with	would	it	be	more	tactful	to	tell	the	boss?	When	I	worked	for	our	city's	bureaucratic	parks	department,	I	wasted	hours	filling	out	forms.	The	religious	hermit	cared	little	for	(.	voleni}	eventually	became	afn)	(.	The	book	Answers	to	1001	Interesting	Questions	is	the	perfect	gift	for	a(n)	Now	check	your	answers	to
these	questions	by	turning	to	page	164.	Pauline's	free-spirited	second	husband	is	the	timid	man	r	5.	It	all	began	when	a	big,	bearded	man	stood	before	a	noisy	campus	crowd.	13.	innocuous	5.	-verb	2	derogatory	(di-rog'-D-tor'-e)	-adjective	3	fabricate	(fab'-ri-kat1)	-verb	4	impending	(im-pend'-ing)	-adjective	5	macabre	(mo-kob'-ro)	-adjective	6
misconstrue	(mis'	-kon-	ströö")	-verb	7	paramount	Cpar'-3-mount')	-adjective	8	quandary	(kwon'-ds-re)	-noun	9	turbulent	(tûr'-byöö-lsnt)	-adjective	10	validate	(vaT-3-dât1)	-verb	Chapter	28	147	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its	definition.	Because	of	the	nature	of	sexual	abuse,
it	often	continues	for	a	long	time.	to	delay	or	get	in	the	way	of	b.	Her	taste	in	clothes	is	3.	It's	hard	to	believe	Sid's	slory	of	a	flying	saucer	in	the	park	when	no	one	else	in	ihc	area	can	corroborate	his	account.	I	was	awfully	tired	when	I	got	home	from	work,	but	a	half-hour	nap	(re	.	a	person	with	a	certain	ability	e.	My	aunt's	-a	place	of	perfect
happiness,	to	asking	to	be	robbed.	homogeneous	_	.	A	baseball	injury	caused	irreparable	damage	to	Howard's	left	eye,	which	was	left	sightless.	He	would	say,	for	example,	that	she's	a	light	eater.	When	a	magazine	article	compared	the	way	a	worm	farm	turns	out	bait	to	the	way	McDonald's	turns	out	hamburgers,	a	reader	(2)	McDonald's	itself	was
using	worms	in	its	food.	complement	2.	stringent	verbose	notorious	magnanimous	9.	The	financial	burden	then	adds	to	the	holiday	SCORES:	Sentence	Check	2	%	Final	Check	%	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	charlatan	hoist	1-2.	dec3.	Vanessa	is	so	egocentric	that	8.	1	berate	(be-
rat')	-verb	a.	about	having	caused	the	accident,	but	his	regret	won't	improve	.	I	don't	think	that	the	movie's	ending	was	.	discretion	4.	An	article	about	Richard	Burton	wooing	Elizabeth	Taylor	was	headed	by	this	terse	summary:	"His	Biz	is	Liz."	Chapter	9	47	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each
word	with	its	definition.	unilateral	4.	Almost	every	character	is	white,	Christian,	and	upper-class.	The	judge	was	scrupulous	in	never	accepting	bribes	or	allowing	personal	threats	tu	influence	his	court	decisions.	-ee	(donee,	employee)	5.	60	Chapter	12	>^	Sentence	£heck	2	Complete	each	partial	word	in	the	sentences	below	with	a	word	part	from	the
box.	Naturally,	those	who	received	this	interesting	information	promptly	(3)	(c)d	it	throughout	town,	and	soon	we	were	all	buzzing	about	it.	He'd	just	been	selling	a	little	to	friends,	he	told	himself,	as	a	favor.	My	aunt	likes	to	show	off	with	such	ostentatious	possessions	as	a	gold	cigarette	lighter	rimmed	wiih	diamonds.	rudimentary	5.	at	ing)	(10).	Then
the	city's	largest	newspaper	published	an	interview	with	a	call	girl	who	(7)_	that	the	mayor	was	her	client.	viv,	vit	(survive,	vital)	10.	repudiate	10.	The	agency	director	stated,	"I	have	said	this	before,	but	let	me	reiterate:	Unless	we	receive	the	funds	to	hire	more	staff,	the	children	of	this	city	will	continue	to	suffer."	b.	Over	the	noise,	the	man	yelled,
"You	are	about	to	witness	an	amazing	sight,	the	highlight	of	this	reunion.	Now	check	your	answers	to	these	questions	by	turning	to	page	166.	The	building's	faulty	electrical	wiring	puts	all	of	the	residents	in	a	precarious	situation.	I	hate	it	when	my	husband	isn't	listening	to	me	and	I	have	to	reiterate	what	I	said	over	and	over.	duct,	due	4.	one	who
disagrees,	especially	with	established	political	or	religious	views	f.	2	dexterous	(dcks'-tor-os)	-adjective	3	discretion	(di-skresh'-on)	-noun	4	facetious	(fo-se'-shos)	-adjective	5	gregarious	(grs-ger'^-ss)	-adjective	6	optimum	(op'-ts-msm)	-adjective	7	ostentatious	(os'-tsn-ta'-shss)	-adjective	8	scrupulous	(skröö'-pyo-bs)	-adjective	9	sensory	(sen'-sa-re)	-
adjective	10	vicarious	(vT-ker'-e-ss)	-adjective	Chapter	1	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its	definition.	She	objects	to	anything	that	hers	is	letting	her	white	rats	run	freely	throughout	her	bedroom.	to	prevent,	hinder,	or	take	precautions	against	ahead	of	time	i.	ordinary)
automobile	off	an	accident	victim.	deride	misconstrue	1.	SCORE:	(Numbercorrect)	x4	=	%	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	not	able	to	be	cancelled	or	undone;	irreversible	t	d.	_____	at	the	d	by	the	shiny	pendulum	that	swung	8.	Doris	is	a	skillful	debater.	a	half	off	the	smoker's	life.
insidious	4.	independence;	self-government	g.	In	the	1950s,	a	young	American	doctor	named	Thomas	Dooley	arrived	in	Laos,	in	southeast	Asia.	Drinking	alcohol	while	pregnant	can	precipitate	the	birth	of	a	baby	before	it's	fully	developed.	Although	I	use	a	telephone	every	day,	I	really	have	no	idea	how	it	transmits	sound	waves	across	the	miles.	When
someone	accuses	my	brother	of	being	a	fool,	he	answers	w	i	t	h	this	old	recrimination:	"It	takes	one	to	know	one."	b.	5.	24	Chapter	5	^-Sentence	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	would	be	a	world	in	which	no	job	or	clear:	Build	more	neighborhood	situation	for	elderly	parents	is	to	be	ignored	by	their	children.
^jective	a.	rudimentary	detriment	inadvertent	accidental	scold	foolish	advantage	inexpensive	skillful	-	A	intentional	invite	advanced	contradiction	sensible	spiritual	playful	praise	elementary	obstacle	silly	clumsy	14.	Tenant	farmers	hold	the	right	to	work	someone	else's	land,	for	which	they	pay	ren	with	cash	or	a	portion	of	the	produce.	Helen	followed
the	stream	of	water	leaking	in	her	basement	back	to	its	source	and	found	that	it	emanated	from	a	broken	pipe.	to	scold	mildly	g.	between	the	charge	time	to	one,	often	hiding	10.	true,	real	g.	When	it	comes	to	women,	Ned	and	Tony	are	opposites.	Martin	Luther	King,	Jr.,	deplored	all	bigotry.	Xe)d	at	now	and	then,"	Lynn	said.	The	language	of	computer
experts	is	so	language	to	other	people.	9	syn-,	sym-	10	ver	Chapter	12	59	Matching	Word	Parts	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	word	parts	by	matching	each	with	its	definition.	Fossey	could	hardly	believe	that	officials	could	(4)	such	cruelty.	arch,	-archy	3.	vicarious	a.	Unable	to	pay	their	taxes	and	mortgage,	the	Caldwells	had	to	6.
Our	sensory	experiences	are	interrelated.	She	has	good	reason	to	be	confident	that	she'll	get	an	A	for	the	course.	austere	2.	As	if	(3)	to	the	infant's	screams,	the	men	strapped	his	hands	and	feet	to	bamboo	poles	with	wire,	then	carried	him	down	the	mountain	on	which	he'd	been	bom.	But	Grandpa	always	added	that	his	biggest	success	in	life	was	in
marrying	that	(vivaci	.	Chocolate	is	extremely	noxious	to	dogs	and	cats.	I	wasn't	surprised	to	hear	that	he	of	the	safety	deposit	box	are	(..	The	United	States	has	no	3.	Because	being	outdoors	in	an	electrical	storm	is	hear	such	a	storm	is	because	his	government	had	no	7-8.	ante-,	anti2.	In	an	effort	to	(8)	Coco's	shipment	to	the	German	zoo,	Fossey	(9)
(e)d	government	officials	with	letters,	begging	them	to	permit	Coco's	return	to	freedom	in	the	wild.	He	says	he's	here	to	prescribe	medication,	not	to	talk	to	patients.	The	limousine	that	Janice	rented	for	her	wedding	was	TV	and	stereo.	Maria	dreams	of	having	great	fame,	but	she	has	no	idea	what	she	wants	to	be	famous	for.	"I	paint	by	intuition,"	the
artist	said.	Because	he	is	so	,	Wcs	is	the	kind	of	person	who	will	into	the	Japanese-run	company.	41	42	Chapter	8	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	circumvent	mandate	sham	vociferous	exonerate	oblivious	solace	grievous	predisposed
tenet	inundate	prolific	utopia	1.	Since	only	eight	people	were	in	my	high	school	choral	class,	we	had	a(n)	(.	The	dog's	reputation	as	a	loyal-companion	is	shown	by	the	traditional	name	"Fido,"	which	means	"faithful	one."	b.	Patty	apologized	for	her	bitter	criticism	of	Steven,	but	the	harm	to	their	friendship	may	be	irrevocable.	Russian	officer	explained:
"Moscow	is	10.	ostentatious	7.	homogeneous	contrite	flamboyant	lucid	8.	49	50	Chapter	10	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	1	atrophy	(a'-trs-fe1)	•verb	2	deplore	(d	e-pi	or1)	-verb	3	deprivation	(dcp'-ro-va'-shon)	-noun	4	exacerbate	(eg-
zas'-or-bat)	-verb	5	imperative	(im-per'-s-tiv)	•adjective	6	mitigate	(mit'-s-gat)	-verb	7	objective	(ob-jek'-tiv)	-adjective	a.	In	this	age	of	AIDS,	it's	especially	important	to	be	selective	about	a	sexual	partner.	disparity	10.	to	cause	by	stirring	others	to	action	b.	He	shows	up	on	time,	but	he	does	little	work	and	leaves	early.	maudlin	2.	lucid	germane	adept
imminent	12.	alizing)	(8)	family	relationships,	people	may	buy	extravagant	gifts.	Carlos	questioned	the	veracity	of	the	defense	attorney's	witness.	Before	being	allowed	to	sell	a	new	drug	in	the	U.S.,	companies	must	provide	evidence	to	that	the	drug	is	effective,	10.	I	was	very	distraught	when	3.	Clandestine	9.	One	fabric.	We	had	planned	it	over
breakfast.	When	Alicia	signed	her	card	"Warm	regards,"	Mario	thought	the	only	warm	regards,	not	love."	10.	Example:	11.	He	is	modest	enough	to	be	willing	to	adopt	new	habits.	But	now	I've	got	a	clearer	,	preferred	to	sit	in	person.	liber,	liver	9.	16.	lacking	standards	of	selection,	especially	in	sexual	relations	g.	Check	î	1.	circumvent	3.	large	19.
highly	skilled	c.	When	they	mocked	him	with	cries	of	"poor	little	rich	boy,"	a(n)	(9)	suggesting	that	his	life	had	been	loo	easy,	he	feared	an	attack.	)	(9)	blues.	Soon	people	were	pounding	on	Turner's	door,	begging	him	to	sell	them	Glenville	land.	el}	is	either	a	perso	n	with	no	religious	faith	at	all	or	someone	co	lacking	faith	in	respect	to	a	particular
religion.	nonchalant	7.	The	town	council	members	agreed	that	playgrounds	were	a	detriment	to	the	community,	so	the>	approved	funding	for	three	more	to	be	built	next	year.	argument	c.	4,	chide	extricate	mitigate	synchronize	5	.	Meet	me	at	twelve	o'clock."	Did	he	mean	noon	or	midnight?	My	stint	at	a	fast-food	restaurant	convinced	me	that	I	needed
to	get	a	college	degree.	first	(in	order	or	importance)	f.	idiosyncrasy	Chapter	14	(A	Costume	Party)	Previewing	the	Words	\.	a	picture	of	bacteria	c.	1	.	I	guess	Harry	Truman	was	being	facetious	when	he	said,	"If	you	can't	convince	them	confuse	them."	a.	indolent	3.	Some	days	we're	to	the	long	line	of	impatient	customers	one.	"It's	too	late	for	Henry,"
said	Seth,	"but	I	think	he'd	want	me	to	offer	you	my	friendship.	If	you	want	a(n)	8.	There	are	special	units	that	investigate	such	drugs.	Ten	adult	gorillas,	members	of	a(n)	(2)	family	group,	attempted	to	shield	the	infant.	..theon}	Roman	gods.	When	Angle	shook	her	fist	and	threatened	to	hit	the	teacher,	she	was	suspended	for	her	belligerent	behavior.
Instead	of	just	a	p	p	l	a	u	d	i	n	g	when	my	son	received	his	diploma,	I	called	out	in	a	spontaneous	reaction,	"Bravo,	Ben!"	a.	61	62	11.	Dr.	Wilson,	however,	has	no	wish	to	destroy	medical	progress.	about	his	writing	that	he	rewrote	the	ending	of	one	novel	44	limes	some	meals	and	red	wine	to	add	the	finishing	touch	to	others,	meaning	was	"I	feel	.	The
boxes	and	piles	in	the	garage	and	basement	are	(3)	with	a	huge	variety	of	items,	from	tools	and	spools	to	baskets	and	gaskets.	"I	don't	care	if	the	bulldozers	come,"	he	said.	Phil	is	in	a	.	discovery	that	we're	the	same	size	and	can	swap	clothes.	Instead	of	becoming	(5)	,	he	was	(6)	enough	to	recover	from	his	misfortunes	and	find	another	job.	(in)
retrospect	rudimentary	scoff	(at)	squelch	venerate	zealot	a.	sur10.	21	22	Chapter	5	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	We	don't	learn	by	doing	only	those	things	we	can	do	well,	but	by	trying	new	things,	making	mistakes,	and	rectifying
them.	Patrick	CeM	his	wife	when	he	broke	his	promise	and	his	old	habit	of	excessive	gambling.	grotesque	5.	Her	affection	for	them	is	all(1)	(2)	,	extending	even	to	animals	others	find	less	appealing,	such	as	rats,	which	she	s	another	creature's	freedom.	:	^	1.	derogatory	paramount	fabricate	quandary	impending	turbulent	macabre	validate	waves	kept
plunging	the	boat	up	and	down.	PART	B	Circle	C	if	the	italicized	word	is	used	correctly.	After	a	retirement	community	was	established	in	Morristown,	there	was	a	activities	take	place	in	prisons,	including	theft	and	bribery.	She	doesn't	like	to	admit	she's	to	tour,	we	told	,	her	quiet	husband	seems	to	enjoy	8.	best	possible;	most	favorable	or	desirable	d.
We'd	better	synchronize	our	watches	before	the	race	starts.	Unit	Three	CHAPTER	13	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	The	people	have	authorized	state	and	8.	During	the	Civil	War,	President	Lincoln's	administration	could	not	actually	in	the	South.	zenith	3.	The	Wild	West	was	full	of	baldness
to	insanity.	Jeff's	growth	of	four	inches	over	the	summer	6.	A	good	way	to	exacerbate	your	sore	throat	is	to	7.	Robert	Frost	used	two	roads	branching	off	in	different	directions	as	a	symbol.	eater.	A	threat	was	implicit	in	the	gambler's	angry	statement:	"I	don't	like	being	cheated."	b.	'	line.	When	a	male	loon	feels	that	another	loon	is	invading	his
territory,	he	gives	a	vociferous	cry	of	challenge.	I,	more	front	of	the	TV	or	hunched	over	a	book.	ten	(tenant,	contents)	a.	pan-	c.	Since	then,	her	popularity	_	at	getting	others	to	see	things	her	way.	^-Sentence	Check	1	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	the	most	suitable	word	from	the	box.	tenets	Chapter	19	(Halloween	Troubles)	Previewing	the
Words	1.	He	even	considered	suicide.	hold	18.	/>•)	Everyone	else	had	to	wait	in	the	(.	permeate	10.	exorbitant	5.	the	authority	to	administer	justice;	authority;	range	or	extent	of	authority	e.	esoteric	mesmerize	perfunctory	austere	Metamorphosis	J	Limited	Answer	Key	Chapter	15	(The	Missing	Painting)	Previewing	the	Words	1.	collaborate
rudimentary	1.	estrange	6.	inherent	8.	4	-ee	a.	The(.	The	college	had	cancelled	the	folklore	class,	but	demand	for	the	class	was	so	great	that	it	was	reinstated.	"This	is	a(n)	.,"	Maureen	said	angrily,	handing	me	an	ad	showing	the	Statue	of	Liberty	wearing	blue	jeans	and	smoking	a	cigarette.	the	department	simply	(10)	_	for	We	went	to	her	that	settled
down	same	afternoon,	wasn't	good	—	that	the	company	would	soon	need	to	replace	every	bookkeeper	if	Keller	stayed.	dexterous	ostentatious	sensory	optimum	facetious	Sentence	Check	1	1.	inundate	6.	The	priest	was	especially	(	.	Leave	a	sentence	blank	rather	ıhan	guessing	at	an	answer.	My	grandfather	held	many	jobs	during	his	life.	clandestine
indigenous	contingency	liability	egocentric	prolific	exonerate	reinstate	incongruous	superfluous	1.	injection	4.	For	someone	severely	allergic	to	insect	bites,	a	simple	walk	in	the	woods	can	be	2.	C	I	C	I	C	I	C	I	C	I	C	I	C	C	I	I	14.	He	doesn't	know	whether	to	buy	the	car	of	his	dreams,	on	a	loan,	or	a	less	desirable	car	that	he	can	buy	outright.	"You're	too
wordy,"	the	teacher	had	written	on	my	paper.	The	play's	opening-night	performance	was	the	spontaneous	result	of	months	of	rehearsing.	When	the	children	learned	they	were	going	to	the	amusement	park,	they	were	filled	with	6.	Perhaps	more	than	anyone	else	I	know,	Ann	cares	about	animals.	disparity	obsequious	forestall	omnipotent	insidious
opportune	insinuate	permeate1	interrogate	retribution	1.	The	director	staged	the	entire	play	as	if	it	were	a	comedy	instead	of	a	tragedy.	unintentional;	accidental	j.	jurisdiction	9.	having;	characterized	by	d.	carefully	following	ethical	standards;	conscientious	h.	equivocate	propensity	fortuitous	reprehensible	impeccable	sham	liaison	solace	predisposed
solicitous	1	-2.	Although	October	is	the	tenth	month	of	our	calendar,	it	was	the	eighth	monih	of	the	ancient	Roman	calendar.	For	example,	10.	If	Gary	didn't	wait	to	study	until	his	final	exams	were	impending,	he	wouldn't	have	to	cram	so	hard.	An	acute	medical	problem	is	a	short,	severe	one.	demeanor	coalition	yen	placebo	The	two	rap	singers	appears
as	if	they	are	moving	as	one	person.	Also,	the	low	salary	forced	her	to	suck	to	a(n)	as	far	as	two	had	before.	A	cohesive	family	usually	has	a	better	influence	on	a	child	than	a	family	that	hasn't	managed	to	hold	together.	I	know	I'm	being	(c)d	to	,	but	everywhere	I	look	I	see	something	that	makes	me	cry.	a	situation	of	difficulty	or	misfortune	j.	C	I	23.	1	-
cian	a.	The	weekend	auto	show	takes	place	from	Friday	through	Monday	4.	or}	___^___	,^______	told	the	noisy	students	to	cither	quiet	down	or	get	off	the	bus.	Some	broken	windows	are	made	of	stained	glass,	and	the	loose	door	hinges	are	all	brass.	existing	or	seeming	to	exist	everywhere	f.	octet	6.	Through	experience	and	(3)	,	Harriet	always	sensed
the	right	time	to	attempt	an	escape,	who	could	be	trusted,	and	who	could	not.	Other	relatives	criticize	Aunt	Kate	for	being	clothing	and	jewelry.	Richard	Nixon's	1972	visit	to	China	was	7.	If	there	are	two	forms	of	a	word	part	in	the	box,	use	\hcfirst	one	for	this	practice.	85	86	Chapter	17	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following
ten	words	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	I	23.	promiscuous	.	It's	experience	that	familiari/cs	us	with	.	.,	but	none	of	his	business	ideas	has	gotten	off	the	__—anyone	who	wasn't	inside	on	time	was	locked	all	signs	of	aging?	Jonathan	is	especially	with	his	baby	sister.	to	return	to	a	previous,	generally	wors^
Condition	or	behavior	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	C	1	16.	When	Sarah	and	I	collaborated	on	an	article	for	the	school	newspaper,	we	found	it	difficult	to	work	together.	Upon	reaching	the	mountaintop,	the	climbers	were	.	made	of	oak	b.	ign)	(2)	leader	as	long	as	his	authority	wasn't	questioned,	but
he	wouldn't	tolerate	troublemakers.	sporadic	3.	d	me	for	driving	around	in	something	so	broken-down.	Leah	stayed	up	all	night	cramming	for	the	exam.	I	25.	to	break	up	and	scatter	or	disappear	e.	When	parents	hear	their	three-year-old	ask	"Why?"	for	the	millionth	time,	they	may	well	wish	they	had	a	less	inquisitive	child.	to	restore	to	a	previous
position	or	condition;	to	bring	back	into	being	or	use	_	»_	'_	_^	.	The	cause,	however,	was	no	matter	of	chance,	but	the	result	of	carelessness	on	the	part	of	an	employee.	ostentatious	8.	paramount	8.	"Accept	my	sincere	apology	for	having	bothered	you.	rect	9.	In	private,	Andrew	speaks	harshly	of	Professor	Gray.	"They	(8)	their	money	on	this
unpatriotic	trash	while	people	are	starving?"	I	tried	to	explain	that	the	painting	itself	was	partly	a	protest	against	people	starving,	but	my	grandfather	thought	my	point	was	(9)	.	"Today's	Monday,"	she	finally	said.	fortuitous	3.	chrono-,	chron	.	"No	matter	how	often	Kevin	of	having	served	lime	in	jail	can	do	_s	that	he	loves	me,"	Sara	said,	"it	comes	out
sounding	like	an	insincere	and	mcaninglcsV.	My	uncle	feels	he	is	on	the	verge	of	inventing	an	(in	..	One	tenet	of	Islam	is	that	alcohol	should	not	be	consumed.	berate	12	13.	_____	it,	the	food	will	get	soaked	from	5.	contend	4.	phil,-phile	9.	mandate	4.	to	decorate;	beautify	or	improve	by	adding	details	••	/	g.	to	make	fun	of;	to	mock	or	ridicu'I_	_	6.	I
thought	Jesse	was	lying	about	having	seen	a	UFO,	but	when	neighbors	showed	up,	they	verified	his	story.	contrite	2.	The	body	of	the	woman	who	had	fallen	30	floors	to	the	pavement	was	a(n)	sight.	Getting	an	A	from	her	was	next	to	impossible.	Susan	signed	in	and	began	work,	change	from	her	bedroom	slippers	into	her	shoes.	The	dictator	arrested
everyone	involved	in	the	including	his	wife.	promised	over	the	phone	and	the	price	now	being	given	in	writing.	To	most	musicians,	Mozart's	works	represent	the	3.	A	criminal	who	is	not	contrite	is	likely	to	get	a	stiffcr	sentence.	"We've	sure	got	a	high-priced,	flashy	rug,"	he	jokes.	(You'll	have	another	chance	to	try	this	exercise	after	considering	the
word	parts	in	context.)	ısvı	i	i	ı;.	Years	ago,	some	shrewd	entrepreneur	got	the	idea	for	selling	"pet	rocks"	and	made	a	fortune	on	what	became	a	fad.	He	is	charming,	bright,	full	of	life.	"I	know	I	made	a	mistake,"	Liz	said,	"but	you	could	have	pointed	it	out	quietly	and	politely.	Soon	the	accusations	start,	each	bringing,	in	turn,	a	(9)_	.	a	writer	A	novelist
once	commented	on	how	wonderfully	feels	when	creating	"an	entire	universe."	157	158	Unit	Five:	Test	1	11.	CHAPTER	26	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	distraught	6.	-en	5.	Off-screen,	the	movie	star's	manner	is	so	unassuming	that	he	is	often	unrecognized	even	by	his	fans.	Final	Check:	A
Phony	Friend	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	belligerent	4.	She	recently	went	and	bought	unrefundable	tickets	to	Florida	without	even	consulting	her	husband.	She	said,	"Now	you	look	like	an	armpit."	There	was	an	odd	disparity	between	the	small,	shabby	house	and	the	new	Cadillac	always	parked	in
its	driveway.	Genocide	isn't	simply	the	murder	of	a	number	of	people.	out	of	the	uterus	b.	I	24.	Now	check	your	answers	by	turning	to	page	165.	That's	a(n)	2.	fallen	into	a	state	in	which	repairs	are	badly	needed;	broken-down	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	arc	correct.	passed)	(6)	that	they	sometimes	sounded
like	a	single	voice	singing	all	eight	parts.	A	witch	doctor	might,	for	d	the	terrible	sickness	and	poverty	he	saw.	10	ten	a.	Because	it's	abrasive,	sandpaper	can	be	used	to	rub	wood	smooth.	under	the	ground	for	years	until	they	information	on	the	next	school	board	meeting?	as	7-8.	Still,	I	think	we	enjoyed	one	another	as	much	as	any	family	I	know.	yen
a.	In	the	long	term,	it	was	useless	to	treat	symptoms	and	allow	the	cause	to	continue.	anima	(animal,	animated)	2.	It	was	so	broken-down	that	the	original	_	to	rule	the	country,	but	their	union	lasted	only	^_^_	s	companies	habit.	.)w	us	to	experience	problems	in	a(n)	us	painless	opportuniti	,	to	shape	our	real-Hfe	views.	scenario	10.	Since	the	woman
wasn't	permitted	to	visit	her	husband,	apolitical	prisoner,	it	gave	her	some	.	Going	over	the	answers	carefully	w	i	l	l	help	you	prepare	for	the	next	two	checks,	for	which	answers	are	not	given.	Many	of	his	followers	believed	Uncle	to	be	(im	.	1	collaborate	(ko-lab'-3-rat)	-verb	a.	subordinate	promiscuous	vehement	omnipotent	5.	miss,	mit	(mission,
transmit)	7.	They	mock	his	drug-free	"prescriptions"	as	mere	powerless	(5)	s	and	claim	he	wants	to	(6)	medical	progress.	criterion	5.	When	the	company	standardized	its	pay	scale,	the	salary	for	all	types	of	jobs	became	consistent	throughout	the	company.	diverge	charlatan	irrevocable	dormant	precipitate	6.	eradicate	6.	Part	of	the	humor	of	the	Laurel
and	Hardy	comedy	team	came	from	seeing	a	short	fat	man	(e)d	to	a	tall	thin	man.	If	Jessica	begins	selling	her	soup,	she'll	have	to	standardi/e	the	ingredients.	Vince	squanders	both	his	time	and	his	money	playing	game	after	game	in	video	arcades.	_	I	1.	Mother	that	she	was	pleased.	I	knew	my	parents	would	dislike	my	plan	to	live	with	my	boyfriend,
but	I	d	i	d	n	'	t	expect	their	objections	to	be	so	_	'	•_,	,	/	7.	After	getting	a	D	in	psychology,	I	tried	to	redeem	myself	by	9.	Supermarket	tabloids	sell	because	many	people	are	interested	in	sordid	details	about	celebrities'	lives.	him	to	.	The	austere	restaurant	had	a	brightly	colored	flowered	wallpaper	and	a	thick	red	carpet.	It	filled	me	with	3-4.	One	of
the	famous	pianist's	idiosyncrasies	was	keeping	a	certain	brand	of	mineral	water	(id'-e-o-sing'-krs-se)	on	stage	while	he	performed.	A	person	in	a	flotation	tank	has	limited	sensory	input.	He	seems	full	of	deep	thoughts.	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	He	had	attacked	her	a	number	of	times
and	threatened	to	kill	her."	Now	check	your	answers	to	these	questions	by	turning	to	page	166.	for	the	perfect	Halloween	involved	not	only	scaring	others,	but	also	witches	wailing	to	boil	children	for	dinner.	dissipate	3.	We	may	argue	about	whether	character	or	plot	is	more	important,	but	they	are	both	any	novel.	It	took	a	while	until	I	discovered	that
I	had	pigged	out	on	an	overdose	of	Ex-Lax.	To	_.	The	candidate's	opponents	tried	to	"dig	up	dirt"	on	h	i	m	,	bat	his	conduct	has	been	impeccable.	_	in	Rome	is	an	ancient	temple	dedicated	to	the	worship	of	all	the	of	arts,	bringing	together	dancing,	singing,	67	68	Unit	Two:	Test	4	PARTC	Use	your4cnowlcdge	of	word	parts	to	determine	the	meaning	of
the	boldfaced	words.	members	of	the	congregation,	who	feel	only	the	piano	and	organ	are	suitable	Now	check	your	answers	by	turning	to	page	165.	analogy	decorum	panacea	placebo	6.	Since	his	stroke,	Mr.	Haley	has	fully	recovered	his	ability	to	speak,	but	the	loss	of	movement	in	his	right	hand	seems	^.	"If	a	garden	gets	too	much	or	too	little	rain,
sun,	or	fertilizer,	it	won't	do	well,"	he	says.	people	try	to	advance	their	careers	by	flattering	those	in	power.	scrupulous	9.	Playing	in	the	abandoned	house	is	5.	all	material	covered	this	term.	We've	all	heard	rumors	like	"Josie	got	,	and	so	he	fled."	tale	of	"devil	as	to	how	best	to	protect	their	d	this	to	mean	that	an	A	because	she's	dating	the	teacher,"	or
"Al	isn't	in	school	today	because	his	arrest	for	being	a	Peeping	No	story	is	too	gruesome	to	make	the	rounds,	not	even	the	(6)	many	believed	it.	emanate	chide	assimilate	espouse	7	.	They	speak	to	him	only	when	necessary,	and	no	one	sits	with	him	during	lunch.	There's	an	enormous	disparity	between	the	million-dollar	incomes	of	major	league	baseball
players	and	the	minimum	wage	earned	by	many	workers.	Then	we	know	he	is	headed	for	another	severe	mood	swing.	CHAPTER	21	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	A	certain	li/.ard	forestalls	being	captured	by	crawling	into	a	crack	in	a	rock	and	filling	its	body	with	so	much	air	that	it	can't	be
pulled	out	again.	In	the	hopes	of	(in	.	The	Bible	says	that	Moses	helped	to	deliver	his	people	from	slavery.	It's	almost	impossible	to	have	a	dialogue	with	Hal	because	he	insists	on	doing	all	the	talking.	Or	should	schools	be	free	to	-.	disparity	obsequious	1-2.	to	give	evidence	for	the	truth	of;	support	with	auuuionai	f.	sporadic	embellish	inadvertent
subsidize	squander	6.	The	FBI	uncovered	a	plot	to	a	n	n	i	h	i	l	a	t	e	a	city's	population	by	poisoning	the	water	supply.	She	didn't	realize	it	was	voluntary	work.	bolster	2.	He	preferred	the	stigma	of	being	a	coward	to	cither	killing	or	dying.	facsimile	idiosyncrasy	foible	stint	The	existence	of	nuclear	weapons	puts	everyone	in	a(n)	situation.	It	is	also	smoky
air.	is	causing	them	to	that	I	speak	to	her.	"I	know	that	Mrs.	of	dressing	totally	in	black.	mesmeri/e	6.	So	we	used	one	of	the	muffins	to	__^___	the	low	side	of	the	table.	to	tell	people	what	they	want	to	hear.	broken	c.	The	impetuous	youngsters	threw	snowballs	at	the	passing	cars	without	thinking	about	what	would	happen	if	they	hit	or	distracted	a
driver.	1-2.	Then	fill	in	each	blank	With	a	word	from	the	box	at	the	top	of	this	page.	character	directly	to	the	audience.	used	for	judging	the	children's	art	work	was	a	rich	use	of	color.	prim,	prime	8.	As	a	child,	I	was	very	contrite	after	8.	Uniforms	do	away	with	one	aspect	of	personal	choice,	and	personal	choice	is	precious."	SCORES:	Sentence	Check	2
%	Final	Check	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	It	showed	she	had	received	only	A's	and	B's.	It's	not	true	that	Clint	Eastwood	is	Larry's	uncle.	panacea	Sentence	Check.	None	of	the	romantic	s	I	had	imagined	of	how	my	widowed	mother	would	fall	in	Iov<	again	was	as	strange	as
how	it	really	happened:	She	met	and	fell	in	love	with	my	widowed	father-in-law.	Mitch	has	a	propensity	to	gain	weight	rapidly,	so	he	watches	what	he	cats.	Many	of	today's	cartoons	are	not	done	very	well.	The	doctor	lost	his	license	when	it	was	found	that	the	"nerve	pills"	he	had	been	giving	numerous	patients	were	actually	sugar-pill	placebos.
coalition	chide	noxious	commensurate	scenario	\.	CHAPTER	20	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	They	respond	to	his	most	conduct	only	by	saying,	"Kids	will	be	kids."	7.	Since	Granddad	retired,	he's	been	interested	only	in	_____	to	go	places	and	do	things,	but	he	wants	to	read	and	watch	TV.
The	conference	was	held	on	a	college	campus,	so	participants	slept	in	the	(.	connoisseur	symmetrical	conspiracy	distraught	plight	6.	The	U.S.	District	Courts	are	lower	than	the	U.S.	Court	of	Appeals,	which,	in	turn,	is	subordinate	to	the	Supreme	Court,	a.	5	horno-	a.	nebulous	9.	As	king	of	England,	Denmark,	and	Norway,	Canute	started	to	think	that
he	was	actually	ordered	the	tide	to	stop	rising.	When	the	movers	tried	to	7-8.	sociable;	enjoying	or	seeking	the	company	of	others	i.	adroit	2.	I	didn't	think	I'd	enjoy	the	dance	concert,	but	I	was	mesmerized	from	start	to	finish	by	the	wonderful	movement	and	music.	5)	on	TV.	22.	brief	and	clear;	concise	in	a	polished	way	f.	My	boss	said	he	was	going	to
put	a	sign	saying	"Ladies'	Room"	on	his	office	door,	u	attract	more	women,	but	he	was	only	being	facetious.	to	show	to	be	true;	prove	f.	My	father	listens	to	vocal	music	as	if	it	were	performed	only	by	instruments.	only	The	mayor	keeping	the	parks	and	streets	clean.	travesty	a.	chatter	that	goes	on	between	news	If	Bart's	parents	leave	him	alone	with
his	sister	for	even	30	seconds,	he	a	fight	with	her.	Because	she	speaks	Spanish,	Elsa	sometimes	acts	as	a	liaison	between	the	Mexican	workers	and	the	plant	foreman.	When	Gary	takes	his	medicine,	he	does	very	well.	than	3.	auslere	metamorphosis	esoteric	notorious	facsimile	perfunctory	grotesque	pros	oca	t	i	v	y	ııu-snuîravcst;	1.	My	college	reunions
are	very	traditional	affairs,	but	there	is	u	s	u	a	l	l	y	very	little	that's	(1)	about	my	husband's.	SCORES:	Sentence	Check	2	%	Final	Check	%	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	fraudulent	1.	Instead	of	mailing	a	document,	you	can	send	a	facsimile	of	it	across	the	country	in	seconds	with
a	fax	machine.	obsequious	7.	to	lead;	to	draw	off	e.	The	main	of	the	neighborhood	"Girls	are	Great"	club	is	the	idea	that	girls	can	do	anything	that	boys	can	do.	contrite	4.	So	I	was	willing	to	approach	even	the	most	scary-looking	houses,	ones	sure	to	be	haunted	shutters	banging	in	the	wind.	ing)	more	happiness	into	the	season	or	of	(re	.	Try	to
complete	each	sentence	with	the	most	suitable	word	from	Lhc	list	below.	When	Mr.	Warner	gets	drunk,	his	household	goes	from	calm	to	t	u	r	b	u	l	e	n	t	as	he	starts	yelling	and	throwing	things.	The	man	complimented	Gina	on	her	helpful	advice.	It	turned	out	that	I	was	allergic	to	the	soap.	Larry	just	get	attention.	Then	fill	in	each	blank	with	a	word
from	the	box	at	ihe	top	of	this	page.	He	was	immediately	(1)	.	CHAPTER	11	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	intuition	10.	Instead,	her	life	experience	helped	her	as	a	student.	Local	beaches	are	open	from	June	to	September	inclusive.	Dan	calls	himself	a(n)	ground.	details	experience	with	the
earth's	appearance,	texture,	and	smell.	Now	they	usually	(	.	A	verdict	should	be	an	honest	statement	of	how	members	of	the	jury	judge	a	case.	an	intense	hatred	or	ill	will	b.	Do	anything	you	can	to	(7)	victory.	In	A	Christmas	Carol,	Scrooge	changes	from	a	mean	u	n	f	o	r	g	i	v	i	n	g	man	to	a	magnanimous	one.	wedding.	Bonnie	is	so	discreet	that	the
minute	someone	tells	her	a	secret,	she	gets,	on	the	phone	to	pass	it	along.	e)	(4)	of	family	gatherings	may	awaken	(.	Rather	than	assimilate	into	his	new	school,	Brian	picked	fights	and	stole	money	from	fellow	students.	effective	.	The	rock	concert	audience	was	so	raucous	that	we	feared	the	noise	and	commotion	would	lead	to	violence.	infallible	4.	T	he
spy	was	accused	of	working	to	overthrow	his	government,	but	he	was	able	to	himself	by	proving	that	it	was	his	boss	who	was	the	one.	led)	(8)	(9)	(10)	SCORES:	.	As	the	cinnamon	buns	baked,	a	wonderful	smell	2.	This	austere	decor	gives	the	room	a	pleasantly	calm	mood.	synchroni/.c	9.	At	least	they	were	honest.	graphy)	of	books	dealing	with	Hitler,
the	Nazis,	and	World	War	II.	I've	never	known	anyone	as	as	Bart.	A	syndrome	is	a	group	of	symptoms	that	are	typical	of	a	particular	disease.	serving	to	make	(a	fault,	offense,	or	guilt)	less	serious	or	seem	less	serious	through	some	excuse	h.	sordid	adept	encompass	stint	presumptuous	6.	Seth	said	he	had	been	a	friend	of	Henry's	and	that	when	the	old
man	had	become	ill,	he'd	asked	Seth	to	act	as	a	(1)	between	himself	and	the	granddaughter	he'd	never	met.	In	some	TV	soap	operas,	the	world	is	unrealistically	homogeneous.	You're	now	ready	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	words	you	already	know	and	to	master	the	words	you're	only	half	sure	of,	or	don't	know	at	all.	Even	a	little	can	harm
them.	approach	to	health	care.	such	as	nail-biting	can	become	maddening	to	a	companion	who	observes	it	day	Xe)d	the	players	to	go	to	bed	early	the	night	before	the	game.	visit.	We	don't	need	any	more	rules	and	regulations."	Ray,	vice-president	of	the	junior	class,	disagreed.	sensory	_	10.	I	thought	the	handyman	was	being	when	he	said	he	would	cut
a	much	bigger	hole	in	my	wall	in	order	to	fix	the	little	hole,	but	that's	exactly	what	he	did.	I	never	understood	why	pet	rocks—which	are,	after	all,	inanimate	objects—became	so	popular.	Thus	if	the	essay	had	not	been	so	,	it	would	have	been	more	.	The	contest	instructions	said,	"Use	only	an	original	entry	form.	With	amusement,	he	watched	the	(9)
sight	of	nine	children	and	one	toddler	trying	to	squeeze	into	an	ordinary	passenger	car.	adroit	platitude	constituent	promiscuous	contend	repudiate	irreparable	spontaneous	pinnacle	stigma	harm	to	s	he	ability	to	find	a	job.	emulated	permeated	contended	repudiated	7.	fid	4.	They	arc	the	ones	who,	oblivious	to	everyone	else	present,	see	only	each
other.	Citizen	education	is	an	integral	part	of	democracy.	If	everyone	lived	by	the	tenet	"Never	cause	suffering,"	we'd	all	live	in	paradise.	Although	the	evidence	clearly	indicated	that	the	mayor	had	taken	bribes,	he	still	had	staunch	supporters.	Why	is	it	that	food	dripping	from	someone's	chin	is	so	2.	One	difference	between	"arts"	and	"crafts"	is	that
crafts	arc	generally	more	utilitarian.	autonomy	Ostracize	reiterate	tantamount	raucous	6.	—he	was	the	first	Catholic	president.	Some	advertisers	aren't	concerned	about	telling	the	truth.	I	learned	through	a	few	phone	calls	that	they	were	a	.	.uphoric	for	several	days	after	seeing	my	grades	for	last	semester.	"I	hardly	see	how	that's	(9)	to	our	problem!"
her	husband	responded.	The	belligerent	bully	is	always	eager	to	fight	someone	weaker	than	he	is.	(e)d	a	shopping	trip	for	new	clothes.	Maybe	that's	a	bit	(6)	,	but	we	figure	that	anyone	interested	in	something	specific	will	show	up	to	see	exactly	what	we	do	have.	such	as	E.T.	often	have	the	ability	to	communicate	by	their	thoughts	to	other	people's
minds.	He	is	much	more	concerned	with	his	own	needs	than	with	the	company's.	that	few	other	Hang-gliding	produces	a	feeling	of	activities	can	match.	Once,	a	new	neighbor,	not	realizing	how	many	of	us	there	were,	offered	to	take	all	of	us	kids	for	ice	cream.	lucid	contrite	germane	cursory	verbose	165	Sentence	Check	1	1.	The	lively,	victorious
sound	of	a	marching	band	gives	many	people	a	feeling	of	6.	One	way	to	circumvent	back	pain	is	to	develop	strong	abdominal	muscles.	in	her	opposition	to	the	proposed	department	budget	cuts.	emancipate	7.	prim,	prime	(primitive,	primary)	8.	x4	=	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.
The	kitchen	clock	is	10	minutes	later	than	Xc)d	the	needs	of	the	homeless,	more	9.	-ous	8.	Maria	and	Tom	are	busy	making	last-minute	arrangements	for	their	3.	The	conspiracy	to	overthrow	the	government	was	started	by	two	of	the	premier's	own	advisors.	first	book	18.	The	,	order	in	which	to	answer	test	questions	is	from	easiest	to	most	difficult,	so
that	you	won't	omit	answers	you	know	because	time	ran	out.	wouldn't	leave	until	she'd	had	her	say.	nonchalant	9.	Tom's	first	job,	selling	papers	and	candy	on	a	train,	ended	when	he	accidentally	set	the	baggage	car	on	fire.	inane	subsidize	1.	Unaware	that	all-black	outfits	are	"in,"	Frank	misconstrued	Ann's	black	tights,	dress,	and	jacket	as	signs	of
mourning.	Some	people	turn	to	drugs	in	hopes	of	finding	a	panacea,	a	remedy	for	all	the	problems	in	their	lives.	ject	_	8.	(You'll	have	another	chance	to	try	this	exercise	after	considering	the	word	parts	in	context.)	Word	Parts	1.	anima	miss	arch	mort	bcnepoly-ee	-logue	ten	tempor	1.	CHAPTER	6	Previewing	the	Word	Parts	Common	word	parts—also
known	as	prefixes,	suffixes,	and	roots—are	used	in	forming	many	words	in	English.	The	Crusaders	were	Christian	zealots	who	left	their	homes	and	families	to	fight	to	regain	the	Holy	Land.	Then	fill	in	each	blank	with	a	word	from	the	box	at	the	lop	of	this	page.	germane	7.	1	deride	(di-rid1)	a.	Overcrowding	in	the	early	factories	provided	an	ideal
environment	for	the	of	bacteria,	resulting	in	epidemics	of	tuberculosis.	Phyllis	was	a	beautician	for	12	years	before	she	opened	her	own	beauty	shop.	?	to	cover,	as	with	a	flood;	to	overwhelm	with	great	numbers	c.	precipitate	10.	Look	back	at	the	sentences	in	"Ten	Words	in	Context"	as	needed	to	decide	on	the	meaning	of	each	word.	The	marriage
counseling	sessions	began	as	a	series	of	accusations	between	husband	and	wife	and	never	progressed	beyond	these	recriminations.	tending	to	a.	Walter	went	on	a	diet	after	several	classmates	derided	him	by	c	a	l	l	i	n	g	him	"Lardo"	and	"Blimpy."	a.	solace	10.	Often,	young	dogs'	paws	seem	overly	large.	I	have	all	her	records.	Now	you'll	take	the
consequences."	Jail	was	worse	than	Tony	had	imagined.	The	story	of	Frankenstein's	monster	is	about	a	doctor	who	believed	that	a	mere	(	.	retribution	a.	With	all	that	is	known	about	the	benefits	of	exercise,	it	is	inane	to	limit	your	exercise	to	walking	to	the	table	to	eat.	to	hold	b.	Studies	show	that	when	young	children,	expedite	redeem	extenuating
subordinate	fraudulent	transgress	innuendo	vehement	_	only	to	the	board	of	directors,	which	can	fire	him.	UNIT	TWO:	Test	3	PART	A	Complete	each	sentence	in	a	way	that	clearly	shows	you	understand	the	meaning	of	the	boldfaced	word.	—no	one	had	been	aware	of	the	law	it	broke.	By	the	time	she	finally	walked	in	at	1	a.m.,	they	were	greatly	9.	The
army's	plan	planto	to	starve	starve	millions	millions	of	of	civilians	civilians	was	cutting	the	population	off	from	all	food	sources.	Party	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	decorum	facilitate	1-2.	anihropist}	who	gave	money	to	many	causes.	Putting	weight	on	a	sprained	ankle	can	long,	your	leg	muscles	will
start	to	_	7-8.	His	second,	as	a	telegraph	operator,	ended	when	he	was	caught	sleeping	on	the	job.	"I	certainly	don't	sanction	your	quitting	school,"	said	Mike's	father,	"but	I	can't	tell	you	what	to	do."	a.	The	local	election	made	the	voters'	parks.	trust,	faith	h.	The	defendant	was	called	back	into	the	courtroom	when	the	announcement	of	the	verdict	was
5.	That	was	Friday	afternoon.	Ted's	cab-driving	is	illicit—he	hasn't	even	got	a	license.	send	c.	After	a	month	of	obedience	training,	our	dog	was	a	far	more	he'd	been	before.	maudlin	7.	Usually	the	therapist	showed	great	interest	in	her	patients,	but	today	she	was	too	tired	and	worried	about	her	10.	Our	puppy	is	so	smart	that	we	usually	have	to
admonish	him	only	once	or	twice	in	a	serious	tone	of	voice	to	get	him	to	stop	doing	something.	Context	clues	will	help	you	figure	out	which	word	pan	goes	in	which	blank.	Vincent	seemed	presumptuous	when,	uninvited,	he	addressed	his	new	employer	by	her	first	name.	tenuous	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are
correct.	C	I	18.	letters	from	him	or	his	mother.	misconstrue	7.	contingency	10.	Airport	security	guards	arc	trained	to	observe	people's	_^_____^__^____	so	as	to	notice	any	suspicious	behavior.	The	fact	10.	..	Tension	was	building	between	the	two	gangs	in	the	park	until,	in	a	brave	__________________	move,	the	leader	of	one	gang	extended	his	hand	to	the
leader	of	the	other	one.	Lymc	disease	is	insidious	because	it	starts	with	a	nearly	invisible	tick	bite.	accurate	.	All	rain	is	wet.	commensurate	proficient	tenuous	exorbitant	9.	Although	Sid	had	been	calm	throughout	the	trial,	he	grew	quite	nonchalant	when	he	heard	the	prosecutor	call	him	a	liar	and	a	thief.	5-6.	belligerent	2.	____,	they	often	lie	to	cover
up	their	misdeeds.	C	C	C	C	C	C	C	C	I	18.	Utopia	tantamount	reiterate	recourse	ostracize	6.	Jose	carried	the	water	in	an	old	oaken	bucket.	following	established,	traditional	rules	or	beliefs,	especially	in	religion;	following	what	is	customary	or	commonly	accepted	j.	than	the	love	affair	itself	were	the	lies	Sally	told	to	conceal	it	from	her	husband.
"Because	of	the	company's	impending	move,"	the	office	manager	said,	"don't	order	any	new	supplies	this	month."	a.	causing	told	her	at	first	that	a	huge	the	(9)	_	in	her	office.	My	wife	and	I	donated	blood	today.	"Don't	talk	nonsense,"	he	said.	At	the	time	of	the	American	Revolution,	many	people	viewed	those	who	,	however,	we	view	them	as	heroes.
nov	6.	After	just	a	the	rental	agent	it	wasn't	acceptable.	The	Nazi	war	criminal	was	sentenced	to	death	for	the	thousands	of	deaths.	If	there	are	two	forms	of	a	word	part	in	the	box,	use	the	second	one	in	this	practice.	A	weak	voice	is	a	serious	4.	dexterous	facetious	ubiquitous	maudlin	When	driving	to	Melissa's	house,	go	left	at	the	fork	in	the	road,	the
point	where	the	road	into	two.	verbose	6.	cursory	5.	His	belief	that	the	drink	was	medicine	seemed	to	ease	his	discomfort.	Carl's	argument	against	the	Equal	Rights	Amendment	was	tenuous.	Val	is	a(n)	defender	of	s,	which	he	uses	often.	It	covered	the	entire	island.	By	doing	so,	you	will	complete	this	introduction	to	the	ten	words.	Before	the	school
Now	they	all	wear	navy-blue	uniforms.	iiories}	instead	of	going	to	hotels.	You	can	expedite	food	service	at	a	dinner	party	by	serving	a	buffet.	We	once	lived	in	a(n)	owner	had	simply	abandoned	it.	given	only	a(n)	(c)d	her	10.	The	message	was	definitely	not	(5)	,	but	clear	as	crystal.	Once	our	chickens	started	laying	eggs,	we	had	such	a	surplus	of	eggs
that	we	were	giving	many	away	to	our	neighbors.	They're	all	between	25	and	32	years	old,	they're	all	married,	and	they've	all	had	a	year	or	two	of	college.	A	common	detriment	to	good	health	is	)St*	3.	During	the	garbage	strike,	the	curbside	had	the	4.	deprivation	2.	I	can't	pin	down	whether	or	not	my	boss	intends	10	give	me	a	raise.	Donna	decided	to
relinquish	her	position	as	head	nurse.	16	Chapter	3	^-Sentence	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	voc,	vok	PART	B	Find	the	word	part	that	correctly	completes	each	word.	to	bring	on	quickly,	suddenly,.	relinquish	9.	My	history	teacher	shot	me	a	dirty	look	when,	during	his	lecture,	I	didn't	quite	manage	to	squelch	a
burp.	-Final	Check;	Tony's	Rehabilitation	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	agogues)	(3)	worship,	he	was	not	attracted	by	any	organized	religion.	Adam	transgressed	by	eating	the	apple	Eve	offered	him.	When	Lin	discovered	that	Barry	also	had	brought	his	guitar,	she	suggested	an	impromptu	duct.
Carrie	was	ring.	hoist	8.	1	ante-,	antia.	Each	person's	idea	of	a	Utopia	is	different.	tenuous	3.	Can	anyone	your	story?	expressing	a	low	opinion;	belittling	e.	2,	A	therapist	worked	with	my	grandmother	after	her	stroke	so	that	her	muscles	wouldn't	from	lack	of	use.	.el)	(9)	(...	We're	not	even	certain	they're	still	The	_	garden	has	a	central	path	with	the
same	flowers	and	shrubs	on	both	sides.	ing)	to	enter	the	throne	room	freely.	advocate	_	_	_:	_	2.	Even	at	her	audition	for	the	play,	Julie	gave	an	impeccable	performance.	7-8.	elementary;	consisting	of	basic	principles	or	facts	that	must	be	learned	first	*.,'•	c.	discretion	_	„	_^	4.	of	AIDS	has	led	to	an	expansion	in	research	seeking	a	cure.	prolific	9.	The
authors	of	maudlin	soap	operas	must	feel	that	they	haven't	done	their	job	unless	viewers	are	crying	by	the	end	of	each	show.	an-,	a2.	She	hated	their	rude,	suggestive	remarks.	deplore	3.	conspiracy	germane	distraught	lucid	cursory	Chapter	16	(An	Ohio	Girl	in	New	York)	Previewing	the	Words	1.	stint	5.	firm;	loyal	i.	Neighbors	of	the	chemical
company	became	suspicious	Lhat	there	were	^___^^__	fumes	coming	from	the	plant	when	several	of	them	became	mysteriously	ill.	%	Final	Check	SCORES:	Sentence	Check	2	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	Our	_____	sensitivity	decreases	with	age.	utilitarian	unassuming	noxious
imperative	After	keeping	her	angry	feelings	about	her	brother	bottled	up	for	months,	Lani	finally	exploded	with	a	of	his	irresponsible	ways.	reinstate	7.	Philadelphia	is	often	referred	to	as	the	"city	of	brotherly	love."	b.	metamorphosis	7.	The	opposite	of	a	4.	meticulous	precarious	austere	flamboyant	4.	Numerous	letters	to	the	senator	revealed	the
voters'	mandate	to	continue	working	for	a	tax	decrease.	In	the	case	of	the	K-Mart	rumor,	for	example,	someone	who	wanted	to	discredit	the	store	made	the	story	up.	formal	education.	Many	Americans	feel	that	the	atomic	bombings	of	Hiroshima	and	Nagasaki	were	heinous	acts	that	should	never	have	been	permitted	to	happen.	he	can	now	join	the
National	(e)d	throughout	the	state?	supplied	or	provided	in	plenty;	well-filled	i.	The	drill	team	members	synchronized	their	marching	and	also	moved	their	flags	at	precisely	the	same	time.	5	imminent	(im'-3-nont)	-adjective	6	impede	(im-pcd')	-verb	7	inclusive	(in-klöö'-siv)	-adjective	8	jurisdiction	(joor'-is-dik'-shon)	-noun	a.	Because	he	doesn't	want	his
new	idea	to	leak	out,	he's	only	(con	..	benefactor	3.	For	example,	she	says	you	must	be	polite	even	when	you	find	a	bug	walking	in	your	salad.	,	collects	rare	and	beautiful	books.	Now	check	your	answers	b>	turning	to	page	164.	Utopia	propensity	attrition	contingency	2.	mother	of	his	children	c.	He'd	say	he	had	been	holding	the	drugs	for	a	friend.
"Don't	become	overwhelmed	by	guilt	when	yo:	to	'sin	no	more.'"	3.	heinous	14.	On	the	way	home,	Grandfather	stared	out	the	car	window.	At	age	10,	my	little	cousin	is	still	in	her	belief	that	Santa	Claus	exists.	After	Cobb	quickly	explained,	however,	she	started	to	laugh.	ion)	4.	Amy	is	so	ostentatious	about	praising	and	pleasing	her	boss	that	he	must
know	she	docs	it	just	to	get	his	attention.	Most	Americans	time.	No	matter	how	clean	you	are,	you	have	millions	of	obtrusive	bacteria	rolling	and	darting	across	your	face.	As	part	of	his	diabolic	plan,	the	terrorist	placed	a	bomb	inside	a	suitcase	that	would	travel	in	the	luggage	area	of	the	airplane.	My	aunt	always	looks	stylish	but	not	overdressed.	to
scold	mildly	e.	>*~Sentence	Check	1	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	the	most	suitable	word	from	the	box.	inane	facetious	dormant	I	tried	to	the	laugh	rising	in	my	throat,	but	the	sight	of	my	boss	looking	all	over	his	desk	for	the	glasses	he	had	pushed	up	on	his	head	was	too	funny.	Our	neighbor	has	a	belief	in	superstitions.	People	under	stress
have	performed	(.	Since	you	Because	I	had	witnessed	the	accident,	one	driver	asked	me	to	his	claim	that	the	other	driver	had	gone	through	a	red	light.	trust,	faith	c.	moral)	,	was	truly	unable	to	distinguish	between	right	and	wrong.	Although	I'm	ordinarily	a(n)	(1)	person,	I'm	tempted	to	move	into	a	cave,	far	from	other	people—and	landlords.	biblio-,
bibl-	(bibliography,	Biblical)	3.	to	cause	to	occur	at	the	same	time;	to	cause	(clocks	and	watches)	to	agree	in	time	h.	time	c.	When	Clarence	arrived	at	camp,	he	was	immediately	ostracized	by	the	other	campers.	Food	deprivation	is	so	widespread	that	60	million	people	starve	to	death	each	year.	excessive,	especially	in	amount;	beyond	what	is
reasonable	or	appropriate	5.	Some	people,	interested	in	making	a	good	investment,	try	to	find	items	that	will	increase	in	value,	not	(10)	over	time.	Playing	with	blocks	and	puzzles	makes	a	child	more	in	filling	out	your	tax	return,	you	should	include	even	the	cash	you	about	her	knowledge,	takes	every	opportunity	to	show	off	how	much	she	7.	A	genuine
affection	for	young	people	is	an	integral	part	of	being	a	successful	teacher.	group.	In	reality,	he	had	attended	medical	school	for	only	two	semesters.	In	the	overcrowded	school,	math	classes	were	relegated	to	trailers	behind	the	gym.	'	my	getting	to	Gloria's	wedding	on	time,	but	a	traffic	women	from	job	and	wage	6.	^Sentence	Check	1	Complete	each
sentence	below	with	the	most	suitable	word	from	the	box.	Modern	appliances	(.	_s	her	money	at	expensive	shops	when	she	could	buy	the	same	6.	Chapter	13	71	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its	definition.	If	he	gets	a	single	F,	he	loses	all	hope	of	succeeding	in	school.	The	Fall
of	the	House	of	Usher	is	a	macabre	tale	in	which	someone	is	buried	alive.	reticent	8.	Our	basement	is	overflowing,	and	now	anything	no	longer	wanted	by	any	family	member	must	be	(1)	CeM	to	our	damp	garage.	Since	the	famous	millionaire's	death,	several	people	have	claimed	to	be	his	children,	but	their	claims	have	been	repudiated	in	court.	The
chain	that	held	the	window	open	broke,	so	I	had	to	bolster	the	window	with	a	piece	of	wood.	Generally,	ones,	with	cracked	windows,	creaking	steps,	and	loose	s	frightening	myself.	While	he	read	the	(...	And	he	manages	a	smile	when	she	dumps	her	too-expensive,	too-	(4)	gold	sequincd	dress	in	the	middle	of	the	bedroom	floor.	a	person	who	serves	as	a
connection	between	individuals	or	groups	f.	The	world	is	violence."	9-10.	without	sense	or	meaning;	silly;	foolish	e.	that	he	thinks	everything	French	is	(marvel	..	(e)d	information	about	the	oil	spill	to	members,	urging	them	Todd's	claim	that	he's	never	been	in	trouble	with	the	law.	When	the	mayor	s	like	"How	arc	you?	A	when	it	came	to	solving
mechanical	puzzles,	Tom	worked	nearly	nonstop,	(8)	sleeping	only	about	four	hours	each	night.	149	150	Chapter	29	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	159	1	60	Unit	Five:	Test	2	PART	B	Circle	C	if	the	italicized	word	is	used	correctly.
Squinting	his	eyes	and	pulling	down	the	corners	of	his	mouth,	the	clown	made	a	grotesque	face.	The	earthquake	eradicated	an	entire	city	block,	yet	it	left	buildings	just	one	slieet	away	undamaged.	I	haven't	met	Carmen's	grandfather	yet,	but	I've	heard	so	many	wonderful	stories	about	him	that	I'm	.	.s	of	several	gems	were	on	display	next	to	the
originals.	She	(10)	(e)d	the	evil	system	she	had	escaped	by	leading	more	slaves	to	freedom	than	any	other	individual—over	300.	book	i.	Angclo	was	sho	.ed	to	learn	that	the	"doctor"	she	had	been	seeing	for	three	years	was	a(n)	__.	assimilate	Sentence	Check	I	1.	To	the	contrary,	he	believes	his	methods	represent	such	progress	and	that	the	improved
health	of	his	patients	(7)	s	him	of	the	charges	against	him.	.).	Without	a	script,	they	must	f	u	l	l	y	imagine	how	a	particular	character	might	speak	and	behave.	stresses	meditation	and	self-reliance.	The	restaurant	had	to	work	hard	to	redeem	itself	after	the	Board	of	Health	gave	it	a	rating	of	"unsatisfactory."	b.	When	she	asks	if	he	does,	he	equivocates
with	a	misleading	answer.	Many	people	feel	it	would	be	lacking	in	4.	The	dictionary	definition	of	"house"	is	"a	building	in	which	people	live,"	but	for	many	the	word	has	the	s	of	comfort	and	family.	Ventriloquists	must	be	able	to	(pro	.	In	9-10.	-ous	8.	of	its	frigid	4.	The	singer's	concert	tour	did	not	get	a	very	start—he	missed	the	first	concert.	Isn't	it
amazing	that	tiny	seeds	can	lie	receive	the	rain	and	sun	they	need	to	grow?	It	is	imperative	that	my	sister	get	her	cholesterol	level	down,	as	she	is	now	at	high	risk	for	a	heart	attack.	known	widely	but	unfavorably	f.	joking;	playfully	witty	b.	During	the	convention,	many	participants	dissipated	into	my	room	after	dinner	to	drink	coffee	and	talk	for	hours.
He	antedated	his	check	to	the	IRS.	One	in	three	women	experiences	physical	abuse	by	a	boyfriend	or	husband,	and	one	in	twelve	is	a	victim	of	rape	or	attempted	rape.	Some	high	school	students	favorite	teacher	who	was	running	for	state	senator.	124	Chapter	24	^Sentence	Check	2	Complete	each	partial	word	in	the	sentences	below	with	a	word	pan
from	the	box.	After	telling	a	reader	to	kick	her	boyfriend	out,	the	newspaper	advice	columnist	was	(e)d	with	thousands	of	letters	saying	she	was	wrong.	Marsha,	as	verbose	as	always,	signed	her	letter	only	"Best,"	instead	of	"Best	wishes.1'	Ramps	impede	people	in	wheelchairs	by	allowing	them	to	enter	buildings	more	easily.	syn-,	sym-	(synonym,
sympathy)	10.	The	king's	closest	advisers	were	at	(..	145	146	Chapter	28	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	Harriet	was	never	captured,	and	she	never	lost	a	single	runaway	to	the	slave-hunters.	Some	feel	that	a	circus	act	in	which
costumed	elephants	dance	or	stand	on	their	heads	is	a	of	the	animals'	intelligent	behavior	in	nature.	fid	(fidelity,	confident)	4.	angel)	2.	able	to	be	interpreted	in	more	than	one	way;	uncertain;	not	clear	,..	ary)	6.	We're	not	here	to	(2)	the	virtues	of	economy	cars.	The	catcher	worried	that	if	he	didn't	start	playing	better,	the	manager	would	the	minor
leagues.	6.	He	even	got	a	raise	by	way	of	apology.	ambiguous	juxtapose	dissident	lethargy	embellish	sporadic	.	From	the	mountain's	snowy	that	hid	the	valley	below.	The	verbose	senator	said,	"At	this	point	in	time,	we	have	an	urgent	and	important	need	for	more	monetary	funds	to	declare	unconditional	war	on	the	evils	of	drugs."	The	reporter	wrote:
"The	senator	said	we	urgently	need	more	money	to	fight	drugs."	b.	As	obsequious	as	ever,	Daniel	refused	to	get	in	line	for	the	fire	drill.	Just	because	I'm	giving	me	any	respect.	He	felt	it	was	(5)	,	example,	instruct	a	person	to	rub	pig	grease	into	a	burn	or	treat	an	infection	by	chanting.	The	company	president	is	so	that	he	has	become	a	firm.	The
commercial	suggested	that	the	cereal	would	19	asain."	7.	At	age	two,	Patrick	got	his	head	stuck	in	an	iron	railing.	Tilly	was	a	fastidious	housekeeper	who	used	toothbrushes	and	cotton	swabs	to	clean	hard-to-reach	places	and	washed	the	corners	of	the	kitchen	floor	on	her	hands	and	knees.	One	day,	Gina	met	a	customer	who	had	recently	opened	a
video	rental	store.	In	addition	to	technical	knowledge,	(morti..	When	I	bumped	the	car	in	front	of	me	as	I	was	parking,	the	other	driver	emerged	and	stormed	toward	me	in	a	most	manner.	unprecedented	10.	5	nov	a.	spontaneous	8.	)	card	I	had	been	of	the	entire	grades	are	generally	considered	to	be	kindergarten	through	third	grade.	Let's	set	them	all
right	now,	at	1:46.	"Eliminate	all	those	and	phrases."	10.	adroit	platitude	constituent	promiscuous	contend	repudiate	irreparable	spontaneous	pinnacle	stigma	1.	92	Chapter	18	Check	2	Complete	each	partial	word	in	the	sentences	below	with	a	word	part	from	the	box.	But	when	he	gave	his	phony	excuse	to	the	police	captain,	the	captain's	response	did
not	seem	(3),	for	a	quick	release.	The	oil	company	certainly	didn't	clean	it	up,	either.	throughout	a	school	system,	3.	A	(mon	.	from	them.	tearfully	sentimental	"	d.	Day	care	has	been	a	beneficial	experience	for	Cheryl.	The	children's	sand	castle	was	symmetrical,	with	a	tower	and	flag	on	each	side.	vol	(volunteer,	benevolent)	Definitions	a.	For	optimum
safety,	put	your	money	in	a	savings	account	or	a	certificate	of	deposit.	There	are	other	doctors	worldwide	who	agree	and	who	believe	he	is	so	(8)	at	medicine	that	they	often	invite	him	to	speak	at	professional	conferences.	syn-,	sym10.	basis.	depreciate	5.	ify)	of	the	conductor.	Many	Americans	who	work	in	other	countries	don't	even	try	to	talk,	and
think	American.	The	park	official	agreed	on	the	condition	that	the	infant	be	shipped	to	the	zoo	as	soon	as	his	health	returned.	js,	suddenly	becoming	less	.	There	were	reports	that	this	"model	family	man"	had	paid	hush	money	to	former	lovers	and	had	visited	prostitutes.	George	was	introduced	to	as	a	lookout	for	drug	dealers.	T	FOUR:	Test	1	RT	A	the
word	that	best	completes	each	sentence	and	write	it	in	the	space	provided.	The	opponents	of	the	trash	incinerator	were	neighborhood!"	4.	9	precarious	(pre-ker'-e-os)	-adjective	10	preposterous	(pre-pos'-t3r-3s)	-adjective	a.	That	information	certainly	wasn't	germane	to	her	job	performance.	One	over	draft	records.	all	j.	liber,	liver	_	9.	Example:	I	was
being	facetious	when	I	said	that	my	parrot	can	tell	the	future.	The	personal	God,	but	that	all	of	the	universe	is	God.	Nathan's	operation	went	well.	was	7-8.	adept	presumptuous	encompass	sordid	entrepreneur	standardize	eradicate	stint	homogeneous	stringent	1.	A	whiff	of	an	old	boyfriend's	after-shave	calls	up	a	clear	image	of	him	in	my	mind.
strangely	SCORE:	(Number	correct)	x5	=	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	Reports	vary	about	the	_	of	the	hostages.	This	final	position	the	_	of	years	of	effort.	UNIT	THREE:	Test	2	PART	A	Complete	each	sentence	with	a	word	from	the	box.	attached	to	it.	She's	always	criticizing
people.	Your	goal	is	to	reach	a	point	where	you	don't	need	to	check	definitions	at	all,	^-Sentence	Check	1	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	the	most	suitable	word	from	the	box.	C	I	C	I	C	î	SCORE:	(Number	correct)	x4=	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	despondent	3.	ver	fid	a.
The	novel	goes	on	to	another.	from	the	people	7.	CHAPTER	10	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	Now	check	your	answers	by	turning	to	page	164.	relinquish	5.	orchestra	must	5-6.	I've	become	so	accustomed	to	adding	and	subtracting	on	a	calculator	thai	I've	probably	forgotten	how	to	do	that
rudimentary	math	on	my	own.	When	the	puppy	chews	the	furniture,	rebuke	him	in	a	harsh	voice.	.)	and	then	seemed	to	saw	her	in	half.	disseminate	__^_	5.	,	an	expensive	vacation	can	often	one's	.	auspicious	rebuke	1	-2.	panacea	9.	deride	15.	d	the	phrase	as	meaning	she	her,	but	to	d	fake	results	to	make	it	look	as	though	he	had,	in	fact,	proven	his
theory.	Now	check	your	answers	by	luming	to	page	164.	vociferous	a.	Rabbits	deserve	their	reputation	for	being	prolific.	diction)	meant	the	service	was	over.	During	the	1960s	and	70s,	many	American	folk	singers	used	anti-war	lyrics	to	to	the	Vietnam	War.	I	don't	understand	how	Jill	and	Mike	ever	got	together.	Bureaucratic	systems	get	bogged	down
with	rules	and	official	details	that	can	actually	make	them	less	productive.	Perfunctory	teachers	pass	along	their	lack	of	enthusiasm	to	their	students.	But	once	the	secret	is	out,	the	abuse	will	usually	stop.	The	drops	of	blue	food	coloring	permeated	the	water	in	the	bowl	until	the	water	was	an	even	shade	of	pale	blue.	Whereas	"pushy"	has	negative	for
honey,	they'll	withstand	bee	stings	to	rip	open	a	_s,	"bold"	has	positive	ones.	My	brilliant	two-year-old	just	played	a	scale,	a	straight	octave,	on	the	piano.	In	writing	his	term	paper	on	the	growth	of	(Naz...)	(	.	4	de-	a.	1	8	relinquish	(ri-ling'-kwish)	-verb	a.	Many	believe	that	(homi	.	When	Dad	lost	his	job,	he	2.	While	houses	and	antiques	often	increase	in
value,	most	things,	like	cars	and	TVs,.	id)	because	when	she	was	12	vcars	c	dream	that	convinced	her	it	was	her	calling	to	heal	people.	She	found	him	in	a	cage	so	small	that	he	had	no	room	to	stand	or	turn.	Since	I	had	a	clean	green	sheet,	I	went	as	the	ghost	of	a	frog.	When	one	leg	of	the	table	broke,	I	4.	When	she	demanded	an	explanation	from	the
park's	chief	official,	he	was	(5)	about	the	animal.	something	thai	destroys	bacteria	18.	Lilly	can't	resist	flamboyant	clothes.	In	the	beautiful	living	room,	a	blond	oak	bookcase	was	__^_^__	right	beside	it.	My	grandmother	d	the	use	of	garlic	to	_____	_____	breathing	during	a	child's	chest	cold.	intense;	forceful	e.	Craig	spends	as	if	he's	3-4.	Barry's	taste	is
the	5.	staunch	4.	Unable	to	forestall	the	destruction	of	the	cherry	orchard,	we	watched	with	regret	as	the	chainsaws	sliced	into	the	trees.	8	repudiate	(ri-pyöö'-de-âT)	-verb	9	spontaneous	(spon-ta'-ne-ss)	-adjective	10	stigma	(stig'-ms)	-noun	Chapter	29	151	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each
word	with	its	definition.	genized)	rises	to	the	surface.	We	shop	at	garage	sales.	No	one.	contrary	to	nature,	reason,	or	common	sense	and	thus	laughable;	ridiculous	h.	The	accused	murderer	was	vindicated	when	a	man	who	looked	just	like	him	confessed.	of	a	newscast,	news	events	are	for	brutally	killing	at	least	five	prostitutes	in	London	in	1888.	One
verbose	way	of	saying	"No"	is	10.	al)	(7)	(re	.	inundated	equivocated	ostracized	depreciated	Peter	has	a(n)	result,	he's	engaged	to	three	women.	charlatan	hoist	corroborate	illicit	disseminate	irrevocable	diverge	precipitate	dormant	proliferation	1.	My	neighbors	are	very	always	somebody	around	to	impress	with	their	to	give	the	reader	a(n)	to	your
health.	good,	well	g.	In	1935,	an	entire	German	family	was	sent	to	Hawaii	on	a	mission	to	spy	for	the	Japanese.	at	acupuncture.	17.	However,	we	also	get	(9)	customers,	who	examine	every	detail	and	ask	questions	about	the	age,	original	cost,	and	history	of	an	item.	For	instance,	(.	So,	with	the	support	of	the	local	governments,	Dooley	set	up	hospitals
and	taught	the	basics	of	hygiene,	nursing	and	medical	treatment.	On	Monday	morning,	we	had	a	new	boss.	normal	uterus	c.	arch,	-archy	(archbishop,	monarchy)	3.	of	my	paper	on	animal	communication	includes	a	book	on	whale	(break	and	shatter,	for	example)	and	yet	suggest	includes	the	principle	of	reincarnation,	which	says	that	when	we	die,	our
believes	their	shabby	old	9.	platitude	7.	of	the	peace	movement,	Dawn	will	stand	in	the	rain	for	hours	to	protest	nuclear	(e)d	for	the	beauty	and	power	of	his	words	as	well	as	for	his	deep	(e)d	at	the	idea	of	a	front-	5.	2	espouse	(e-spouz')	-verb	3	exhilaration	(eg-zil'-o-ra'-shon)	-noun	4	exorbitant	(eg-zor'-b	i-ton	t)	-adjective	5	extricate	(eks'-tri-kaf)	-verb
a.	Working	on	various	aspects	of	car	production	gives	assembly-line	workers	a	more	holistic	view	of	the	process	than	if	they	worked	on	only	one	step.	(e)d	of	the	charge	of	stealing	a	wallet	when	it	was	found	in	Because	his	father	and	grandfather	both	had	heart	disease,	my	cousin	worries	that	he	may	be	to	the	same	disorder.	My	elderly	aunt	has	such
vitality	that	she	still	works	in	a	bakery	part-time	and	walks	two	or	three	miles	a	day.	I'm	s°	clumsy	I	probably	couldn't	juggle	even	one	ball.	Desiring	to	give	what	he	considered	planned	to	assault,	at	the	first	7-8.	In	the	refining	process,	white	rice	and	white	bread	lose	much	of	their	(	.	Small	children	think	of	their	parents	as	5.	As	a	result,	a	new
liveliness	and	sense	of	pleasure	seem	to	(3)	..	Any	notice	telling	you	that	you've	won	a	free	car	or	trip	is	more	likely	to	oe	.	I	21.	From	now	on,	I'll	try	to	take	time	to	think	about	my	purchases.	The	pilot	ejected	just	before	the	crash.	It's	more	difficult	to	deal	with	innuendos	against	oneself	than	to	fight	out-and-out	accusations.	I	realized	just	how	indolent
Teresa	is	when	she	4.	I'm	not	surprised	that	Lucy	is	protesting	the	governor's	new	welfare	policy.	The	little	boy's	foot	was	so	firmly	caught	in	the	folding	chair	that	it	took	three	adults	to	it.	infallible	__	'_	_	__,	6.	(2)	_	I	don't	expect	personality	we	weeks,	a	supervisor	to	be	my	pal,	every	had	tried	until	the	even	bookkeeper	to	they	most	in	the	In	and	I
don't	object	to	being	(1)	_	(e)d	department	contrast,	add	two	were	miserable.	autonomy	recourse	bureaucratic	reiterate	mandate	tantamount	ostracize	tenacious	raucous	Utopia	^e	a	lot	of	when	convenient.	to	feel	or	express	disapproval	of	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	eight	c.	insinuate	5.	1
connoisseur	(kon'-o-sur1)	-noun	a.	Newspaper	headlines	need	to	say	a	lot	in	a	few	well-chosen	words.	C	C	C	I	I	1	14.	The	psychiatrist	agreed	to	(.	When	my	father	had	a	heart	attack,	I	missed	my	final	exam.	He	knew	less	about	roofs	than	I	do.	Their	cloihing	is	plain,	and	their	homes	that	it	sometimes	sounds	like	a	foreign	scene:	A	space	ship	9.	C	C	C	C
C	C	C	C	C	C	C	C	I	14.	CHAPTER	17	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	She	didn't	realize	he	already	had	a	5.	Whenever	I	have	a	yen	for	a	cigarette,	I	chew	on	a	pencil	instead.	Tiiroughout	our	childhood,	Pam	took	great	pleasure	in	beating	me	at	cards,	at	jacks,	at	all	board	games.	Fran	threw	a
party	to	celebrate	her	plight	of	being	chosen	for	the	Olympic	swimming	team.	Look	back	at	the	sentences	in	"Ten	Words	in	Context"	as	needed	to	decide	on	the	meaning	of	each	word;	1.	Tensions	and	sadness	greatly	(.	-adjective	b.	performed	or	spoken	without	practice	or	preparation	g.	indecent;	morally	low	6.	Lily's	ankle	sprain	is	severe,	but	the
doctor	told	her	a	couple	of	days	of	bed	rest	will	exacerbate	the	injury	enough	so	that	she	can	walk	again.	That	statue	of	David	is	a	facsimile.	proficient	6.	The	nursery	school	teacher	used	the	analogy	of	a	flower	garden	to	describe	her	pupils,	calling	each	child	a	blossom	with	his	or	her	own	special	beauty.	dexterous	PART	C	Use	five	of	the	following	ten
words	in	sentences.	"It's	a(n)	allprice,"	the	travel	agent	said.	The	teacher	(3)	(e)d	at	him,	telling	him	that	he	was	hopelessly	stupid.	If	they	didn't,	their	hands	were	cut	off.	to	surrender	or	give	up	(something)	c.	More	(4)	than	I	was,	they	were	able	to	dodge	all	my	blows.	Children	often	draw	the	sun	with	rays	that	2.	_^____	12.	"The	minute	I	met	your
mother,"	my	father	said,	"my	intuition	told	rne	that	we'd	get	married	some	day."	b.	of	his	career	in	1977,	when	he	hit	Now	check	your	answers	by	turning	to	page	163.	I	wish	my	brother's	lack	of	manners	weren't	so	the	restaurant	to	wipe	his	greasy	hands	off	on	his	pants.	The	modem	wedding	ceremony	is	with	customs	originally	intended	to	insure	the
couple's	fertility,	including	having	a	wedding	cake,	throwing	rice,	and	tying	shoes	on	the	back	of	the	car.	It	was	presumptuous	of	Eric	to	announce	his	engagement	before	Phyllis	agreed	to	marry	him.	free	g.	As	kids,	my	brother	and	I	loved	staying	with	our	stringent	grandparents,	who	thought	our	wildest	behavior	was	"wonderfully	energetic."	In	his
will,	the	magnanimous	man	did	not	leave	a	single	penny	to	his	family	or	to	charity.	grievous	5.	At	the	PTA	meeting,	Donna's	father	and	teacher	exchanged	the	other	of	not	helping	Donna	do	better	in	school.	At	first	I	was	pleased	with	the	docile	behavior	of	the	children	I'd	come	to	babysit	for,	but	that	behavior	changed	the	moment	their	parents	drove
away.	Often,	Harriet's	instructions	on	where	and	when	to	meet	were	not	stated	directly,	but	were	(5)	in	references	to	songs	and	Biblical	tales	familiar	to	those	waiting	to	escape.	vociferous	3.	When	we're	older,	for	example,	it	takes	longer	for	(c)d	a	witch	hunt	in	Salem,	Massachusetts,	by	(c)d	on	such	9.	The	supermarket	newspaper	"reported"	on	such
gives	chocolate	milk.	made	or	intended	for	practical	use;	stressing	usefulness	over	beauty	or	other	considerations	j.	More	encompass	sordid	entrepreneur	standardi/e	eradicate	stint	homogeneous	stringent	of	Amy	to	assume	she's	got	the	job	when	others	arc	still	being	interviewed.	of	toward	zoos.	When	she	went	away	to	college,	Beth	showed	her
autonomy	by	calling	her	parents	every	day	and	asking	their	advice	on	each	decision	she	faced,	no	matter	how	small.	Finally,	he	tries	to	kill	himself.	Ms.	Patterson	took	her	class	to	visit	a	mortician,	who	explained	how	he	prepares	a	body	for	burial.	of	a	transcript	isn't	official	unless	it	has	been	stamped	with	the	seal	when	they	realized	their	teasing	of
Mary	made	her	fearful	(e)d,	it	would	be	economically	unhealthy	(e)d	viewers	to	support	his	ministry	with	whatever	funds	9.	95	96	Unit	Three:	Test	2	PART	B	Circle	C	if	the	italicized	word	is	used	correctly.	Feel	free	to	use	the	past	tense	or	plural	form	of	a	word.	It's	the	Student	Council	president's	job	to	be	a	liaison	between	ihc	students	and	the
administration.	For	many	of	us,	the	word	sea	carries	connotations	of	salty	air	and	vast	openness.	.)	souls	begin	a	new	life.	It	was	strictly	fortuitous	that	Vincc	found	his	missing	class	notes.	-logue	(dialogue,	travelogue)	6.	The	banquet	guests	showed	how	much	they	venerated	the	elderly	teacher	by	rising	when	she	entered	the	room.	advocate	imminent
impede	inclusive	emancipate	Sentence	Check	1	1.	He	talks	for	at	least	an-hour	every	time	I	call	him.	skillful	in	using	the	hands	or	body	g.	disparity	2.	of	me	to	suggest	this,	more	activities	geared	to	shy	children.	He	insists	on	complete	respect	for	even	the	person	lowest	in	authority.	Harriet	decided	to	go	back	for	them—and,	over	the	next	10	years,	for
many	more.	"Students	compete	to	see	who	can	look	most	clownish.	Clyde	is	a	fastidious	carpenter	who	makes	sure	that	all	straight	edges	arc	perfectly	even.	exhort	masochist	flamboyant	meticulous	foible	rancor	innocuous	recrimination	magnanimous	repugnant	in	our	handwriting.	The	He	was	the	could	when	I've	done	something	wrong.	He	doesn't
realize	how	odd	it	seems	to	other	people.	Michael's	father	often	estrange	regress	euphoric	relinquish	impetuous	ubiquitous	infallible	/enith	movies	that	make	her	cry	with	pity	or	joy.	There's	a	story	about	a	man	who	was	given	the	gift	of	never	dying.	good,	well	i.	The	green	color	of	Nancy's	hair	is	inadvertent.	At	first	he	thought	his	ideas	were	(	.
mesmerize	metamorphosis	notorious	grotesque	austere	6.	infallible	berate	ubiquitous	maudlin	impetuous	Sentence	Check	I	1.	Try	to	match	each	word	pan	on	the	left	with	its	definition	on	the	right.	The	rock	performer	was	cha:ged	with	stealing	music	from	a	well-known	composer,	but	he	was	later	d.	old	car.	For	this	reason,	a(n)	(3)	Her	view	of	cages
has	also	led	to	a	strong	(4)	(5)	over	zoos,	she	would	make	them	illegal	and	(6).	_(e)d	in	in	the	neighborhood	methods	had	to	be	used	to	help	slaves	escape.	After	her	5.	admirer	of	Germany	20.	dec-	(decade,	decimal)	3.	Anyone	who	thinks	older	sisters	protect	younger	ones	has	never	met	my	sister	Pam.	People	are	always	trying	to	sell	something	new.	A	(
.	But	does	every	one	of	them	have	to	be	a	(3)	to	my	health,	mental	stability,	and	checkbook?	Feeling	exhilaration	after	finishing	our	last	final	of	the	year,	Jan	and	I	skipped	all	the	way	to	the	car.	You're	now	ready	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	words	you	already	know	and	10	master	the	words	you're	only	half	sure	of,	or	don't	know	at	all.
homogeneous	encompass	stringent	entrepreneur	standardize	Chapter	17	(How	Neat	Is	Neat	Enough?)	Previewing	the	Words	1.	1	bolster	(böl1-star)	-verb	a.	It	rained	continuously	until	noon.	(e)d	the	claim,	the	painting	was	thought	to	be	a	genuine	Picasso.	their	children,	who	were	placed	in	a	foster	(c)d	former	co-workers	with	4.	Judges	are	often



softer	on	offenders	who	truly	regret	their	crimes.	Why	your	money	on	interest	instead	of	buying	what	you	can	afford?	idiosyncrasy	jurisdiction	antipathy	precarious	preposterous	6.	While	(sui.	She	hated	9.	synchronizes	vindicates	emanates	mitigates	Fairy	tales,	such	as	"Hansel	and	Gretel"	have	given	stepmothers	a	reputation	for	being	.	ver	(verify,
verdict)	h.	adept	presumptuous	1.	21.	When	little	Sarah	couldn't	sleep,	her	mom	gave	her	a	glass	of	milk	tinted	red	with	food	coloring	and	called	the	a	"magic	sleeping	potion."	127	128	Unit	Four:	Test	2	PART	Ii	Circle	C	if	the	italicized	word	is	used	correctly.	Being	a	Mel	Gibson	fan,	I'm	predisposed	to	enjoy	any	movie	he's	in.	The	cab	driver	was
solicitous	about	my	safely,	warning	me	away	from	dangerous	areas	of	the	city.	rejuvenate	7.	The	medical	center's	annual	fee	is	inclusive,	covering	all	visits	and	services.	I	f.	in	court	that	the	defendant,	being	(...	With	age,	we	become	less	broken	bones	to	mend.	before	g.	to	question	formally	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	arc	sure	the	above
answers	are	correct.	1	abrasive	(o-bra	-siv)	-adjective	2	admonish	(ad-mon'-ish)	-verb	a.	ets)	(3)	Uncle	himself,	however,	was	a(n)	(.	Working	through	this	chapter	will	help	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	word	parts	you	already	know	and	to	master	the	word	parts	you're	only	half	sure	of,	or	don't	know	at	alî.	berate	maudlin	"	people	were
correction	tape.	UNIT	ONE:	Test	3	PART	A	Complete	each	sentence	in	a	way	that	clearly	shows	you	understand	the	meaning	of	the	boldfaced	word.	bene-,	ben4.	press	conference	was	a	bad	idea.	Josephine	thought	that	when	she	returned	to	school	at	the	age	of	40,	her	age	would	be	a	liability.	The	people	working	at	the	store	are	a	pretty	homogenous
group.	Olive	acted	as	a	problems	out	themselves.	Before	the	mayor	began	his	"Beautify	Our	City"	program,	the	litter	was	sidewalks	seemed	paved	with	garbage.	s	of	words.	9	temper,	tempo	a.	Some	insurance	salespeople	6.	On	New	Year's	Day	in	Philadelphia,	string	bands	called	"Mummers"	strut	their	stuff	in	costumes	designed	to	out-sparkle	the
showiest	outfits	of	the	other	bands	in	the	parade.	In	1692,	a	nine-year-old	girl	accusing	someone	of	being	a	witch.	The	president	wanted	to	liberalize	the	immigration	laws.	Why	must	I	wade	through	dirty	pantyhose	to	reach	the	closet?	In	retrospect,	it's	clear	that	Mae	should	have	gone	to	the	doctor	sooner.	to	carry	out;	put	into	practice	d.	A(n)	4.	The
man's	derogatory	remark	about	his	boss	caused	him	to	get	fired.	Leonard	never	gives	me	any	specific	idea	of	what	he	wants	for	his	birthday.	As	it	is,	I	have	to	climb	over	a	mountain	of	junk	just	to	get	near	you!"	Eventually,	the	feelings	of	(10)	become	too	great	to	overcome.	The	police	officer	didn't	consider	my	being	late	for	a	party	a(n)	circumstance,
so	he	went	ahead	and	wrote	the	ticket	for	speeding.	_______	to	the	books,	her	writing	remains	tight,	with	no	7-8.	>^$entence	Check	1	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	the	most	suitable	word	from	the	box.	Your	goal	is	to	reach	a	point	where	you	don't	need	to	check	definitions	at	all.	This	seemingly	unlimited	power	to	win	made	me	think	of	her	as	(2)
.	I	saw	a	bactericide	in	the	laboratories.	As	a(n)	Association	for	the	Self-Employed.	chide	dilapidated	coalition	integral	commensurate	noxious	connotation	scenario	consists	of	a	scries	of	easscs	and	the	that	even	the	used	car	salesman	of	power	diabolic	yen	murders.	93	94	Unit	Three:	Test	1	1	1	.	of	the	senses;	having	to	do	with	sense	impressions
CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	If	the	thought	of	all	the	work	of	a	garage	sale	makes	me	hesitate,	the	sight	of	all	that	stuff	is	enough	to	(2)	my	determination	to	go	through	with	it.	between	her	separated	parents	until	she	insisted	that	they	talk	their	t	1	10.	9	sur-	a.	untary)	invited	by	a	famous	(.
vicarious	3.	With	that	contingency	in	mind,	she	decided	to	rent	a	house,	not	buy	one.	de-	(deprive,	defrost)	5.	sedentary	10.	The	(.	voice,	call	h.	At	age	11,	Ken	didn't	want	anyone	taking	care	of	him	"like	I'm	a	two-year-old."	He	was	so	angry	about	being	taken	to	the	home	that	he	was	often	(2)	general	(3)	(4)	earned	him	many	a	scolding	for	being	(5)
____	toward	the	other	children,	starting	fights	over	the	smallest	matters.	Here,	squirrels	are	red	or	gr^y,	but	I	used	to	live	in	a	state	where	black	squirrels	were	5.	Finally,	however,	he	admitted	that	he	had	made	an	illegal	deal	with	a	German	zoo.	After	getting	no	satisfaction	at	the	car	dealership,	Mom	decided	her	best	recourse	would	be	the	president
of	the	company.	to	set	free	from	slavery,	captivity,	or	oppression	g.	At	first	my	parents	thought	it	was	their	fault,	but	now	we	know	that	his	illness	has	much	more	to	do	with	his	body	chemistry	than	with	anything	they	did.	Ned's	self-improvement	campaign	encompassed	reading	the	newspaper	every	day	and	becoming	active	in	a	local	environmental
group.	Many	the	piano	to	the	second-floor	window,	the	cable	broke,	information	about	the	company's	^_^_^_____	bankruptcy.	straight,	right	d.	My	sister	disliked	working	in	the	cocktail	lounge	because	of	ali	the	men	she	served.	j	of	their	careers	find	"it's	lonely	at	the	top."	(e)d	the	men	in	their	dark	suits	and	came	over	me,	so	I	look	a	my	identification
card	way,	giving	his	Elderly	Assistance	Program	5.	"Don't	give	nebulous	answers	on	the	test,"	said	the	history	teacher.	optimum	_'	7.	'-en	5.	Paula's	mother	dress	without	her	permission."	I	'	start	to	Jerome's	lawn	care	,"	the	minister	said.	.)	(10)	young	pianist.	exonerate	prolific	clandestine	superfluous	egocentric	Chapter	12	(Alex's	Search)	Sentence
Check	1	\.	de.	Fortunetellers	are	good	at	making	__^____	statements,	such	as	"Your	sorrows	will	change."	Does	that	mean	a	change	for	the	better	or	a	change	of	sorrows?	Charles	misconstrued	my	dinner	invitation	to	be	6.	One	local	supermarket	is	so	expensive	that	shopping	there	is	money.	The	party	conversation	remained	inane,	never	getting
beyond	such	foolishness	as	whose	jeans	were	the	most	"awesome"	color.	The	new	singer	complemented	the	other	voices,	rounding	out	the	group's	sound.	My	told	me	to	stay	away	from	anyone	who	called	me	"Darling"	after	only	five	minutes	of	acquaintance.	My	parents	chided	me	for	getting	sunburned,	but	my	peeling	skin	hurt	a	lot	more	than	their
scolding.	The	party	began	for	me	in	a	very	(3)	manner	when	the	door	was	opened	by	Elizabeth	Taylor.	The	Amish	family	is	a	patriarchy.	C	î	23.	The	discovery	of	penicillin	was	inadvertent.	When	there	is	long-lasting	rancor	between	divorced	parents,	children	often	start	to	share	this	bitterness.	extremely	careful	and	exact	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any
further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	a	drowsiness	or	great	lack	of	energy;	inactivity	due	to	laziness	c.	facilitate	7.	,	the	weary	mother	of	infant	twins	saw	the	world	through	for	him,	but	money	wouldn't	solve	Now	check	your	answers	by	turning	to	page	165.	UNIT	THREE:	Test	4	(Word	Parts)	PART	A	Listed	in	the	left-hand	column
below	are	ten	common	word	pans,	along	with	words	in	which	the	parts	are	used.	The	government	of	Virginia	City	was	once	a	coalition	of	one	sheriff,	two	horse	thieves,	three	stage-coach	robbers,	and	a	couple	of	crooked	gamblers.	44	Chapter	8	^Sentence	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	impending	3.	Gone	with
the	Wind	has	given	millions	of	people	vicarious	experience	with	life	in	th	South	at	the	time	of	the	Civil	War.	During	World	War	II,	reporters	were	the	enemy.	wooden	3.	nvms}	Donald.	Time	has	helped	to	mitigate	Nicole's	pain	since	Richard	broke	their	engagement.	An	integral	part	of	school	is	6.	"The	(nomin	...	I	don't	know	what	made	people	on	our
block	so	(2)	,	but	the	Harrisons,	on	one	side	of	us,	had	nine	kids,	and	the	Daniels,	on	the	other	side,	had	twelve.	Scolding	her	children	for	climbing	on	the	roof,	my	neighbor	said,	"This	behavior	must	stop.	nal	Check:	My	Devilish	Older	Sister	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	a	comparison	between	two
things	that	serves	to	clarify	or	dramatize	a	point	e.	Our	numbers	could	be	a	disadvantage	to	others,	as	well.	Other	times,	rumors	start	with	a	misinterpretation.	Unit	Five	CHAPTER	25	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	(e)d	the	runner	for	the	big	race.	At	least,	a	few	of	them	seemed	to	give	it
more	than	a	merely	(7)	examination.	persons	or	things	arranged	in	a	series	of	levels,	according	to	importance,	authority,	or	the	like	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	arc	correct.	disseminate	9.	ant)	(6)	(7)	problems.	Although	my	father	has	scolded	me	many	times	in	private,	he's	never	rebuked	me	in	public.	The
kind	owners	of	the	company	do	not	_____	laying	workers	off,	so	management	will	reduce	the	staff	through	..	to	those	who	breathe	UK	8.	Many	find	the	movie	character	E.T.	adorable,	but	to	me,	the	little	alien	is	a	grotesque	combination	of	babyish	features	and	ancient-looking	skin.	Her	shams	were	done	so	skillfully	that	Utrillo	himself	was	often	fooled.
Ralph	sprayed	a	protective	coating	over	the	(wood.	Charles	Lindbergh	had	once	been	murdered.	Karen	would	like	to	date	Matt,	but	he	Saturday	as	a	lack	of	interest	on	tier	part.	We	postponed	our	plan	to	drive	home	on	Sunday	because	the	fog	was	ubiquitous.	Ellen's	^	toward	Jack	is	based	on	the	spy	from	a	distant	planet	that	is	similar	to	Earth.	done
quickly	with	little	attention	to	detail;	hasty	d.	complicate	c.	He	watches	whatever	happens	to	be	on.	pass)	the	play	runs	an	extra	night,	since	both	nights	were	sold	out	last	year.	an-,	a-	2.	inundate	exonerate	bolster	equivocate	Although	Marian	is	open	and	talkative	when	the	two	of	us	are	alone,	she	is	around	other	people.	When	Tasuma	first	came	to
the	U.S.	from	Japan,	he	wasn't	sure	he	could	American	culture,	but	after	a	few	months,	he	felt	at	home	here.	In	the	same	way,	the	body	needs	proper	amounts	of	good	food,	exercise,	work,	and	relaxation."	Dr.	Wilson	often	treats	patients	without	giving	them	drugs.	A(n)	of	the	school	registrar.	Rape	is	such	a	crime	that	victims	sometimes	become	They
prefer	to	remain	quiet	about	it	and	try	to	forget	the	pain	as	much	as	possible.	liaison	_	5.	incongruous	reinstate	liability	indigenous	contingency	6.	The	doctor's	prognosis	wasn't	good.	Your	goal	is	to	reach	a	point	where	you	don't	need	to	cheek	definitions	at	all.	Even	her	fingernails	were	dirty.	esoteric	provocative	facsimile	perfunctory	travesty
Sentence.	I	hadn't	expected	to	be	called	on	to	give	a	speech,	so	I	had	to	give	an	impromptu	one.	1	assimilate	(o-sim'-o-lat')	-verb	2	belligerent	(bo-lij'-o-ront)	-adjective	3	demesnor	(di-men'-ar)	-noun	4	denunciation	(de-nun'-se-a'-shon)	-noun	a.	reel	(rectangle,	director)	9.	Scratching	a	mosquito	bite	often	exacerbates	the	discomfort	by	making	the	itch
worse.	Although	the	TV	star	appears	wholesome,	it's	rumored	that	her	private	life	is	2.	The	commencement	address,	titled	"You	Are	the	Captain	of	Your	Ship,"	used	the	analogy	of	life	as	an	ocean-going	vessel	that	the	captain	must	steer	between	the	rocks.	Unit	Two	CHAPTER	1	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter
you	already	know.	equivocate	2.	yen	connotation	diabolic	integral	dilapidated	6.	A	half-hour	of	aerobic	exercise	every	other	day	or	so	will	help	you	stay	getting	fired	is	to	quit.	corresponding	in	degree	or	size;	in	proportion	i.	An	octopus'	eight	arms	may	seem	like	a	lot,	but	a	squid	has	10.	pasto)	of	olives.	I	tried	to	make	my	movie	invitation	to	Nick
sound	spur-of-the	moment	idea	and	not	something	I'd	been	nervously	planning	for	days.	homogenized	7.	_s	one	year	of	4.	diverge	6.	Glenville	has	no	shopping	district,	but	it's	growing	so	quickly	that	some	smart	entrepreneur	will	probably	sec	the	opportunity	for	new	businesses	there.	sleep	j.	king	b.	artistic	urge	awakened	when	he	retired	and	took	up
painting.	unassuming	10.	We	must	learn	to	add	and	subtract	before	we	(e)d	us	for	spending	so	much	money	on	her	birthday	present,	but	we	could	tell	for	the	company's	future	.	equivocate	propensity	fortuitous	reprehensible	impeccable	sham	liaison	solace	for	fighting.	I	thought	your	promise	was	4.	Sabrina	was	ostracized	by	the	other	team	members
when	they	discovered	she	was	using	drugs.	,	but	he	began	to	avoid	people	after	his	son	was	3.	eight	h.	autonomy	raucous	clandestine	reiterate	depreciate	relegate	exonerate	sedentary	inquisitive	sham	16.	Our	brains	interpret	our	_	impressions	for	us.	My	candy	haul	was	always	disappointing,	never	(7)	unwrapped	candy,	since	it	might	contain	some
(8)	of	course,	I	had	built	up	a	powerful	(9)	loot	that	remained—and	then	be	(10)	of	high	school	students.	A	weapons.	person	receiving	blood	b.	s	would	like	them	to,	but	10.	a	person	with	a	certain	ability	j.	Our	chestnut	tree,	previously	so	that	he'd	never	held	a	job	for	more	than	eight	.,	has	stopped	producing	nuts.	People	who	survive	a	disaster	may	feel
guilty	that	they	lived	when	others	died.	assimilate	indolent	belligerent	inherent	demeanor	nonchalant	denunciation	unassuming	dissipate	unilateral	I.	2	expedite	(cks'-po-dît1)	-verb	3	extenuating	a.	My	best	friend	has	the	foible	of	4.	opportune	7.	facsimile	4.	The	t	u	r	b	u	l	e	n	t	air	made	the	plane	move	so	wildly	that	passengers	felt	as	if	they	were	on	a
roller-coaster	ride.	It	takes	years	of	study	and	practice	to	become	4.	It	didn't	take	us	long	to	reject	the	shabby	apartment.	Following	is	the	story	of	one	family	of	gorillas:	Carrying	spears	and	broad	knives,	the	men	entered	the	African	national	park,	where	it	was	unlawful	to	kill	or	capture	wildlife.	One	extremely	macabre	movie	is	it's	meant	to	be	a
surprise.	The	cat's	grip	on	the	ledge	was	tenacious,	but	we	weren't	sure	how	long	it	could	hang	on	so	firmly.	89	90	Chapter	18	Ten	Word	Parts	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	word	parts	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	they	appear.	910.	phone)	is	a	word	that's	pronounced	the	same	as	another	word.	On
the	picnic,	ants	seemed	as	3.	messenger	sent	on	an	errand	19.	25.	itive)	societies,	he	realized	that	(	.	Although	she	worried	that	he	might	think	it	(7)	how	he	might	(8)	__^_	of	a	waitress	to	offer	a	business	suggestion,	Gina	gave	him	a	good	idea	about	his	rental	system.	It	is	imperative	that	this	letter	reach	Mr.	Daley	by	tomorrow,	so	send	it	by	Express
Mail.	He	wanted	to	join	the	group	for	two	reasons:	he	loved	singing,	and	he	had	a	crush	on	its	lively	young	pianist.	Make	it	clear	that	you	know	the	meaning	of	the	word	you	use.	The	bitter	young	woman	was	tenacious	in	her	belief	that	everyone	was	out	to	use	and	abuse	her.	Since	unused	muscles	atrophy,	a	leg	often	becomes	thinner	as	it	remains	in	a
cast.	throw	j.	Uninterested	in	spending	time	on	a	complicated	costume,	I	tried	to	think	of	something	so	(2)	that	it	would	be	simple	to	make—like	a	plain	sheet	over	my	head	with	the	eyes	cut	out.	metamorphosis	connoisseur	jurisdiction	travesty	5.	that	within	a	five-month	breeding	period,	a	single	female	can	produce	operations,	words	8.	.)	that	the	day
after	September	2	was	suddenly	September	14.	to	make	unsympathetic	or	unfriendly;	alienate	h.	rudimentary	despondent	instigate	zealot	venerate	6.	Legislators	should	be	held	to	a	stringent	code	of	ethics	that	opposes	even	the	appearance	of	improper	behavior.	My	husband	is	no	help	when	it	comes	to	picking	out	dresses.	,	the	climbers	looked	down
on	a	layer	of	clouds	10.	He	attends	college	full	time,	works	two	jobs,	and	does	ten	.	ante-,anti2.	After	that,	Pam	repeatedly	chased	me	around	the	house,	holding	before	her	a	big,	colorful	photo	of	a	crab.	to	try	to	be	like;	imitate	j.	bibliography	synonyms	Hinduism	atheist	renovate	Chapter	13	(Ann's	Love	of	Animals)	Previewing	the	Words	1.	6	facilitate
(fa-sil'-g-tat1)	-verb	7	orthodox	(or'-ths-doks')	-adjective	3	rejuvenate	(ri-jöö'-vo-nât')	-verb	9	synchronize	(sing'-krs-mz')	-verb	a.	utilitarian	a.	party.	a	secret	plot,	especially	for	a	harmful	or	illegal	purpose	—	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	Rachel's	2.	I	was	horrified	when	a	power	failure	shut	off	my
computer.	The	volcano	has	been	dormant	for	years,	but	scientists	warn	that	it	may	awaken	someday	soon.	Joyce	and	Steven	are	working	hard	to	son.	attrition	oblivious	circumvent	reticent	cohesive	robust	grievous	sanction	inundate	vociferous	1.	î	was	despondent	because	i	7.	When	they	opened	the	tomb	of	the	ancient	Egyptian	king,	the	scientists
were	amazed	by	all	the	golden	bowls	and	necklaces.	paramount	Sentence	Check	I	6.	Please	don't	mind	my	uncle's	idiosyncrasy	of	asking	very	personal	questions.	He	never	has	a	wrinkle	in	his	10.	Roger	must	be	a(n)	hours	of	volunteer	work	every	week.	skillful	and	expert	under	challenging	conditions;	clever	c.	The	players	don't	seem	to	work	together
for	the	good	of	the	team.	involving	or	done	by	only	one	side	h.	many	syllables	c.	Acceptable	conduct	at	a	ball	game	or	party	is	quite	different	from	proper	demeanor	in	church.	The	waiter	was	overly	_^^______	everything	all	right	here1/"	,_	between	the	teachers	and	the	..	Although	the	suspect	claimed	to	have	been	in	bed	at	the	time	of	the	shooting,	a
number	of	witnesses	fe)d	his	story	by	saying	that	they'd	seen	him	on	the	street.	My	cursory	studying	for	final	exams	includes	in-depth	reviewing	of	my	notes	and	re-reading	underlined	portions	of	my	textbooks.	My	parents	eat	only	foods	that	are	indigenous	to	their	own	region,	but	I	enjoy	trying	foods	that	are	native	to	other	areas.	magnanimous	_	_	î	.
The	donee	is	a	neighbor.	noble	inspirit	and	mind;	especially	generous	in	forgiving	j.	masochist	7.	to	restore	(oneself)	to	favor	by	making	up	for	offensive	conduct	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	Sally	girlfriend.	A	zealot	in	the	environmental	movement	would	never	-ne	5.	behavior.	own	family	to	give
more	than	_	__^_^_________	responses.	,	making	it	the	same	throughout,	the	cream	separates	and	is	a	channel	for	bringing	water	from	one	place	to	another.	Floyd	is	very	liberal	with	his	advice.	A	founder	of	the	U.S.	Steel	Company	was	wealthy	enough	to	have	an	expensive	.	slept	S	SCORE:	(Number	correct)	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the
vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	The	professor	said,	"It	seems	were	both	prized."	as	she	realizes	that	of	Rembrandt's	paintings	that	she	can	tell	an	expert	forgery	from	examination.	terse	2.	be	inconvenient	c.	6	extra-	7	ject	a.	When	I	learned	Mora	was	going	to	have	her	eleventh	child,	I	did	wonder	if	another	baby
wasn't	really	(3)	,	exactly	one	more	than	necessary.	To	be	just,	judges	must	be	totally	6.	"Be	discreet	about	these	drawings,	Wilson.	Three	generals	formed	a(n)	until	one	of	them	shot	the	other	two.	antiextrachron	ject	-cide	liber	devi	\	dorm	voc	re	the	main	dish,	we	had	an	(.	the	statement	with	supporting	evidence.	She's	always	energetic,	while	he	can
hardly	overcome	his	natural	lethargy	long	enough	to	get	up	to	change	the	TV	channel.	When	President	Bush	spoke	of	"a	thousand	points	of	light,"	he	was	referring	to	thousands	of	people	(..	feats	of	strength,	like	lifting	an	7.	Ignoring	all	notions	of	cafeteria	2.	The	disappearance	of	that	money	from	my	wallet	is	quite	(mysterl.	The	only	ones	who	ever
return	there	(with	frieni	and	relations)	are	the	roaches.	Since	my	father	died,	reminders	of	his	life	seem	_^_____	.	ADVANCING	VOCABULARY	SKILLS	Donald	J.	beyond	what	is	needed,	wanted,	or	useful;	extra	g.	to	completely	silence	or	suppress	-	,	g.	One	5.	For	example,	one	boy	with	an	infected	leg	had	been	told	to	simply	stay	off	the	leg,	which
caused	his	other	leg	to	(2)	was	(3)_	(4)	superstition	with	(6)	or	easy	(7)	(8)	the	suffering.	of	the	union,	the	company	president	called	its	members	"selfish	and	narrowabout	a	business	loss	of	5.	subordinate	9.	Besides,"	she	added,	"the	school	administration	is	(3)	enough.	I	22.	If	you	want	to	be	your	emotions	and	prejudices.	anima	2.	a	strong	desire	or
longing	f.	A	grammar	book	teaches	rudimentary	language	skills.	C	I	25.	workbook	19.	One	way	to	6.	about	their	2.	When	she	handed	in	her	term	paper	late,	Diane	fabricated	an	excuse	about	her	computer	destroying	her	disk.	discreet	3.	The	hotel	offers	the	optimum	in	accommodations.	If	there	are	two	forms	of	a	word	part	in	the	box,	use	tiic	first	one
for	this	practice.	If	the	pain	isn't	better	by	tomorrow,	I	really	think	she	should	see	a	(physi.	a,	Manin	Luther	King,	Jr.,	espoused	civil	rights.	When	the	waitress	brought	her	the	wrong	food,	for	example,	5.	presumptuous	2.	When	relatives	work	together,	they	must	be	wish	to	avoid	feelings	of	5-6.	facetious	5.	with	his	5.	Six	months	of	physical	therapy	has
mitigated	the	paralysis	Mr.	Dobbs	suffered	during	his	stroke,	but	he	still	has	some	difficulty	using	his	right	arm.	Lucy's	brother,	a	strong	(devol	.	Brian's	employers	refused	to	his	request	for	early	retirement	12.	At	the	mall,	my	impetuous	friend	9.	CHAPTER	4	i	.	impending	5.	With	all	those	appetites	around,	for	example,	you	quickly	learned	to	have
a(n)	(8)	spot	or	two	to	hide	special	treats	if	you	wanted	to	save	them	for	yourself.	,	you	should	stay	indoors	when	you	the	slaves	belief	that	he's	an	evil	5-6.	Each	accused	8.	propensity	7.	_^____	5-6.	After	the	fireworks,	the	crowd	dissipated,	breaking	up	into	small	groups	and	vanishing	into	the	night.	toward	spiders	and	snakes,	Because	most	people	feel
a(n)	these	unpopular	creatures	are	often	featured	in	horror	movies.	It	yQuHon't	empty	the	freezer	before	(.	platitude	Chapter	30	(Firing	Our	Boss)	Previewing	the	Words	1.	I	am	quite	proficient	at	_	.	Ralph	thought	that	Michiko's	habit	of	taking	her	shoes	off	before	entering	a	house	was	a(n)	C	i_	__	'dc£	of	hers	until	he	learned	that	doing	this	is	a
Japanese	custom.	extraordinary	liberate	infanticide	vocabulary	anachronism	163	164	Limited	Answer	Key	Chapter	7	(A	Phony	Friend)	Previewing	the	Words	1.	Do	you	trust	your	3.	'	,'	I	.	dexterous	3.	to	branch	off	in	different	directions	from	a	common	starting	point;	to	become	different	^	~	',	j.	a	prediction	of	the	course,	outcome,	or	fate	of	something,
especially	a	disease	f.	despondent	illicit	inane	sensory	6.	The	innocent	man	was	confessed.	cohesive	grievous	inundate	attrition	reticent	Chapter	9	(Our	Annual	(.îarage	Sale)	Previewing	the	Words	}.	When	slave-hunters	turned	up	at	the	railroad	station,	she	had	the	runaways	board	a	southbound	train	instead	of	a	northbound	one	to	fool	their	pursuers.
Even	though	Tom	Dooley	died	at	a	tragically	young	age,	the	work	he	started	would	benefit	countless	numbers	of	people.	In	a	clandestine	meeting	in	an	alley,	Steve	sold	some	of	his	company's	secrets	to	a	competing	company.	crimes	of	murder	and	rape	is	out	on	parole.	existing	as	a	natural	or	essential	quality	of	a	person	or	thing;	built-in	i.	The	church
teaches	rectitude.	autonomy	recourse	bureaucratic	reiterate	mandate	tantamount	ostraci/.e	tenacious	raucous	Utopia	1.	The	magnanimous	boss	5.	Dooley's	instructive	approach	to	health	care	was	(9)	instruction	was	(10)	,	as	no	previous	visitor	had	d	by	a	belief	in	superstitions	and	witch	doctors.	For	example,	if	you	eat	an	unhealthy	diet	for	too	long,
you	receive	the	punishment	of	poor	health.	We've	had	snow	in	April	for	three	of	the	last	five	years,	so	you	see	this	year's	April	snow	is	altogether	unprecedented.	Community	members	were	expected	to	follow	strictly	the	(.	I	marveled	at	the	dexterous	juggler,	who	kept	five	balls	in	motion	at	once.	Used	properly,	the	key	will	help	you	to	learn	words	and
to	prepare	for	the	activities	and	tests	for	which	answers	are	not	given.	It	was	bad	enough	just	being	grounded,	but	my	father	is	going	to	mitigate	my	punishment	by	stopping	my	allowance.	The	honest	investment	banker	had	a	well-earned	reputation	of	being	clients'	money.	"But	there	were	.	As	soon	as	you	drive	a	new	car	off	the	lot,	it	valuable.	If	you
run	into	him	or	her	at	church	or'the	supermarket,	it's	not	appropriate	to	ask	about	your	warts	or	athlete's	foot.	The	carpenter	used	cinder	blocks	to	temporarily	repaired	the	wood	supports.	dated	correctly	17.	dangerous;	risky	j.	stigma	8.	Should	she	sell	her	house	___	fe)d	her	inability	to	go	out	with	him	last	9.	It	seems	incongruous	that	the	Taylors,
who	are	so	health	conscious,	should	allow	their	children	to	sit	in	front	of	the	TV	for	hours	each	day,	munching	on	chips	and	cookies.	Unexpectedly,	I	ran	into	an	old	friend	now	in	business	for	herself.	You	may	want	to	check	off	each	word	part	as	you	use	it.	-en	(wooden,	golden)	5.	"I've	heard	it	all	before.	156	Chapter	30	^-Sentence	Check	2	Complete
each	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	ion)	7-8.	but	I	do	try	to	learn	from	my	errors.	Once	an	energetic,	robust	man,	Mr.	Rand	has	been	considerably	weakened	by	illness.	Since	light	travels	faster	than	sound,	lightning	is	a	sign	of	impending	thunder.	2	antipathy	(an-ti'-po-thc)	•noun	3	emancipate	(e-man'-so-pat')	-verb	4	idiosyncrasy	a.	I
don't	know	how	the	magician	did	it,	but	he	held	up	the	(.	insinuate	Sentence	Check	1	1.	very	showy;	strikingly	bold	f.	UNIT	FIVE:	Test	3	PART	A	Complete	each	sentence	in	a	way	that	clearly	shows	you	understand	the	meaning	of	the	boldfaced	word.	Merchants	are	angry	that	the	construction	barriers	along	Michigan	Avenue	shoppers	who	wish	to
enter	the	stores.	must	know	how	to	be	sympathetic	15.	a	union	of	individuals,	groups,	or	nations	for	some	specific	purpose	h.	When	bears	have	a(n)	hive.	gregarious	5.	If	they	didn't	constantly	hire	new	workers,	big	companies	would	shrink	through	the	natural	attrition	of	workers	leaving	and	retiring.	1	an-,	a-	a.	Example:	Because	Joanne	had	a	sudden
yen	for	M&Ms,	she	1.	Jessica	was	a	novice	at	carpentry.	)	of	the	community,	believed	that	God	had	sent	him	on	a(n)	(.	On	the	way	to	the	police	station,	he	decided	to	claim	that	there	were	(2)	circumstances.	connoisseur	germane	conspiracy	lucid	contrite	plight	cursory	Symmetrical	distraught	verbose	__	she	felt,	alive.	Now	check	your	answers	to	these
questions	by	turning	to	page	163.	The	singer	always	vocalized	before	a	concert.	"Hotel,	meals,	flights	both	ways—everything	is	covered	in	one	package."	10.	Before	you	enter	Mel's	living	room,	you	pass	through	a	small	anteroom,	where	guests	can	leave	their	coats.	ver	PART	B	Find	the	word	part	that	correctly	completes	each	word.	Most	students	who
work	hard	eventually	see	results	commensurate	with	their	efforts.	They've	adopted	such	new	habits	as	eating	more	vegetables	and	taking	a	brisk	walk	every	day.	They	were	both	on	a	rainy	street	corner	hailing	a	taxi,	and	when	only	one	appeared,	they	decided	to	share	it.	The	automatic	doors	in	supermarkets	shopping	carts.	chief,	ruler	g.	When	the
little	girl	spent	her	entire	allowance	on	candy	bars,	her	parents	admonished	her	for	wasting	money.	deplore	8.	T	he	map	corroborate	illicit	disseminate	irrevocable	diverge	precipitate	dormant	proliferation	s	my	belief	that	just	before	the	lake,	the	highway	s	into	two	roads,	which	go	off	in	opr	tositc	directions.	Belinda's	study	of	common	fears	among	the
elderly.	Performer	Oscar	Levant	once	made	this	disaster:	"In	my	hands,	jello	is	a	deadly	weapon."	reference	to	his	own	tendency	to	cause	Now	check	your	answers	to	these	questions	by	turning	to	page	163.	'	81	L	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	as	station.
told	us	about	(refug	.	flout	intuition	implement	implicit	obtrusive	6.	UNIT	THREE:	Test	1	PART	A	Choose	the	word	that	best	completes	each	sentence	and	write	it	in	the	space	provided.	dismissed	postmortem	polygraph	animation	nominees	1	Sentence	Check	I	6.	Now	that	my	boss	has	__	have	to	begin	organizing	it.	The	environmental	group	to	protest
the	event.	pinnacle	adroit	Promiscuous	contend	constituent	6.	Decalogue	5.	the	strong	desire	for	democracy	in	that	she	wouldn't	even	talk	to	.	To	help	us	plan	for	the	future,	some	experts	could	get	together	and	imagine	various	possible	scenarios	of	what	might	happen	in	the	21st	century.	a	complete	meal,	including	appetizers.	To	be	very	received
from	garage	sales.	behavior,	Little	League	will	9-10.	It	takes	a	tenuous	arm	to	pitch	a	no-hit	game.	honesty	20.	After	the	date,	my	parents	interrogated	me	by	5.	"You	don't	just	ask	casual	questions	about	my	dates,"	Leonard	complained	to	his	parents.	The	most	woman	on	record	is	a	Russian	peasant	who	lived	in	the	early	1700's.	Our	small	local
newspaper	the	negative	effects	of	child	abuse	on	their	adopted	that	a	stranger	could	easily	feel	out	of	place.	After	sitting	in	a	small	office	all	day,	Jane	enjoyed	more	sedentary	activities,	such	as	racquetball	or	tennis.	Doing	so	will	prepare	you	for	ihc	matching	test	and	practices	on	the	two	pages	that	follow.	2	dissident	(dis'-s-dsnt)	-noun	3	embellish
(cm-bcl'-ish)	-verb	4	inadvertent	(in-ad-vur'-t'nl)	-adjective	5	inane	(in-an1)	-adjective	a.	a	dish	of	bacteria	b.	The	next	day,	Fleming	found	the	mold	had	killed	some	of	the	bacteria.	Although	he	hadn't	been	prepared	for	such	a(n)	(10)	,	he	said	good-naturedly,	"Okay,	we'll	go	in	shifts."	SCORES:	Sentence	Check	2	%	Final	Check	Enter	your	scores	above
and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	Will	you	take	a	bite	first?"	Now	that	we're	grown,	Pam's	attitude	has	greatly	improved.	The	adults'	for	the	children's	sleigh-ride	party	had	included	singing	songs	and	answering	riddles	during	the	ride,	but	instead	it	turned	into	a	moving	hay-throwing	fight.	panacea	(pan'-o-
se'-a)	-noun	9	unprecedented	(un-pres'-o-den'-tid)	-adjective	10	utilitarian	(yöö-til'-o-ter'-e-sn)	•adjective	Chapter	20	107	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its	definition.	Being	promiscuous	can	have	deadly	results.	I	didn't	expect	the	children	to	be	completely	still	and	silent	in	the
car,	but	1	finally	had	to	~Fma/	Check:	Firing	Our	Boss	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	cheeses,	and	other	appe	_^____	rnc.	The	X)ss	is	in	a	rotten	mood	today,	so	he	is	in	the	fact	that	she	had	lived	a	long,	rich	life.	Judging	people	by	their	looks	makes	it	difficult	to	be	personalities.	One	good	way	to
bolster	a	friend's	spirits	is	to	4.	s)	a	pleasant	air	freshener.	"Witch-hunting"	in	colonial	America	reached	its	men	were	actually	executed	for	supposedly	working	with	the	devil.	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	strictly	controlled	or	enforced;	strict;	severe	g.	dated	earlier	than	the	actual	date	c.	"	i	28
Chapter	6	^Sentence	Check	2	Complete	each	partial	word	in	the	sentences	below	with	a	word	part	from	the	box.	John	Hinckley,	Jr.,	is	Reagan.	something	that	causes	damage	or	loss	e.	adept	3.	/	2	conspiracy	(kon-spir'-o-se)	•noun	3	contrite	(kon-trit1)	-adjective	4	cursory	(kur'-so-re)	-adjective	5	distraught	(di-strot1)	-adjective	6	germane	(jor-man1)
•adjective	ı	lucid	(loo'-sid)	-adjective	8	plight	(pin)	-noun	9	symmetricai	(si-mc'-iri-kol)	-adjective	10	verbose	(vgr-bos	)	-adjective	1	Chapter	15	79	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its	definition.	vehement	Qp	an	indirect	remark	or	gesture,	usually	suggesting	something	belittling;
insinuation	/""\	'	-'	f&.	sleep	i.	When	three-year-old	Ginger	doesn't	get	what	she	wants,	she	becomes	so	that	you	can	hear	her	screams	all	over	the	neighborhood.	foremost;	of	greatest	concern	or	importance;	chief	in	rank	or	authority	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	It's	not	that	hard	to	become
proficient	on	a	word	processor.	conspiracy	3.	You	can't	take	a	murder	case	to	traffic	court	because	the	judge	doesn't	have	jurisdiction	to	hear	a	murder	case.	The	smallest	glass	of	wine	incapacitates	her	for	anything	but	giggling	and	sleeping.	ary)	designs	that	reflect	today's	times.	expedite	PART	C	Use	five	of	the	following	ten	words	in	sentences.	a
sequence	of	events	that	is	imagined,	assumed,	or	suggested	c.	,	Luis	behaves	in	a	rough	and	3-4.	a	decreasing	in	size;	becoming	fewer	in	number	i.	The	article	on	cancer	treatment	was	esoteric.	relinquish	Chapter	5	(A	Gct-Rkh-Quick	Scam"!	Previewing	the	Words	1.	Again,"	the	innuendo	was	that	she	probably	just	felt	like	taking	another	day	off.	Nudist
colonies	3.	Doing	so	will	prepare	you	for	the	matching	test	and	practices	on	the	two	pages	thai	follow.	SCORES:	Sentence	Check	2	•%	Final	Check	%	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	1	decorum	(di-ko'-rsm)	-noun	a.	4	impetuous	(im-pech'-öö-os)	-adjective	b.	,	ignoring	all	their
personal	prejudices.	After	several	weeks,	Dian	Fossey,	an	American	studying	gorillas	in	the	wild,	learned	that	the	young	gorilla	had	been	taken	to	park	officials.	She	felt	wiped	out	for	a	week.	able	to	its	movements.	He	lost	his	party's	support	for	re-election	and	retired	SCORES:	Sentence	Check	2	%	Final	Check	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the
vocabulary	performance	chart	on	thcJnsidc	back	cover	of	the	book,	CHAPTER	30	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	10.	C	I	C	I	C	I	C	I	SCORE;	(Number	correct).	The	security	guard	thought	he	saw	the	woman	shoplift,	but	the	store	camera	by	revealing	she	had	simply	taken	a	pen	out	of	her
purse	and	then	put	it	back	inside.	SCORES:	Sentence	Check	2	Final	Check	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	macabre	6.	Someone	had	scraped	the	black	paint	off	the	figurine's	head.	When	Allied	troops	entered	German	concentration	camps	at	the	end	of	World	War	II,	they
emancipated	thousands	of	starving	prisoners.	The	President's	wife	is	his	friend	and	confidant.	A	critic	once	d	a	book	by	saying,	"This	is	not	a	novel	to	be	tossed	aside	lightly.	Bud's	parents	didn't	understand	why	he	hated	school	so	much	until	they	realized	his	antipathy	was	due	to	a	difficulty	in	seeing	the	blackboard.	My	cat	is	a(n)	cleans	his	whiskers
afterward.	The	circus	clown's	beaming	smile	and	insidious	makeup	made	all	the	children	at	the	party	laugh.	regress	8.	to	look	upon	with	deep	respect;	revert	h.	Mr.	Whitestone's	remark—"Who	wouldn't	want	his	son	to	be	President?"—carried	the	implicit	message	that	women	don't	enter	into	his	picture	of	the	presidency.	All	ads	are	intended	to	be
provocative,	but	they	can	stir	up	interest	and	curiosity	in	varying	ways,	through	humor,	information,	and	so	on.	Many	find	the	thought	of	a	causing	himself	pain	to	be	as	the	idea	of	a	person	causing	someone	else	to	suffer.	stint	10.	The	(	.	UNIT	FOUR:	Test	4	(Word	Parts)	PART	A	Listed	in	the	left-hand	column	below	are	ten	common	word	parts,	along
with	words	in	which	the	parts	are	used.	-cian	.	el)	(4)	(5)	,	but	as	he	learned	about	the	beliefs	of	more	(	.	For	a	short	time	after	his	baby	sister	was	bom,	seven-year-old	Jeremy	sucking	his	thumb	again.	denunciation	5.	Often,	loo,	he	responded	to	the	question	"How	are	you	getting	on?"	with	the	,	"This	place	stinks."	The	only	things	he	ever	managed	to
seem	______	about	were	his	chores	and	homework.	tempor,	tempo	10.	vehement	7.	nas	an	abrasive	personality.	ten	a.	inclusive	8.	Victor	and	Diane	will	each	other	to	make	a	perfect	couple.	My	cousin	tends	to	estrange	people	by	responding	rudely	to	their	attempts	at	friendship,	b	;-•-,:•'	!•	'	divorce,	Hal	didn't	want	to	estrange	his	children,	so	he	called
and	visited	them	\	2	estrange	(e-stranj1)	-verb	3	euphoric	(yöö-för'-ik)	-adjective	.	There	used	to	be	a	stigma	attached	to	divorce,	but	now	divorce	is	so	common	that	it's	no	longer	considered	a	disgrace.	A	man	who	has	committed	the	4.	antithesis	irreparable	complement	paramount	contend	quandary	emulate	rebuke	intuition	spontaneous	16.	Alihough
the	mayor	was	discreet	about	his	dealings	with	organized	crime	figures,	the	truth	eventually	came	out.	3-4.	genarian)	lived	eight	(	.	extra-	(extraordinary,	extrasensory)	7.	gamist)	(4)	of	Uncle's	"religion,"	including	monogamy.	plight	9.	phile)	12.	phil,	-phile	(philharmonic,	bibliophile)	9.	facetious	Chapter	3	(Grandfather	at	the	Art	Museum)	Previewing
the	Words	I.	as	the	would-be	assassin	of	former	president	Ronald	face—how	would	4.	18.	estrange	regress	impetuous	euphoric	zenith	Sentence	Check	1	1.	voc,	vok	a.	SCORE:	(Number	correct)	x4=	%	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	My	father	is	loud	İn	his	___^__	.»and	a	fight	was
avoided.	As	a	vampire	with	sharp	fangs,	I	cut	my	lower	lip	every	lime	I	said	"Trick	or	treat."	Even	today	the	word	"Halloween"	carries	for	me	(2)	My	(3)	or	to	belong	to	the	most	(4)	such	houses	were	the	(5)	s	of	physical	misery.	_,	withholding	information	that	could	help	In	our	society,	a	wedding	invitation	is	also	a(n)	Harry's	bright	orange	tie	was	6.
njagnanimou.s	rypuk'iiani	1.	In	(10)	,	Thomas	Alva	Edison	wasn't	such	a	loser	after	all.	The	supermarket	went	out	of	business	because	of	its	5.	The	Supreme	Court	is	the	paramount	court	of	the	country.	The	widow	is	in	a(n)	or	rent	out	one	of	its	rooms?	The	two	shook	hands,	the	tension	began	to	__________	7-8.	without,	lacking,	not	d.	Word	parts	can
help	with	the	spelling	and	pronunciation	of	many	words.	alive,	lively	e.	2	circumvent	(sur	'-ksm-	vent1)	-verb	3	cohesive	(ko-hes'-iv)	-adjective	a.	exorbitant	extricate	tenuous	Decorum	exhilaration	6.	liability	8.	verbose	a.	Donald	squanders	his	money	so	quickly	that	a	few	days	after	receiving	his	paycheck,	he's	asking	me	for	a	loan.	During	his	mere
three	months	of	schooling,	he	stayed	at	the	bottom	of	his	class.	modest;	not	boastful	or	arrogant	d.	to	blend	into	a	main	culture;	adjust	to	a	culture	g.	as	many	opponents	as	possible.	"Yes,	this	woman	murdered	her	husband,"	said	the	lawyer.	forestall	omnipotent	insidious	opportune	insinuate	permeate	interrogate	retribution	between	ihc	day's	total
sales	and	the	amount	of	cash	in	the	register,	_(e)d	that	one	of	the	clerks	was	dishonest.	If	milk	is	not	(.	estrange	3.	Phil's	fat	fingers	are	surprisingly	detailed	model	airplanes.	Patients	receive	counseling	and	emotional	support	as	well	as	medical	treatment.	69	70	Chapter	13	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by
looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	In	Wood	Shop,	we	had	to	first	learn	rudimentary	skills	before	we	could	actually	make	something.	dissipate	6.	8.	espouse	10.	2	discreet	(di-skrel')	-adjective	3	fastidious	(fas-tid'-e-as)	-adjective	4	flout	(flout)	-verb	5	heinous	(hâ'-nos)	-adjective	6	implement	(im'-pto-ment')	-verb	7
implicit	(im-plis'-it)	-adjective	8	impromptu	(im-promp'-too1)	-adjective	9	intuition	(in'-töö-ish'-on)	-noun	10	obtrusive	(ab-tröö'-siv)	-adjective	,--	Chapter	26	139	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its	definition.	As	his	anger	friendliness	showed	more	and	more.	3	-cide	a.	A	calm,
casual	manner	is	a(n)	-Final	Check:	Adjusting	to	a	Group	Home	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	Kay	said	only,	"Be	but	flawless	duet.	voice,	eall	c.	As	soon	as	I	could,	I	moved	out.	The	only	way	Hugh	could	eat	the	rubbery	pancakes	was	to	syrup	and	slice	them	with	a	sharp	knife.	For	many	people,
hearing	a	boyfriend	or	girlfriend	say,	"I	just	want	to	be	friends"	is	tantamount	to	total	rejection.	131	132	UnitFouf	3t4	PART	C	Use	your	knowledge	of	word	parts	to	determine	the	meaning	of	the	boldfaced	words.	The	driver	continued	into	the	intersection,	apparently	oblivious	to	the	fact	that	the	light	had	turned	red.	Beverly	often	items	at	discount
stores.	Hundreds	of	bank	customers	demanded	their	savings.	37	38	Chapter	7	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	was	a	jump	into	the	fireman's	net	a	child	who	is	not	athletic,	excluding	him	or	her	from	all	desire	to	get	better	kept	her	spirit
strong	throughout	her	illness.	free	e.	Wayne	is	a	proficient	woodworker.	,	so	he	would	think	it	was	a	10.	of	Persia	was	the	king	for	70	years,	his	entire	life.	Englishman	John	Mcrrick's	illness	gave	him	such	a(n)	appearance	that	he	was	called	"The	Elephant	Man."	Despite	people's	reactions	to	his	misshapen	head	and	body,	Mcrrick	remained	affectionate
and	gentle.	Instead	of	following	the	and	T-shirts	so	they	will	be	less	noticeable.	Jan's	unilateral	decisions	are	hurting	her	marriage.	Because	prime	cuts	of	meat	are	so	expensive,	I	generally	buy	lower-rated	cuts.	treatment	of	his	horses	left	them	crippled	and	Since	my	uncle's	promotion	to	vice	president,	he's	to	the	president	of	the	company.
idiosyncrasy	antipathy	stint	facsimile	6.	He	even	put	in	a(n)	5.	There	was	suspicion	that	the	gang	leader	had	been	murdered,	but	a	(post	.	See	also	the	suggestions	on	page	4.	using	or	containing	too	many	words	c.	In	addition	to	being	so	(7)	in	planning,	Harriet	was	also	clever	about	(8)	action	that	became	necessary	when	the	unexpected	happened.	To
avoid	a	hypnotic	state,	keep	your	eyes	moving	from	front	to	side	to	rearview	mirror.	to	expel	or	exclude	from	a	group	i.	Dirk	and	Andy	continued	to	run	around	wildly,	yelling	and	screaming	throughout	the	Little	League	game.	decorum	2.	Though	gossipy	about	other	people's	social	lives,	Paul	is	reticent	about	his	own.	assimilate	indolent	belligerent
inherent	demeanor	nonchalant	denunciation	unassuming	dissipate	unilateral	1-2.	My	mother's	refusal	to	let	me	have	the	car	was	tantamount	to	forbidding	me	to	go	to	the	beach.	mere	two.	1	austere	(ö-stîrT)	-adjective	a.	make	more	strict	b.	essay,	stick	to	your	point.	Example:	Jeff	should	be	discreet	about	the	party	because	1.	about	to	happen	j.	into
Now	check	your	answers	by	turning	to	page	165.	Governments	are	very	reluctant	to	take	countries.	The	aim	of	the	warlike	video	game	is	to	3.	extenuating	Chapter	28	(Rumors)	Previewing	the	Words	},	Turbulent	2.	His	idea	of	worthwhile	art	is	the	soft-focus	photography	on	greeting	cards,	and	here	was	an	exhibit	of	angry	paintings	by	political	(2)	__s.
I	confess	that	I'm	indiscriminate	about	chocolate.	causing	grief	or	pain	j.	Valerie's	idea	of	a	great	book	is	a	maudlin	story	that	has	the	reader	laughing	from	start	to	finish.	rebellion	as	troublemakers.	Lauren	embellished	the	door	of	her	locker	with	dried	flowers	and	photos	of	her	cats.	One	criterion	by	which	English	teachers	judge	an	essay	is	clear
organization.	C	î	20.	Suffering	from	sleep	bloodshot	eyes.	Although	my	neighbor	just	became	a(n)	(	.	Beauty	is	not	the	only	5.	He	got	through	his	nine-day	stay	in	jail	without	physical	harm,	but	it	entirely	changed	his	view.	Smoking	is	such	a	detriment	to	health	that	each	cigarette	lakes	an	estimated	minute	an.	In	contrast,	many	customers	seem	totally
(8)	in	their	buying,	snapping	up	everything	from	rusty	bake	pans	to	broken	lamps.	CHAPTER	14	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	Now,	let's	(8)	____	our	start:	Ready.	first	(in	order	or	importance)	b.	-ee	Definitions	animation,	reanimate	archenemy,	patriarchy	beneficial,	benign	trainee,
refugee	monologue,	travelogue	a.	As	if	being	poor	isn't	bad	enough,	there	is	often	a	social	5.	"I'm	staying!"	b.	ember}	boar	(a	male	pig)	and	bore	bot	was	the	tenth	month.	A	strong	kitchen	fan	can	deodorize	the	kitchen	by	drawing	away	bad	odors.	-	He	that	their	136	Chapter	25	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.
ubiquitous	10.	My	meeting	with	Phil	was	fortuitous.	the	voters'	wishes	as	expressed	through	an	election	-	h.	2	esoteric	(es'-s-tcr'-ik)	-adjective	5	mesmerize	(mez'-mo-nz)	-verb	6	metamorphosis	(met'-o-mor'-fa-sis)	-noun	7	notorious	(nö-tör'-e-ss)	-adjective	8	perfunctory	(par-funk'-to-re)	-adjective	9	provocative	(pro-vok'-o-tiv)	-adjective	10	travesty	(trav'-
is-te)	-noun	Chapter	14	75	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its	definition.	Another	name	for	the	Ten	Commandments	is	the	(...	•	My	older	brother	_(c)d	me	for	dating	a	guy	six	inches	shorter	than	myself,	saying,	"Together,	you	make	a	beautiful	stepladder."	Now	check	your
answers	by	turning	to	page	166.	yen	criterion	panacea	denunciation	12.	My	little	neighbor	is	quite	an	entrepreneur.	A	master	politician,	our	mayor	was	very	(1).	Even	though	Ali	was	the	star	of	the	team,	he	was	always	team	for	their	success.	)	is	usually	drawn	along	by	gravity.	Matt	easily	becomes	despondent.	2	dec-	a.	The	death	of	a	loved	one	is
always	painful,	but	the	death	of	one's	child	seems	the	most	grievous	of	all.	rancor	recrimination	conspiracy	travesty	10.	about	to	happen	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	recourse	7.	In	return	for	a	new	car,	he	had	arranged	for	the	gorilla's	capture.	1	exhort	(eg-zort')	-verb	a.	This	page	will	introduce
you	to	ten	common	word	pans.	objective	8.	When	Sally	agreed	to	do	the	association's	newsletter,	she	thought	she'd	be	paid.	ject	(projection,	eject)	8.	The	fraternity	skit,	a	travesty	of	college	life,	exaggerated	and	ridiculed	many	class	and	dorm	activities.	My	parents	found	the	way	I	ate	certain	foods	to	be	offensive,	but	I	see	nothing	repugnant	about
mixing	peas	and	ketchup	into	mashed	potatoes.	The	scratchy	wool	drives	him	crazy.	something	that	acts	as	a	disadvantage;	drawback	b.	Her	child	has	been	in	an	accident."	into	thin,	weak	tissues.	Don't	use	a(n)	at	sou	eezing	into	cracks	because	it	can	flatten	its	s	in	his	failure	to	kiss	his	wife	goodbye.	"Paul's	been	seeing	a	lot	of	Lynn	lately,"	Alan	said,
as	if	to	i	n	s	i	n	u	a	t	e	that	Paul	was	being	unfaithful	to	his	wife	Joanne.	For	instance,	dogs	can't	see	colors.	We	r	ushed	to	the	play	without	eating,	so	food	remained	3.	Then	fill	in	each	blank	with	a	word	from	the	box	at	the	top	of	this	page.	When	her	boyfriend	slapped	her,	Nell	responded	with	vehement	anger,	vowing,	"Thai's	the	last	time	you'll	ever
touch	me!"	5	innuendo	(in'-yöö-en'-dö)	-noun	6	rebuke	(ri-byöök1)	-verb	7	redeem	(ri-dem')	-verb	8	subordinate	(so-bor'-ds-nit)	-adjective	9	transgress	(trans-gres')	-verb	10	vehement	(ve'-o-mont)	-adjective	Chapter	27	143	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its	definition.	s	led	a
protest	against	China's	communist	government	in	1989,	some	9.	When	my	Grandfather	Henry	died,	he	left	me	a	large	sum	of	money.	to	deny	the	truth,	validity,	or	authority	of	e.	Sometimes,	loo,	he	becomes	a(n)	(4)	shopper,	spending	thousands	of	dollars	on	whatever	appeals	to	him.	Tom	seemed	to	be	a	loser	bom	into	a	long	line	of	losers.	Two
utilitarian	objects	are	.	tci)	instead	of	a	choir.	When	a	new	calendar	system	was	adopted	in	England	in	1752,	many	people	felt	it	was	(ridicul	.	(You'll	have	another	chance	to	try	this	exercise	after	considering	the	word	parts	in	context.)	Word	Parts	Definitions	a.	infidel	very	panorama	primary	direct	6.	"We	tried	treating	your	grandfather's	illness	with
medication,"	the	doctor	explained,	"but	it	wasn't	effective.	make	less	strict	20.	When	my	father	listens	to	classical	music	on	the	radio,	he	often	swings	his	arms	as	if	he's	conducting	the	orchestra.	a	personal	peculiarity	i.	Hemingway	was	so	before	he	felt	it	was	right.	Pamela	soon	learned	that	she	wasn't	permitted	to	communicate	directly	with	the
company	president.	As	their	name	implies,	the	Pan-American	games	don't	involve	athletes	from	all	over	the	world,	but	from	all	the	Americas—North	America,	Central	America,	and	South	America.	characterized	by	trickery,	cheating,	or	lies	f.	Mr.	Cowens	is	such	a	stringent	teacher	that	9.	Whenever	guests	stay	at	our	house	for	the	weekend,	my	parents
give	them	our	room	and	my	sister	and	me	to	the	attic	cots.	C	I	C	I	C	I	C	I	C	I	C	I	C	I	C	I	C	I	14.	Word	Parts	Definitions	anesthesia,	amoral	bibliography,	Bible	fidelity,	confide	socialism,	Judaism	novel,	innovate	Pan-American,	pantheism	primitive,	prime	rectangle,	direct	synchronize,	sympathy	verify,	verdict	a.	robust	terse	indigenous	superfluous	5.
Once	she	learns	he's	not	wealthy,	she'll	stop	showing	interest	in	him.	At	the	jewelers'	convention,	enjoyed	seeing	them,	but	I	didn't	understand	the	_______________	methods	used	to	produce	the	copies.	all	1.	The	Russians	defeated	Napoleon	by	giving	up	Moscow	without	a	fight,	saving	their	army	for	later	battles.	More	research	will	be	necessary	to
clarify	how	important	vitamin	C	is	to	health.	longer	syllables	b.	I	40	Chapter	7	^Sentence	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	^j	b.	He	gets	into	a	barroom	fight	almost	every	.,	and	that	the	most	work	she	ever	does	is	pushing	the	remote	control	8.	It	gave	me	(4)	to	speak	to	someone	who	had	known	my	grandfather,
but	I	was	puzzled	by	the	limited	information	Seth	gave	me.	unassuming	8.	"Make	your	reader	interested	in	what	you	have	to	say	from	the	very	first	paragraph."	a.	The	(con	..	tach)	________^____	these	bedroom	windows	and	to	put	in	the	new	ones.	opportune	9.	Furious,	we	all	decided	to	go	over	Keller's	head	in	the	company	(8)	But	we	_	and	complain
quickly	directly	and	to	his	boss.	Mrs.	charlatan	hoist	proliferation	precipitate	corroborate	6.	replete	(with)	8.	theism)	(6)	in	one	form	or	another	is	not	all	that	new.	According	to	tradition,	stormy	weather	is	a(-^	"go	out	like	a	lamb."	7.	irrevocable	9.	looking	back	on	or	reviewing	the	past	.	Let's	buy	it	and	get	out	of	here."	Now	check	your	answers	to
these	questions	by	turning	to	page	165.	I'm	certainly	not	4.	The	teacher	of	the	Cooking	for	Health	class	was	about	avoiding	egg	yolks.	anima	mit,	miss	arch	bene-,	benpoly	-	-ee	tempo	r	-logue	mor	t	ten	1-2.	This	damages	the	muscles,	Now	check	your	answers	to	these	questions	by	turning	to	page	165.	geneous)	Eventually,	this	group	became	so
successful	that	the	members	got	paid	instead	of	singing	on	a	(.	The	results	of	the	dietary	study	are	ambiguous.	3	fid	a.	My	trip	began	with	the	auspicious	event	of	my	luggage	getting	lost	between	airports.	chide	dilapidated	doctor	coalition	integral	commensurate	noxious	connotation	scenario	diabolic	yen	d	Rick	for	not	following	his	advice	about
switching	to	a	low-fat	die	2.	fabricate	validate	quandary	turbulent	deride	Chapter	29	(The	End	of	a	Political	Career)	Previewing	the	Words	1.	away,	separation,	removal	f.	2	depreciate	(de-pre'-she-atT)	-verb	3	indiscriminate	(uV-di-skrim'-i-nit)	-adjective	a.	One,	though,	was	a	(9)	of	a	beloved	president.	The	chorus	line	was	so	well	(syn	.	Sue	is	so
indolent	that	she	thinks	five	minutes	of	work	merits	a	coffee	break.	Alex	argued	that	since	no	one	could	(..	C	C	C	C	C	C	C	C	C	I	14.	We	made	only	tenuous	plans	to	go	the	movies	Friday	night	since	we	were	hoping	something	more	exciting	might	come	along.	He	much	prefers	science	fiction	and	nonfiction.	ject	8.	Margery's	remark	about	my	new	beard
was	certainly	derogatory.	Instead	of	"Elementary,	my	dear	Watson,"	Sherlock	Holmes	might	have	said,	"It's	5.	My	son's	teddy	bear	is	dilapidated,	but	he	won't	let	it	out	of	his	sight	long	enough	for	me	to	repair	it.	to	like	him.	Decades	under	communism	couldn't	Eastern	European	countries.	An	antique	is	anything	made	in	a	time	before	ours,	especially
100	years	or	more	ago.	Some	people	who	practice.	For	instance,	what	we	taste	is	greatl	influenced	by	what	we	smell.	illicit	7.	According	to	their	waitress,	they	planned	to	have	cranes	(7)	the	oil	derricks	any	day	and	then	to	pump	out	millions	of	gallons	of	the	precious	liquid.	The	verses	in	many	greeting	cards	are	often	overly	sentimental.	book
CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	cipation)	(5)	feelings	of	disappointment	that	from	many	people's	enjoyment	of	depressed,	the	holiday	one's	f	a	m	i	l	y	is	not	as	warm	or	close	as	it	"should"	be.	When	my	little	boy	said	there	was	a	frog	in	his	drinking	cup,	I	laughed	at	the	until	I	looked	and	saw	there
really	was	one	there.	sedentary	9.	When	a	relative	goes	in	for	a	major	operation,	it's	comforting	to	know	that	he	or	she	is	in	the	hands	of	an	adroit	surgeon.	The	chatty,	slow-moving	sales	clerk	seemed	that	had	formed	at	his	checkout.	until	summoned.	A	criminal's	illegal	career	doesn't	necessarily	lie	5-6.	Frannie	is	so	nebulous	when	she	talks	that	I
always	know	exactly	what	she	thinks	and	feels	about	a	subject.	7.	scrupulous	Chapter	2	(Hardly	a	Loser)	Previewing	the	Words	1.	kept	hidden;	secret	c.	Valentine	hearts	are	perfectly	symmetrical,	but	the	human	heart's	left	and	right	sides	differ	in	shape	and	size.	indolent	unilateral	holistic	subversive	10.	car	has	sleeping	facilities	for	the	tr	that	the
dancers	seemed	to	move	as	one	13.	CHAPTER	^reviewing	the	Word	Parts	Common	word	parts—also	known	as	prefixes,	suffixes,	and	roots—are	used	in	forming	many	words	in	English.	We	need	to	hoist	the	sail,	so	grab	hold	of	that	rope	and	pull.	vague;	unclear	j.	Misfortune	and	horror,	he	says,	are	(7)	in	his	life—there's	nowhere	he	can	go	to	avoid
them.	annoyance	of	bus	terminals	is	the	abundance	of	exhaust	fumes.	The	boys	were	to	attend	school	the	next	day.	All	he	said	was	"No	thanks."	b.	Within	a	year,	she	was	the	manager	of	three	video	stores	and	earning	an	excellent	salary.	My	son's	idea	of	a(n)	and	cartoons.	She	believes	that	the	most	(8)	life	in	the	wild	is	preferable	to	the	safest	life	in
captivity.	The	culmination	of	the	wedding	ceremony	is	the	moment	when	the	clcrgypcrson	says	"I	now	pronounce	you	man	and	wife"	and	the	couple	kisses.	The	mother	had	taken	a	fertility	drug.	When	Jeff's	parents	were	angry	with	him	for	neglecting	his	chores,	he	redeemed	himself	by	being	extra	helpful	around	the	house.	8,	The	Coast	Guard	hoped
that	the	tide	would	carry	the	oil	slick	out	to	sea	and	thus	any	more	damage	to	the	shoreline.	out	of	place;	inappropriate;	having	parts	that	are	not	in	harmony	or	that	are	inconsistent	d.	I	î	I	I	16.	My	shyness	with	strangers	would	be	a	liability	in	any	sales	job.	Although	most	children	engage	in	innocuous	pranks	on	Halloween,	some	do	serious	damage	to
property.	In	fact,	at	that	time	it	was	well	known	that	the	world	İs	round.	indiscriminate	3.	When	Laurie	asked	me	'0	take	a	bag	of	her	old	clothes	to	the	Salvation	Army,	I	made	the	.	It	was	almost	entirely	made	up	of	young	working-class	couples	with	two	or	three	children.	When	Angela	remarked	that	Dustin	had	come	into	"an	awful	lot	of	money	awfully
quickly,"	she	seemed	to	that	he	had	acquired	the	money	by	dishonest	means.	Because	air	travel	is	so	commonplace	today,	many	people	have	become	nonchalant	about	flying.	Successful	people	have	learned	that	hard	work	greatly	facilitates	good	luck.	(Context	clues	will	help	you	figure	out	which	word	goes	in	which	blank.)	Use	each	word	once.	His
made	all	complete	(3)	_	.	Oliver	is	a	good	example—he	prefers	a	horse	and	cart	to	an	automobile.	CHAPTER	8	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	terrestrials)	(pro	..	Even	scarier	than	those	places,	however,	were	the	(6)	life."	I	could	be	forced	to	die	for	the	glory	of	Baby	Ruth,	Hershey's	Kisses,
and	Three	Musketeers.	'Final	Check:	An	Ohio	Girl	in	New	York	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	replete	tenet	terse	depreciate	inquisitive	6.	-ism	(Catholicism,	terrorism)	5.	implemented	redeemed	derided	interrogated	Since	petting	an	animal	appears	lo	lower	blood	pressure,	the	for	survival	after	a
heart	attack	is	probably	better	for	people	with	pets.	The	guide	was	relieved	to	find	the	hikers	unhurt	in	the	woods,	but	he	for	straying	so	far	from	the	trail.	indigenous	7.	When	my	son	had	a	headache	and	I	was	out	of	aspirin,	I	gave	him	cherry	Kool-Aid	as	a	placebo.	Eternity	interested	him	much	more	than	his	time	on	earth.	admonish	prognosis	docile
culmination	emulate	Limited	Answer	Key	An	Important	Note:	Be	sure	to	use	this	answer	key	as	a	learning	tool	only.	At	least,	they	seem	to	argue	a	lot.	Grandfather	was	known	for	being	__.	redeem	8.	Campaign	workers	poured	into	the	city	to	disseminate	literature	about	their	candidate.	a	period	of	work	d.	turbulent	10.	many	e.	culmination	___	5.	Most
of	us	realized	that	we'd	been	swindled.	to	make	uniform;	cause	to	conform	to	a	model	h.	He	doesn't	listen	to	the	words	at	all.	Many	people	fear	farm	chemicals	are	an	insidious	hazard.	My	grandfather's	5.	NASA	expects	to	4.	demeanor	4.	It's	_	to	pay	a	lot	of	interest	on	your	credit	card	bills.	Soon	after	Gina	moved	from	her	small	Ohio	town	to	New	York
City,	she	nearly	returned	home.	Wendy's	cold	symptoms	disappeared	in	a	few	days	except	for	the	lethargy.	ambiguous	irrevocable	relinquish	zenith	charlatan	juxtapose	subsidize	euphoric	lethargy	vicarious	infallible	regress	zealot	1.	"We	are	here	to	nominate	candidates	for	president	of	the	Liars'	Club,"	said	the	club's	current	president.	juxtapose
lethargy	sporadic	squander	a.	.)	wallet	was	in	my	pocket	all	day.	When	his	little	boy	was	afraid	of	monsters	in	his	room	at	night,	he	sprayed	the	room	with	water	and	told	him	it	was	"antimonster	medicine."	-Final	Check;	A	Different	Kind	of	Doctor	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	The	painter
dramatically	juxtaposed	white	birch	trees	and	a	dark	gray	sky.	impetuous	5.	amiri)	content	14.	Believe	it	or	not,	too	many	words	can	make	something	more	difficult	to	understand.	When	there	was	a	the	store	owner	_	34.	Pat	is	in	his	TV	viewing.	to	the	fact	that	she	had	forgotten	to	with	a	9.	Some	people	prefer	the	oil	spill,	but	it	didn't	make	much	of	an
effort	to	4.	1	advocate	(ad'-vs-kat1)	-verb	a.	one	who	receives	or	experiences	something;	one	who	is	in	a	certain	condition	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	arc	correct.	send	j.	He	thinks	English	clothes,	music,	manners	and	cars	are	superior	to	anything	on	this	side	of	the	ocean.	It	was	strictly	lhat	no	one	was	killed
in	the	chemical	plant	explosion.	b.	«">	a.	all-powerful;	having	unlimited	power	or	authority	j.	He	was	thrilled	to	be	so	warmly	welcomed.	Their	agreement	on	all	aspects	of	the	wedding	was	auspicious	for	Jen	and	Robert's	marriage.	_(e)d	the	George	Washington	Carver's	spirits	or	for	using	peanuts,	he	invented	such	Check:	Hardly	a	Loser	Here	is	a	final
opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	For	Batman,	it's	the	clown-faced	Joker.	I	JO	134	Chapter	25	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	You're	now	ready	to	strengthen	your'knowledge	of	the	words	you	already
know	and	to	master	the	words	you're	only	half	sure	of,	or	don't	know	at	all.	It's	the	planned	killing	of	a	particular	racial,	cultural,	or	political	group.	ostracize	sanction	inundate	circumvent	13.	deplore	6.	Heather,	knows	about	everything.	.Word	Parts	1.	,,	but	you've	broken	it	already.	and	the	piano	crashed	onto	the	sidewalk.	sanction	4.	and	loves	to
party,	but	Brad	prefers	to	be	alone.	a	crude,	exaggerated,	or	ridiculous	representation;	mockery	d.	In	Franz	Kafka's	famous	story	"The	Metamorphosis,"	a	man	wakes	up	on	his	30th	birthday	and	discovers	he	has	turned	into	a	cockroach.	holistic	emanate	analogy	vindicate	placebo	Chapter	2-4	(Grandpa	and	Music)	Semence	Check	I	1.	So	they	rented	a
large	tent,	in	case	of	rain.	Whenever	he	addressed	an	audience	of	his	(2)	"He's	one	of	us."	His	speeches	never	sounded	rehearsed,	but	(3)	made	his	way	through	a	crowd,	eycn	(4)	at	stirring	people's	emotions.	My	preference	for	loud	heavy-metal	music	is	the	antithesis	of	my	brother's	passion	for	classical	music	played	at	low	volume.	(c)d	him	to	a(n)
__(c)d	to	keep	it	from	falling.	exhort	masochist	s	flamboyant	meticulous	foible	rancor	innocuous	recrimination	magnanimous	repugnant	1.	d	a	story	7.	When	the	two	trains	ran	into	each	other,	one	derailed	and	the	other	stayed	on	track.	subsidize	4.	Correct	punctuation	makes	prose	more	3.	campaign	information	for	a	3.	So	much	charm	P	srsuadehis
follower	s	to	3-4.	A	very	terse	answer	to	the	question	"Did	you	have	fun	at	the	dentist's	office?"	is:	"	2.	Use	each	word	part	only	once.	The	principal	restates	his	__^____^________	of	drugs	and	drug	dealers	whenever	possible.	Harriet	never	(6)	(e)d	an	escape	plan	without	working	it	out	to	the	last	detail.	We	couldn't	convince	her	olherwise.	12.
disseminate	10.	Now	check	your	answers	by	turning	to	page	163.	Most	essays	state	the	main	point	near	the	beginning,	then	4.	I	prefer	the	thrills	of	watching	adventure	movies	to	being	a	daredevil	myself.	Food,	air,	and	water	are	superfluous	to	human	life.	It's_	3.	proliferation	Chapter	6	(Holiday	Blues)	Sentence	Check	I	1.	Although	Alex	was	brought
up	in	a	quite	religious	family,	he	never	adopted	his	parents'	(Catholic	...)	(1)	for	himself.	s	he	happens	to	meet	aren't	part	of	a	plan	to	show	of	genuine	gratitude	and	good	w	i	l	l	.	Stewart	often	has	excellent	ideas	for	starting	a	business,	but	he	never	follows	through	and	implements	them.	emanate	annihilate	proficient	criterion	vindicate	6.	__..	The
males	are	entirely	innocuous.	Jason	sounds	so	sure	'	himself	that	he	gives	people	the	impression	he	is	But	he	makes	mistake	too,	just	like	the	rest	of	us.	I	was	sad	that	he	had	died	before	we	could	meet.	_y)	thinking	of.	Cockroaches	are	so	resilient	that	they	can	fully	recover	after	exposure	to	a	level	of	radioactivity	that	would	kill	a	human.	Lois	and
Manny	got	divorced	three	years	ago,	but	they	still	feel	such	rancor	that	they	refuse	to	speak	to	each	other.	happening	now	and	then;	occasional	_	10.	despondent	scoff	instigate	squelch	resilient	venerate	retrospect	/ealot	at	the	belief	now,	but	early	sailors	thought	wearing	an	earring	improved	the	Constitution	as	one	of	the	greatest	legal	documents	of
all	2.	:	"	UNIT	FOUR:	Test	2	PART	A	Complete	each	sentence	with	a	word	from	the	box.	Marge's	obsequious	behavior	is	having	an	effect	opposite	to	what	she	intends.	5	-logue	a.	After	a	brief	stint	as	a	stock	person,	Liza	was	promoted	to	sales.	The	artist	was	making	a	statement	about	some	people	not	having	enough	to	eat	in	this	country.	Did	you	hear
that	K-Mart	sold	sweaters	with	baby	snakes	inside?	Going	over	the	answers	carefully	will	hcl	you	prepare	for	the	next	two	checks,	for	which	answers	are	not	given.	The	birth	of	triplets	wasn't	entirely	fortuitous.	derogatory	quandary	misconstrue	validate	deride	1.	My	friend	was	nonchalant	about	giving	her	oral	report	in	class,	but	I	was	a	nervous
wreck	about	giving	mine.	ı	__.'	_.	imperative	6.	The	others	gave	her	no	care.	6	Chapter	1	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	tb	words	appear.	is	that	ü	,	Jerry	compiled	a	long	3-4.	Her	high	spirits	were	the	result	of	having	gotten	the	lead	role	in	the	school's
production	of	Hello,	Dolly.	true,	real	j.	Although	we	had	all	been	of	one	mind	when	Turner	was	around,	our	views	now	(9)	(e)d.	euphoric	4.	When	Ms.	Oliver	was	my	English	teacher,	I	thought	she	was	overly	strict	and	demanding.	suggested	or	understood,	but	not	directly	stated;	implied	i.	CHAPTER	12	Previewing	the	Word	Parts	Common	word	parts—
also	known	as	prefixes,	suffixes,	and	roots—are	used	in	forming	many	words	in	English.	Rose's	"How	are	you?"	always	seems	perfunctory,	a	matter	simply	of	routine	courtesy,	not	genuine	interest.	I	don't	distinguish	even	between	fancy	and	dime	store	chocolates—I	love	them	all	equally.	Cheryl	knows	she	has	a	propensity	to	blab,	so	she	warns	her
friends	not	to	tell	her	anything	they	wouldn't	want	repeated.	raucous	6.	Some	of	the	outfits	are	nearly	blinding.	start	to	be	seriously	But	the	honeymoon	ends,	and	the	habits	that	once	seemed	(5)	annoying.	Indiscriminate	in	his	choice	of	friends,	my	brother	refuses	to	associate	with	people	whose	idea	of	a	good	time	is	stealing	a	car.	It	should	be	thrown
with	great	force."	Now	check	your	answers	to	these	questions	by	turning	to	page	166.	Nick's	mother	often	berated	him.	İO.	In	Burma,	some	women	lengthen	their	necks	by	stretching	them	with	copper	coils.	"Personally,"	she	said,	"I	think	that	forcing	people	to	wear	certain	clothing	robs	them	of	their	(2)	.	at)	(5)	existence,	but	much	of	his	own	time
was	spent	driving	around	in	a	Rolls,	Royce.	auspicious	7.	Barbara	Bush	collaborated	with	Eileen	Sterling	Crawford	in	designing	and	stitching	a	needlepoint	rug.	Opponents	of	(he	death	penalty	feel	it	depreciates	the	value	of	a	human	life.	demeanor	10.	This	page	will	introduce	you	to	ten	common	word	parts.	Every	year,	one	student	in	our	high	school
wins	a	scholarship	that	college.	Fossey	was	(6)	in	insisting	that	the	infant	be	released	into	her	care.	unilateral	a.	After	sitting	through	a	movie	in	the	very	first	row	of	the	theater,	I	got	such	a	yen	that	I	had	to	take	an	aspirin.	Ted	flouted	the	traffic	laws	by	3.	Two	Saturday	Night	Live	characters	are	masochists	who	brag	to	each	other	about	their	painful
experiences.	Going	over	the	answers	carefully	will	help	you	prepare	for	the	next	two	checks,	for	which	answers	are	not	given.	about	his	appearance.	Rape	is	such	a	they	are.	"Loose	lips	sink	ships"	was	a	wartime	slogan	warning	Americans	10	bo	about	military	plans.	How	do	such	rumors	get	started?	spontaneous	Sentence	Check	1	1.	j.	One	year	as	she
crusaded	around	the	country	against	alcohol,	she	destroyed	20	saloons	with	a	hatchet.	She	did	it	of	her	own	volition.	clandestine	indigenous	contingency	liability	egocentric	prolific	exonerate	reinstate	incongruous	superfluous	since	palms	are	palm	tree	growing	outdoors	in	New	York	Citv	would	be	to	warmer	climates	and	do	poorly	elsewhere.	So	Ken
made	the	(6)	(7)	(9)	that	bad."	SCORES:	Sentence	Check	2	%	Final	Check	%	move	of	standing	up	for	the	boy.	tenacious	mandate	bureaucratic	autonomy	raucous	Semence	Check	1	\.	By	the	time	he	was	in	his	80s,	Tom	was	credited	with	over	a	thousand	inventions,	including	the	phonograph,	light	bulb,	and	motion	picture	camera.	It's	not	really
incongruous	that	a	former	general	should	be	so	active	in	the	peace	movement.	when	the	college	that	was	her	first	choice	accepted	her.	ı	Chapter	18	91	Matching	Word	Parts	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	word	parts	by	matching	each	with	its	definition.	The	novel	went	in	reverse	chronological	order,	that	is,	from	the	most	recent
events	backwards.	life,	breath	h.	No	one	wanted	to	tell	h	J	how	terrible	his	acting	was,	so	we	all	things	like	"Your	performance	was	really	interesting."	9.	Because	no	one	else's	hand	was	raised,	I	considered	it	a(n)	^_^_	4.	Once	each	week,	Marcia	cleans	the	day-care	center	her	children	attend,	and	her	payment	for	that	work	is	deducted	from	her	bill.	1
'	and	"What	a	of	beautiful	baby!"	seemed	heartfelt.	We	were	actually	inviting	them	to	a	surprise	party	in	honor	of	their	anniversary.	In	addition,	administrators	decided	to	curriculum	so	that	all	students	of	one	grade	would	use	the	same	texts.	We	have	to	our	alarm	clocks.	oblivious	(to)	7.	docile	obsequious	heinous	paramount	4.	-ism	5.	The	lecturer's
commonplace	message	must	appeal	to	people	because	he	gets	thousands	of	dollars	to	utter	such	s	as	"We	must	love	one	another."	9.	I've	tried	to	pull	all	the	dandelions	out	of	the	yard,	but	their	proliferation	is	too	rapid	for	me	to	keep	up	with.	His	father	had	left	two	years	before	and	had	never	called	since.	hold	d.	homo6.	The	study	(c)d	claims	that
drinking	is	strongly	related	to	violence,	providing	evidence	that	alcohol	is	involved	in	about	half	of	all	U.S.	murders.	Some	people	who	reach	the	2.	killer,	killing	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	arc	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	Magician	David	Coppcrfield	docs	a	trick	called	"	A	person	is	chained	and	locked	in	a	box;	when	the	box	is
opened	soon	after,	that	person	is	gone	and	someone	else	is	chained	there	instead.	Following	his	brief	announcement,	the	President	was	inundated	with	questions	from	reporters.	to	make	fun	of;	ridicule	h.	My	teacher's	broad	knowledge	of	history	encompasses	numerous	details	of	life	in	ancient	Egypt.	rect	9.	Acting	students	often	perform	scenes.	63
64	Unit	Two:	Test	2	PART	B	Circle	C	if	the	italicized	word	is	used	correctly.	imminent	6.	1	clandestine	(klan-dcs'-tin)	-adjective	2	contingency	(kon-tm'-pn-sc)	-noun	a.	Barbara,	president	of	the	senior	class,	stated	that	as	an	elected	representative	of	the	students,	she	wouldn't	vote	to	change	the	dress	code	without	a	clear	student	(1)	in	favor	of	such	a
change.	a	person	who	organizes,	manages,	and	takes	the	risk	of	a	business	undertaking	b.	C	I	C	I	C	I	C	I	SCORE:	(Number	correct)	x4	=	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	Chester	Turner	supposedly	came	into	town	lo	open	a	real	estate	office.	Stroking	my	cat	gives	me	comfort,
especially	when	I	need	solace	after	some	upsetting	event.	Soon	after	the	news	of	my	inheritance,	a	young	man	named	Seth	showed	up	to	offer	me	his	sympathy.	)	opening	their	mouths	much.	I	then	saw	Seth	one	more	time—to	tell	him,	in	the	presence	of	some	friends,	that	I	now	knew	all	about	his	(10)_	conduct	and	that	if	he	ever	so	much	as	phoned
me	again,	I	would	call	the	police.	Fearing	imprisonment	for	speaking	out	against	the	government,	the	South	American	dissident	fled	to	the	United	States.	Nan	is	so	that	when	her	sister	was	getting	married,	Nan	got	angry	at	her	for	choosing	lavender	bridesmaid	dresses	instead	of	a	color	more	flattering	to	Nan.	precipitate	venerate	juxtapose	squelch
5.	Will	their	teacher's	three-week	absence	impede	the	students'	progress	in	Spanish?	She	felt	like	singing	all	day.	ify)	(10)	,	lacking	any	religion	at	all.	She'll	be	handicapped	forever.	We	the	eyesight.	The	student	body	at	Eastman	High	appears	quite	homogeneous,	but	there	are	significant	social	and	economic	differences	among	the	students.	plane)	a
ramp	that	leads	directly	into	the	airport.	to	support	with	a	grant	or	contribution	-	.	My	brother	can't	help	it	when	his	stuttering	becomes	obtrusive.	They	were	held	in	*	counselor's	office	after	school	for	an	hour	every	day	for	a	week.	atiori)	had	a	(.	When	driving	at	night,	you	can	be	mesmerized	by	the	lines	on	the	road	or	by	taillights.	The	table	at	the
coffee	shop	was	slanted,	and	the	muffins	were	hard	as	rocks.	volunteering	2.	Unit	Two:	Test	1	bureaucratic	solicitous	impeccable	robust	Janet	opened	her	own	business	because	she	hated	the	system	of	her	last	employer.	__^	the	3.	Only	female	black	widow	spiders	are	dangerous	to	humans.	5	infallible	(in-fal'-s-bsl)	-adjective	6	maudlin	(mod'-lin)	-
adjective	b.	For	example,	he's	skillful	in	making	'	7.	_	of	Ms.	Bordcn,	our	previous	boss.	(c)d	over	the	death	of	his	dog,	a	close	companion	for	14	years.	Edgar	Allan	Poe,	who	she	died	at	the	age	of	only	23.	ades)	by	looking	at	him.	The	hurricane	certainly	did	not	provide	a(business.	.)	of	gifts	includes	a	small	statue	of	a	skunk	which	(e	.	CHAPTER	28
Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	To	me,	some	connotations	of	the	word	"summer"	are	5.	less	than	usual	18.	showy;	conspicuous	so	as	to	impress	others	c.	Jerry	is	a(n)	4.	We	tried	to	road	was	being	repaired	too.	He	was	shocked	by	the	(1)	he	found	there.	The	original	is	in	Florence,	Italy.	»	e.
Some	elected	representatives	vote	as	the	majority	of	their	others	vote	their	own	personal	choice,	even	if	it	is	the	minority	opinion.	The	only	recourse	now	is	surgery."	a.	holistic	6.	•	.	ate}	farmhouse,	or	if	it	would	make	better	sense	just	to	tear	it	down	and	start	over	again.	The	cutting	down	of	the	rain	forests	has	caused	a	dangerous	rate	of	in	those
forests.	1	6.	At	family	gatherings,	we	kids	were	always	relegated	to	the	kitchen	while	the	adults	got	to	eat	in	the	dining	room.	who	chose	the	prettiest	young	members	as	his	wives.	"Unless	you	pay	the	money	owed,"	the	company	threatened,	"we'll	have	no	recourse	but	to	sue	you."	b.	To	show	the	value	of	a	view,	the	doctor	used	a(n)	.	Twenty	minutes
of	meditation	after	work	make	the	stresses	of	my	day	I'm	relaxed	enough	to	enjoy	the	evening	fully.	autonomy	2.	time	b.	loud,	noisy,	or	intense	in	expressing	one's	feelings	h.	UNIT	ONE:	Test	4	(Word	Parts)	PART	A	Listed	in	the	left-hand	column	below	are	ten	common	word	parts,	along	with	words	in	which	the	parts	are	used.	antipathy	9.	When	I	ask
about	it,	he	equivocates,	saying,	"You've	been	doing	good	work,	Bob."	b.	The	dorm's	curfew	rule	was	out	for	the	night.	If	there	are	two	forms	of	a	word	part	in	the	box,	use	\hsfirst	one	for	this	practice.	anteextra-	chron	ject	-cide	liver	de-	dorm	vit	vok	iger	train's	(.	unteering)	to	help	others.	I	flouted	my	parents'	ideas	about	dating	and	dated	a	person
from	the	"wrong	side	of	the	tracks."	b.	I'm	afraid	I	can't	is,	he's	been	in	jail	several	times.	When	Linda	realized	her	baby's	birth	was	imminent,	she	telephoned	her	doctor	so	that	he	would	meet	her	at	the	hospital.	I	even	attended	some	of	the	neighbors'	parties,	in	a(n)	(7)	way—with	my	ear	to	the	wall.	___	2.	Billy	estranged	people	with	his	warm
conversation	and	friendly	manner.	The	candidate's	overwhelming	majority	shows	he	has	a	clear	to	put	his	program	into	effect.	of	skills	in	mathematics.	The	algebra	teacher	his	explanation	of	a	problem	several	times	because	the	students	were	having	difficulty	understanding	it.	time	i.	an-,	a-	(anonymous,	atypical)	2.	connoisseur	2.	"Remember,	we	told
the	Leeworth	Art	Association	it	could	exhibit	the	painting	today,	for	their	annual	show.	On	the	dresser	was	an	angry	note:	"What	gives	you	the	right	to	live	in	such	a	nice	neighborhood	and	not	have	anything	worth	stealing?"	Maybe	I	should	have	stayed	with	the	cockroaches.	a	place	or	state	of	social	or	political	perfection	b.	Although	the	new
bookkeeper	seemed	extremely	^___m	recently	tackled	a	man	who	had	stolen	her	purse.	Earth	happens	to	be	a	place	where	oxygen	is	ubiquitous,	making	the	planet	suitable	for	certain	forms	of	life.	because	that	blessing	12.	As	a	Dutch	girl,	I	limped	door	to	door	in	crippling	wooden	shoes.	One	day,	Ken	noticed	that	a	quiet,	small	boy	was	being	teased
by	a	few	older	kids.	scoff	collaborate	squelch	retrospect	resilient	6.	placebo	7.	travesty	notorious	provocative	grotesque	facsimile	6.	.)	by	termites.	tempor,	tempo	missile,	transmit	mortician,	mortal	polygamy,	polygraph	temporarily,	tempo	detention,	contents	10.	ante-,	antiextrachron	ject	-cide	liber	deviv,	vit	dorm	voc	ngela	chose	medicine	as	her	(.
Privately,	I	longed	for	revenge.	Let's	go	down	and	watch	the	crane	hoist	the	big	beams	into	place	for	the	new	skyscraper.	He	prefers	colonial	furniture,	but	I	like	ultra-modem.	disparity	insidious	omnipotent	insinuate	obsequious	Chapter	26	(Harriet	Tubman)	Previewing	the	Words	1.	My	brother	has	a	retentive	memory.	"Everyone	gets	5-6.	really	about
to	lose.	As	long	as	the	thief	was	in	Europe,	American	courts	had	no	over	him.	It	was	a	completely	(1)	.	(c)d	on	charges	of	child	molesting,	many	people	1.	innocuous	rancor	recrimination	meticulous	flamboyant	Chapter	18	(A	Cult	Community)	Sentence	Check	1	1.	In	order	to	find	a	ring	of	spies	trying	to	overthrow	the	government,	the	FBI	agent
pretended	to	be	involved	in	activities.	factor)	has	been	good	enough	to	give	the	city	blankets	to	pass	out	to	the	homeless.	bolster	relegate	depreciate	replete	indiscriminate	sedentary	inquisitive	tenet	nebulous	terse	that	bv	Ihfi	lime	I	fifnirn	nut	he	instructions	in	my	car	repair	manual	are	so	Decifics	of	changing	the	spark	plugs,	my	car	will	have	dollars



more.	A	quiet,	reserved	discussion	is	not	always	better	than	a(n)	___	loud,	intense	communication.	(e)d	the	air	in	the	small	room.	It's	said	ılı	at	"there's	a	sucker	born	every	minute."	After	the	events	of	last	summer,	I	think	most	of	them	must	live	in	my	hometown	of	Glenville.	an	accusation	made	in	response	to	an	accuser;	countercharge	h.	"We	won't	fail
those	who	believe	in	us.	When	my	sister's	new	boyfriend	came	chugging	up	in	a(n)	van	with	no	windows,	my	father	suggested	they	take	his	car	instead.	The	professor	gave	Dan	an	F	on	the	exam	because	she	thought	it	was	the	only	grade	with	his	attempt	to	cheat.	berate	maudlin	1.	20.	To	forestall	completion	of	his	college	credits,	Jim	will	continue	his
course	work	right	through	the	summer.	(e)d	to	when	she	found	the	diamond	that	had	fallen	out	of	her	engagement	10.	As	Ken	moved	up	the	path	to	the	children's	home,	his	whole	(1)	—the	way	he	stomped	his	feet,	clenched	his	fists,	glared	at	people—said,	"You	can	make	me	come	here,	but	you	can't	make	me	like	it."	Like	the	other	children,	Ken	had
been	sent	to	the	group	home	by	the	court	because	his	parents	were	unable	to	care	for	him.	octo-,	oct-	___	1.	to	speed	up	or	ease	the	progress	of	c.	In	the	17th	century,	King	James	I	knew	smoking	was	a(n)	it	as	"harmful	to	the	brain"	and	"dangerous	to	the	lungs."	9.	The	Sioux	and	Cheyenne	Indians	formed	a	at	the	Battle	of	Little	Big	Horn.	So	at	his
court	hearing,	Tony	asked	to	be	sent	to	a	drug	treatment	center	rather	than	to	jail.	Although	I	know	what	to	do	about	them.	discreet	complement	heinous	fastidious	impromptu	*	Sentence	Check	1	1.	ambiguous	sporadic	gregarious	rudimentary	2.	choosing	c.	Sue	always	drives	her	flamboyant	gray	subcompact	when	she	goes	to	the	city	because	no	one
would	bother	to	steal	it.	Although	she	publishes	numerous	words.	is	the	caterpillar's	change	into	a	butterfly.	Yes,	rumors	are	everywhere,	spreading	fear,	damaging	reputations,	and	turning	calm	situations	into	(8)	(10)	ones.	Marco	believes	there's	an	inherent	kindness	in	people,	but	I	think	people	are	naturally	selfish.	te)	twigs	more	than	living	insects.
masochist	recrimination	facsimile	idiosyncrasy	The	Dalton	Gang	had	been	at	robbing	banks,	but	when	five	gang	members	greedily	attempted	robbing	two	banks	in	one	day,	four	were	killed	and	Ihe	fifth	captured.	Jean	was	taken	by	surprise	when	she	was	asked	to	sing	at	the	wedding	parly,	but	she	made	up	a(n)	song	about	the	bride	and	groom	that
delighted	everyone.	The	grass	had	become	brown	and	matted,	but	a	warm	spring	rain	rejuvenated	it,	perking	it	up	and	turning	it	green	again.	Bonita	was	in	a	q	u	a	n	d	a	r	y	over	whether	to	take	the	boring	high-paying	job	or	the	exciting	low-paying	one.	Your	purpose	here	is	just	to	get	a	sense	of	the	ten	word	parts	and	what	you	may	know	about	them.
fastidious	auspicious	impending	promiscuous	3.	Some	homes	had	secret	chambers	for	hiding	slaves	on	their	way	North.	Renewing	my	driver's	license	today	is	imperative.	auspicious	(o-spish'-as)	-adjective	a.	harmless	c.	2	biblio-,	bibl-	a.	Because	my	friend	phoned	at	an	opportune	time—just	before	the	end	of	a	suspenscful	mystery—I	hurriedly	asked,
"Can	I	call	you	back?"	The	scientist	had	the	courage	and	honcsly	to	repudiate	his	earlier	theory	when	he	discovered	new	evidence	that	contradicted	it.	When	Galileo	(e)d	that	the	sun,	not	the	Earth,	was	the	center	of	our	planetary	system,	the	Church	forced	him	to	deny	his	findings.	By	age	60,	for	example,	most	people	have	lost	40	percent	of	their
ability	to	smell	and	50	percent	of	their	taste	buds.	For	example,	9.	The	portrait	of	the	Mona	Lisa	is	famous	for	its	ambiguous	expression.	Although	he	knew	there	was	no	quick	for	all	the	problems	he	was	seeing,	he	believed	he	could	at	least	made	the	effort	to	teach	the	communities	how	to	care	for	themselves.	ades)	(1)	(2)"	Voices."	(from	the	age	of	20
until	he	was	50)	as	a	member	of	the	(Gold	.	I	rented	my	last	apartment	because	it	was	supposedly	located	in	an	area	of	(10)	safety,	considering	the	rent	I	can	afford.	truly	sorry	for	having	done	wrong	g.	Good	tire	tracuon	is	of	paramount	importance	for	safety	when	you	arc	driving	on	rainslick	and	curving	roads.	One	Chinese	emperor	was	so	quick	to
have	people	executed	that	his	officials	got	in	the	habit	of	saying	their	last	goodbyes	if	they	were	required	to	meet	with	their	ruler.	Composer	Richard	Rodgcrs	and	lyricist	Oscar	Hammcrstcin	famous	musicals	as	The	Sound	of	Music	and	South	Pacific,	_s	about	their	cause	that	they	even	10.	"But	a	proper	balance	keeps	the	body	healthy.	Staying	through
diet	and	exercise	will	help	you	_	certain	health	problems.	righteousness	b.	to	work	together,	especially	in	an	artistic,	literary,	or	scientific	effort	e.	Literature	and	drama	a.	Mona	refused	to	date	Ncal	because	of	his	2.	When	they	spotted	a	young	gorilla,	they	closed	in.	cohesive	4.	Should	school	curriculums	be	design	their	own	courses	of	study?	Many
insects	lay	eggs	that	remain	dormant	throughout	the	winter	and	hatch	only	with	the	coming	of	warmer	weather.	The	Tlingit	Indians	venerate	the	wolf	and	the	raven,	and	their	totem	poles	illustrate	stories	about	these	deeply	respected	animals.	time	d.	living,	growing,	or	produced	naturally	in	a	particular	region	or	country;	native	to	a	place	f.	Going
over	the	answers	carefully	will	helj	you	prepare	for	the	next	two	checks,	for	which	answers	are	not	given.	137	138	Chapter	26	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	mysterious	Chapter	25	(My	Devilish	Older	Sister)	Previewing	the	Words	1.
When	Father	McKen/.ie	brought	electric	guitars	and	drums	into	the	church,	he	horrified	the	more	^	church	instruments.	Most	(8)	of	all	was	the	"chocolate	candy"	she	once	shared	with	me.	The	rock	group's	onstage	violence	instigated	a	riot	in	the	audience.	To	an	especially	sensitive	child,	a	simple	scolding	can	be	a(n)	9.	National	elections	have	made
the	voters'	federal	government	officials	to	clean	up	the	environment.	The	factory	workers	demanded	that	if	the	new	government	were	to	be	a	groups,	then	the	labor	unions	must	be	a(n)	9-10.	extricate	6.	Since	I'd	like	to	be	a	photographer,	I	can	see,	in	experience	if	I'd	taken	pictures	for	the	college	newspaper.	The	fly	struggled,	but	failed	to	3.	To
others,	it	is	a	healthy	sign	of	freedom	of	speech.	After	recovering	from	breaking	many	bones	on	a	barrel	ride	over	Niagara	Falls,	Bobby	Leech	was	mortally	injured	in	1911	from	slipping	on	a	banana	peel.	140	Chapter	26	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	10-noie	scale	17.	depreciated	reiterated	equivocated
circumvented	9.	The	poetry	of	Ezra	Pound,	filled	with	references	to	ancient	Greek	culture,	is	too	esoteric	for	most	readers.	î	22.	dissipate	9.	platitude	9.	the	conditions	facing	the	children	bom	10	drug	addicts,	I	don't	8.	Former	principals	had	made	only	attacked	the	problem	head-on,	bringing	about	a	__	9-10.	Is	this	a	trick?	She	thinks	they	can	cure
even	heart	disease.	about	her	voice,	she	would	never	sing	outside	of	the	shower,	let	for	all	the	city's	crime	8.	Other	workers,	however,	seem	to	think	his	9-10.	Marie	and	Pierre	Curie	radioactive	elements.	The	company	deserved	the	harsh	criticism	it	received	for	its	reprehensible	failure	to	clean	up	the	oil	spill.	Many	kings	of	former	times	were
polygamists.	After	becoming	paralyzed,	Fran	had	to	get	used	to	the	loss	of	having	to	depend	on	oihers	for	things	she	once	did	for	herself.	You're	now	ready	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	words	you	already	know	and	to	master	the	words	you	re	only	half	sure	of,	or	don't	know	at	all.	fatally	c.	Some	conversations	arc	composed	entirely	of
platitudes:	"How	arc	you?"	"Not	bad;	how	arc	you?"	"Can't	complain."	"Well,	good	to	see	you."	"Yes,	we've	got	to	get	together	some	time."	b.	The	artist	in	Missouri.	a	strong	dislike	f.	Whenever	I	make	impetuous	decisions	to	buy	clothes,	I	end	up	being	dissatisfied.	After	seeing	my	boss's	problems	first-hand,	I	know	I'd	rather	be	an	employee	than	an
employer.	The	invitation	we	sent	my	parents	to	attend	a	friend's	birthday	party	was	a(n)	.	to	clear	from	blame	or	suspicion	b.	,	leaving	you	much	calmer.	for	flashy	clothes	and	loud	music,	is	going	to	meeting	led	to	8.	Although	I	admire	Cory	in	many	ways,	his	loud,	_	manner	toward	those	who	disagree	with	him	is	not	something	I	want	to	_	them	for	all
the	\	_	__	.'in	.	No	matter	how	badly	they	might	play,	the	high	school	football	team	has	a(n)	fan	in	Mr.	Davis,	who	cheers	them	on	at	every	game.	_	-:	_	1.	Sometimes	she	made	us	eat	it,	and	sometimes	she	rubbed	it	on	our	chests.	To	you,	the	story	may	sound	ridiculous,	but	importance	that	we	all	try	to	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary
performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	No	swimming	is	allowed	from	October	1	to	May	31.	Jack's	huge	old	car	eats	up	an	exorbitant	quantity	of	fuel.	Because	she	is	a	workaholic,	my	boss	thinks	that	anyone	who	works	less	than	10	hours	a	day	is	7.	lethargy	2.	Tom's	father,	wanted	for	arrest	after	he	helped	CD	a	plot	to	overthrow	the
Canadian	government,	had	fled	back	to	America.	The	white	walls	in	Alan's	den	are	almost	empty,	and	the	white	furniture	has	simple	lines.	imperative	5.	Although	they	planned	an	outdoor	wedding,	Heather	and	Tony	wanted	to	be	prepared	for	any	contingency.	Instead	of	leaving,	Grandfather	just	stood	there,	staring	at	the	paintings.	>-Final	Check;
'Twelve	Grown	Men	in	a	Bug	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	emulated	rebuked	fabricated	When	my	foot	falls	asleep,	it	me	for	several	minutes.	-V	2	fortuitous	(for-too'-s-tos)	-adjective	3	impeccable	(im-pck'-o-bol)	-adjective	4	liaison	(le'-a-zon')	-noun	5	predisposed	(pre'-dis-pozd*)	-adjective	6
propensity	(pro-pen1	-s	3-	te)	-noun	7	reprehensible	(rep'-ri-hen'-so-bsl)	-adjective	sham	(sham)	-noun	9	solace	(sol'-is)	-noun	10	solicitous	(S3-lis'-3-l3S	-adjective	a.	With	(7)	anger,	his	father	(8)	(e)d	him,	saying,	"You	got	yourself	into	this.	57	58	Chapter	12	Ten	Word	Parts	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	word	parts	by	looking
closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	they	appear.	The	main	(5)	of	our	sale	is	"There's	something	for	everyone,"	which	is	what	we	say	in	our	advertisement.	fiftecn	minutes.	omnipotent	8.	commensurate	4.	Maybe	he's	a	(8)	'.	oblivious	15.	tact	and	good	judgment	in	one's	actions	and	speech	j.	duct,	due	(conduct,	educate)	4.	"Sit	down,	boy,"	said
the	captain.	tenacious	Utopia	bureaucratic	mandate	recourse	Chapter	11	(My	Large	Family)	Previewing	the	Words	1.	outside,	beyond	c.	fabricate	5.	Grandpa	used	to	say	that	their	voices	were	so	(.	.",	-	j.	When	Barb's	grandfather	died,	she	found	solace	in	7.	berates	scoffs	diverges	precipitates	8.	I've	worked	at	the	day-care	center	only	one	week,	so	it
may	be	but	I	think	the	center's	program	should	^	entrepreneur	standardize	eradicate	stint	homogeneous	stringent	ai	creating,	organixing,	and	managing	a	business.	If	nothing	else	worked,	you	could	always	(5)	yourself	by	blaming	whatever	had	happened	on	another	sibling	who	wasn't	home	at	the	moment.	To	her	face,	however,	he	is	the	most
member	of	the	class,	ready	to	smile	broadly	at	her	and	follow	her	every	command.	producing	many	offspring	or	much	fruit;	fertile;	producing	numerous	works	(such	as	writings	or	art	works)	h.	connoisseur	germane	..	All	union	members	voted	for	the	wage	increase,	giving	their	leaders	a	clear	mandate.	The	day-care	center	is	always	looking	for
sponsors	to	subsidize	its	programs.	^	3	antithesis	(an-tith'-s-sis)	-noun	4	culmination	(kul'-ms-na'-shon)	-noun	5	docile	(dos'-al)	-adjective	6	emulate	(em'-yöö-lât1)	-verb	7	hierarchy	(hî'-sr-âr'-ke)	-noun	8	incapacitate	(in'-ks-pas'-s-tat1)	-verb	9	prognosis	(prog-no'-sis)	•noun	10	tumult	(töö'-mult')	-noun	Chapter	30	155	Matching	Words	and	Definitions
Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its	definition.	.	I	15.	The	t	r	i	c	k	to	a	c	t	i	n	g	is	to	be	so	well	prepared	that	all	words	and	actions	seem	spontaneous.	The	American	colonists,	sick	of	being	ruled	by	the	British,	fought	to	gain	autonomy.	emanate	5.	ts)	.	rumors	9-10.	The	Indian	tribal	council	asked	the	U.S.
government	for	S30	million	as	retribution	for	land	that	the	Army	had	seized.	But	when	he	feels	good,	he	soon	stops	taking	his	medicine	and	begins	to	(10)	.	As	a	liaison	between	hospital	staff	and	patients'	families,	Jon	helped	provide	information	about	relatives'	conditions	in	language	families	could	understand.	oblivious	2.	dexterous	4.	I	can	come	and
eo	as	I	please	and	even	do	the	work	d	for	his	unpopular	political	views,	Matt	formed	an	entirely	new	circle	of	friends.	robust	9.	illicit	scrupulous	dormant	vicarious	13.	temporal	4.	But	the	(8)	___	from	ordinary	people	to	the	odd	and	famous	was	so	complete	that	I	hardly	recognized	anyone.	What's	being	done	about	the	plight	of	the	homeless?
provocative	14.	gregarious	6.	New	evidence	exonerated	the	falsely	accused	man,	and	he	was	released	from	prison.	autonomy	recourse	bureaucratic	reiterate	mandate	tantamount	ostracize	tenacious	raucous	utopia	>	it	possible	to	have	a(n)	so	ocrfec	:t	that	each	person	ma	mains	his	nr	HPT	yet	works	for	the	good	of	all?	without	decoration	or	luxury;
very	plain	j.	"The	current	situation	is	(4)	to	a	three-ring	circus,"	he	said.	to	make	up	(a	story,	information)	in	order	to	deceive;	invent	(a	lie)	i.	to	the	Americas,	Europeans	must	not	have	known	about	popcorn	_(c)d	from	the	murder	charge	when	the	actual	murderer	3.	Unlike	Lisa,	who	is	boastful,	Joanne	is	4.	noxious	9.	of	the	Greens	to	forgive	the	driver
who	ran	into	their	little	boy.	citizens	for	their	lack	of	cooperation	in	validated	6.	With	his	silver	piano,	scquincd	suits,	and	many	rings,	Liberacc	was	probably	the	world's	most	flamboyant	pianist.	Ricardo	writes	thoughtful	essays	and	then	spoils	them	by	handing	in	a	meticulous	final	draft	filled	with	spelling	and	typing	errors.	When	people	questioned
Turner	about	the	value	of	town	land,	he	would	hint	that	there	was	oil	in	Glenville	by	asking,	"What	if	there	were	energy	lying	(4)	under	the	ground	in	the	area,	just	waiting	to	spurt	out?"	An	oil	find,	we	all	agreed,	would	(5)	a	skyrocketing	of	land	prices.	Not	a	Sunday	passed	that	we	didn't	see	them.	His	marriage	to	a	widow	with	four	children	house.
pinnacle	7.	When	the	Cord	car	appeared	in	the	1920s,	most	people	wheel	drive,	which	seemed	ridiculous	then.	_s,	the	voters	came	away	thinking,	.	CHAPTER	2	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	When	you	have	to	get	along	with	so	many	different	people,	you	learn	not	to	be	(6)	.	tending	to	give
in	to	the	control	or	power	of	others	without	resisting;	easy	to	handle	or	discipline	d.	to	our	discussion	of	the	Age	of	Reason	to	mention	that	architecture	was	especially	popular	during	the	period.	;	parents	constantly	pestered	her	to	practiced	9.	The	secret	tunnels	were	part	of	a	clandestine	plan	to	hide	from	the	invading	army.	"Write	a	provocative
essay,"	said	our	English	teacher.	to	being	an	unmarried	parent,	but	it	has	weakened	in	recent	years.	Why	does	the	foolishness	of	so	many	of	our	decisions	become	clear	only	in	4.	analogy	placebo	1.	The	police	officer	was	suspended	when	he	was	charged	with	shooting	a	fleeing	suspect.	tenacious	10.	My	cat	is	a	fussy	eater,	but	my	dog	is	so	put	in	front
of	her.	Abraham	Lincoln	is	best	remembered	for	his	efforts	to	emancipate	American	slaves.	He	said	my	uncle	probably	had	only	two	months	to	live.	to	fall	in	value	or	price;	to	lower	the	value	of	b.	Parents	often	warn	their	children,	"Don't	make	such	a(n)	you	like	it	if	it	stayed	in	that	distorted	position	forever?"	5.	Mr.	Phclps	doesn't	realize	that	the
contrast	between	his	real	hair	and	his	toupee	is	so	obtrusive.	adroit	fraudulent	weak	clumsv	equality	hidden	mock	ease	A	honest	skillful	difference	noble	explore	interfere	dishonest	loud	sadness	wicked	praise	remove	12.	practice	of	wearing	uniforms,	drug-patrol	officers	wear	jeans	an	end	9.	.frosting]	the	melting	ice.	move	to	end	their	feud,	so	the	11.
dilapidated	7.	_(e)d	his	wife	even	more.	Annie,	a	zealot	about	health,	runs	a	hundred	miles	a	week	and	never	lets	a	grain	of	sugar	touch	her	lips.	chief	of	the	blood	bank	20.	After	that,	I'd	(9)	her	about	anything	she	offered	to	me:	"What	is	it	really?	a	great	or	complete	change	c.	The	(9)	reputation	suffered	(10)	from	politics.	presumptuous	7.	84	Chapter
16	^-Sentence	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	supplies	b.	Immortality	turned	out	to	be	a	curse	because	he	was	constantly	saddened	by	the	deaths	of	all	his	friends.	You	claim	you	were	at	the	soccer	game	at	the	time	of	the	crime.	squelch	Sentence	Check.	I'm	not	saying	that	uniforms	would	change	the	school	into	a
(6)	No	place	is	perfect.	After	serving	a	prison	term	for	theft,	Charlie	decided	to	begin	a	new	life	as	an	honest	ciU7.cn	and	ail	traces	of	his	,	past.	"This	house	is	more	parents.	The	further	away	a	projector	is,	the	larger	the	picture	it	throws	onto	the	screen.	,	not	a	serious	character	flaw.	CHAPTER	15	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten
words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	hoist	7.	Heaven	is	supposed	to	be	every	person's	2.	Nineteenth-century	French	writer	Alfred	de	Mussct	said,	"Know	that	there	is	often	hidden	in	us	a	poet,	always	young	and	alive."	It	is	up	to	us	to	awaken	that	creative	part	of	ourselves.	CHAPTER	U	27	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words
in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	Others	admitted	that	he	might	die	someday,	but	they	expected	his	body	to	be	__very	soon	thereafter.	My	uncle	has	been	fired	from	three	jobs	for	being	indolent.	Tanya's	report	card	corroborated	her	claim	that	she	was	doing	well	in	school.	Mom,	__^___________	of	those	in	need,	donated	to	homeless	people	all	the	warm
clothing	that	she	rarely	wore.	The	car	accident	caused	irreparable	harm.	For	weeks,	he'll	be	(1)	,	feeling	that	the	world	is	great	and	that	he's	at	the	(2)	of	life.	2.1	rubbed	off	the	non-stick	surface	of	my	frying	pan	by	cleaning	it	with	a(n)	3.	Many	actors	consider	receiving	an	Academy	Award	to	be	the	culmination	of	approval	of	their	work	by	other
professionals	in	their	field.	C	I	19.	People	who	speak	out	against	government	policy	are	usually	imprisoned	or	executed.	emancipate	_	4.	assimilate	2.	No	one's	face	is	perfectly	the	other.	We'd	come	to	see	a	show	of	nature	photographs	and	wandered	into	the	wrong	room.	He	seemed	to	take	no	interest	whatsoever	in	the	case.	rates	go	up	around	the
holidays,	some	depressed	people	themselves	from	the	holiday	wisely	seek	counseling	in	hopes	of	(.	The	four	colleges	formed	a	coalition	to	build	a	jointly-sponsored	Center	of	Higher	Education.	The	cat	burglar	in	the	film,	wearing	a(n)	5-6.	theism)	1-2.	When	student	were	killed	by	government	troops.	in	the	automotive	in	a	-Final	Check;	Alex's	Search
Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	word	parts.	Reverend	Patterson's	appearance	is	incongruous	with	my	image	of	a	minister.	line.	Preparing	some	food	platters	ahead	of	time	will	________________	your	job	when	the	guests	arrive.	The	chairman	of	the	board	is	so	wealthy	that	he	can	be	thousands	of	dollars.	The
brochure	for	the	concert	series	contends	that	the	pianist	is	"the	most	loved	in	the	world.''	a.	Thomas	cannot	usually	be	disturbed	while	she's	with	a	client,"	said	the	caller	urgently,	"but	it	10.	squelch	venerate	berate	instigate	12.	In	1968,	U.S.	soldiers	annihilated	a	village	of	Vietnamese	in	what	became	known	as	the	My	Lai	massacre.	about	her
breakup	with	Dennis,	but	she	was	actually	3.	In	a	lest	of	the	new	pain	remedy,	one	group	of	headache	sufferers	was	given	the	medication	while	another	was	,	identical	in	appearance	but	with	no	built-in	power	to	relieve	pain.	If	you	can't	decide	on	an	answer,	leave	the	space	blank.	I'd	been	in	the	bookkeeping	department	for	three	years	when	Jay	Keller
was	brought	in	as	department	head.	by	which	I'll	judge	your	papers,"	the	teacher	said,	"is	whether	you	show	you	at	con	necting	your	ideas."	5-6.	extenuating	4.	Be	patient,	and	you'll	develop	the	necessary	skill.	The	Beatles	will	always	be	famous	because	of	their	esoteric	music.	-cian	oct-	dec-ous	duct	-en	homo-	phi!	sur-	vol	1.	For	those	with	poor
eyesight,	large	print	facilitates	reading.	commensurate	connotation	dilapidated	noxious	scenario	Chapter	20	(Thomas	Dooley)	Previewing	the	Words	Î.	a	source	of	strength	or	help	d.-	tending	to	insist	on	strict	rules	and	routine,	often	to	the	point	of	hindering	effectiveness	e.	When	I	realized	he	meant	it	and	wasn't	being	(8)	,	I	moved	again,	hoping	to
find	a	more	(9)	landlord.	perfunctory	__	-__	9.	76	Chapl	-Sentence	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	Later,	however,	Sergeant	Marshall	was	reinstated.	having	little	substance;	weak;	poorly	supported	d.	holistic	diabolic	unprecedented	unassuming	,	exhilaration	decorum	connotation	atrophy	3.	He	had	been	cheating
the	government	for	years.	A	large	sign	in	the	boys'	treehousc	stated	their	club's	main	Allowed!!!"	6.	The	waterfall's	sound	and	motion	2.	They	enjoy	being	around	other	people	so	that	there	is	jewelry,	clothing,	and	cars.	Well	aware	,	Ann	continues	to	(10)	that	the	end	of	all	zoos	is	far	from	(9)	freeing	the	animals	with	the	hope	that	zoos	will	eventually
close	their	doors	forever.	To	gain	the	viewer's	attention,	the	TV	ad	began	with	a(n)	lands	on	a	baseball	field,	on	home	plate.	chide	_	L	2,	coalition	3.	But	she's	beginning	to	wonder.	Fix	any	mistakes	and	fill	in	any	blank	spaces	by	writing	in	the	correct	answers.	extremely	evil	h.	recipient	c.	88	Chapter	17	>-Sentence	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence
below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	.)	the	word	snap	and	the	family	(	.	Because	she	loves	animals,	Ann	hates	to	see	them	caged.	My	as	a	worker	in	the	hotel	laundry	lasted	only	a	day.	The	surgeon's	3.	Some	of	those	questioned,	however,	refused	to	testify.	Nate	put	in	a(n)	encompass	sordid	is	for	his	flexible	approach.	126	Unit	Four:	Test	1	11.	(e)d	her
charge	since	she	had	of	the	scandal	was	so	great	that	the	mayor's	harm.	C	I	24.	My	active	sister	was	always	playing	tag	or	jumping	rope.	I	refused	to	sign	the	contract	because	I	noticed	a(n)	.	A	chief	angel	is	called	a(n)	(	.	Although	Mr.	Seymour	was	still	believed	he	was	guilty.	On	New	Year's	Eve,	there	was	such	a(n)	could	be	heard	at	least	20	blocks
away.	The	minister	asked	b,	.mess	leaders	to	because	church	donati	is	didn't	cover	all	the	costs.	White	wine	is	said	to	but	I	can't	tell	the	difference.	chrono-,	chron	3.	a	possible	event	that	must	be	prepared	for	or	guarded	against;	possibility	e.	They	are	usually	created	to	serve	some	specific	purpose.	The	contemporary	style	of	the	Martins'	new	home
looked	of	19th-century	homes.	^	a.	So	î	would	stuff	myself	with	the	d	for	becoming	sick.	detriment	optimum	[f	vou	don't	show	Bonder	whether	you	yourself	are	dexterous	ostentatious	discretion	scrupulous	facetious	sensory	gregarious	vicarious	by	choosing	honest	associates,"	my	father	said,	"people	will	«	a	dancer	as	Frt	amount	because	an	overload
when	she	said	she	was	as	DV	was	being	Astaire.	It	will	rub	the	paint	off.	Use	discretion	about	where	to	consult	with	your	doctor.	Although	I'm	a(n)	4.	In	time,	they	became	so	bold	that	they	paraded	across	the	kitchen	floor	in	the	daytime	in	a(n)	(5)_	manner	meant	to	impress	upon	me	how	useless	it	was	to	try	to	stop	them.	deprivation	4.	encompass	13.
I	don't	really	think	it	out."	a.	Doing	so	will	prepare	you	for	the	matching	lest	and	practices	on	the	two	pages	thai	follow.	I	tried	to	her	readiness	to	spend	it.	reiterate	8.	4	-en	a.	Having	reached	the	of	their	athletic	careers,	they	felt	"on	top	of	the	world"	in	every	way.	tumult	abrasive	incapacitate	antithesis	hierarchy	6.	a	remark	that	is	commonplace	or
made	uninteresting	through	repeated	use	j.	He	begins	to	think,	"Since	I'm	such	a	model	housekeeper,	why	isn't	she	picking	up	my	good	habits?	one	who	receives	or	experiences	something;	one	who	is	in	a	certain	condition	f.	Tracy	learned	the	hard	way	not	to	respect.	much	too	willing	to	serve	or	obey	in	order	to	gain	favor	b.	Jay's	parents	were	until
they	learned	that	he	was	not	on	the	plane	that	crashed.	Children	sometimes	their	activities.	I'm	not	surprised	that	the	neighbors	complained	about	the	was	blaring,	and	people	kept	running	around	on	the	front	lawn,	hooting	and	screaming,	Now	check	your	answers	by	turning	to	page	164.	ary)	principle	of	(.	To	me,	Walter	has	always	seemed	odd	but	..
analogy	(o-nal'-o-jc)	-noun	a.	CHAPTER	16	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	.,	say,	of	a	gas	leak	9.	L	116	Chapter	22	^-Sentence	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	The	production	of	Hamlet	was	a	travesty.	Due	to	the	extenuating	circumstances,	my
professor	gave	me	another	chance	to	take	the	exam.	But	_	reason:	he	had	developed	bronchitis	and	could	barely	sing.	Your	excuse.is	probably	just	as	(4)	as	counterfeit	money."	Turning	to	a(n)	(5)	officer,	the	captain	said,	"Book	him."	At	first,	Tony	was	startled,	but	then	he	thought,	"My	father	will	get	me	out	of	this."	He	knew	his	dad	could	afford	to	pay
the	bail	and	could	speak	to	influential	people	who	would	(6)	his	release.	Public	television	is	subsidized	with	various	grants	and	community	donations.	Filled	with	(10)	.	i.	animals	from	captivity.	If	you're	overly	modest	about	your	achievements,	for	example,	you	might	be	passed	up	for	a	promotion.	implicit	8.	Two	words	may	be	(.	After	buying	up	lots	of
cheap	l	a	n	d	,	he	h	i	n	t	e	d	to	some	of	the	town's	l	e	a	d	i	n	g	c	i	t	i	z	e	n	s	that	there	would	soon	be	an	i	n	c	r	e	d	i	b	l	e	(2)_	of	people	wanting	to	buy	land	in	Glenville.	,	the	first	by	any	U.S.	president.	Inquisitive	students	usually	do	better	than	those	who	are	less	curious	and	less	eager	to	learn.	quick	or	eager	to	quarrel	or	fight;	quarrelsome	j.	to
hypnotize	or	fascinate;	hold	spellbound	b.	3	mandate	(man'-dat1)	-noun	4	ostracize	(OS'-tTD-SÎz')	-verb	b.	Then	he	(9)_J	(e)s	himself	for	all	the	faults	he	feels	he	has.	Do	you	still	have	the	wrapping?	staunch	9.	Otherwise,	he'll	fail	the	course.	conduct;	outward	behavior	b.	The	answer	is	simple.	She	went	from	shy	to	confident,	got	an	interesting	new	job,
and	started	taking	college	classes	at	night.	orama)	valley.	annihilate	PART	C	Use	five	of	the	following	ten	words	in	sentences.	Many	of	the	residents	are	even	(e)s	all	types	of	town	news,	but	no	state	or	national	news.	Instead,	he	stated	that	he	had	decided	to	keep	all	the	money	for	himself.	Keep	in	mind	that	learning	word	parts	can	pay	several
dividends.	Tom	never	received	even	the	most	(2)_	.	derogatory	paramount	fabricate	quandary	impending	turbulent	macabre	validate	goal	is	waves	to	calm	ones.	They	live	on	top	of	ML	Everest,	in	the	depths	of	the	ocean,	in	the	Antarctic,	even	around	the	roots	of	your	body	hairs.	CHAPTER	5	t	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words
in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	repudiate	9.	and	wise.	After	the	death	of	her	mother,	Carla	became	so	anyone	on	the	phone.	In	fact,	he's	always	wrong.	Picasso	was	prolific,	having	produced	hundreds	of	paintings	and	more	than	11,000	drawings	and	sketches.	Thus	it	is	of	(9)	_____	a	rumor	before	we	spread	it	as	the	truth.	___	of	her	career	in	1988.
105	106	Chapter	20	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	When	I	asked	my	sis	r	whether	my	seven	kids	and	I	could	come	visit	her	for	a	week,	her	response	was	so	.__	______	that	I'm	not	sure	if	she	said	"yes"	or	"no."	12.	assimilate	indolent
belligerent	inherent	demeanor	nonchalant	denunciation	unassuming	dissipate	unilateral	1.	It	would	be	a	great	violation	of	decorum	to	laugh	at	a	funeral.	d	Rick's	friendliness	as	romantic	interest.	Tired	of	her	symmetrical	hairstyle,	Jill	had	her	hair	cut	short	on	one	side	and	left	long	on	the	other.	distorted	or	strikingly	inconsistent	in	shape,	appearance,
or	manner	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	calm,	carefree,	and	casually	unconcerned	f.	UNIT	ONE:	Test	2	PART	A	Complete	each	sentence	with	a	word	from	the	box.	Most	people	believe	that	Columbus	sailed	westward	to	validate	the	theory	that	the	world	is	round.	Those	who	view	the	world	as	a
hierarchy	usually	assume	that	they	should	be	at	the	top	of	it.	The	music	10.	his	theory	with	truthful	evidence,	the	researcher	statements	about	the	murder	suspect.	Some,	however,	clung	to	the	belief	that	Turner	would	be	back	some	day,	bringing	huge	profits	for	everyone.	rebuke	9.	Last	year,	the	town	experienced	a	sizzling	summer	that	was	the	_
winters.	I	her	affection	on	a	man	who	wasn't	worth	her	(e)d	his	bedroom	ceiling	with	stars	arranged	like	those	in	various	_(c)d	to	a	dark	mahogany	one	7.	_(e)d	by	saying	8.	A	loud	voice	would	probably	be	a	liability	in	3.	_(e)d	that	corner	up	wiih	a	pile	of	books.	ordinary)	(3)	(e	.	terse	a.	When	the	survivor	of	the	shipwreck	grabbed	onto	the	rope,	he	was
hoisted	up	out	of	the	water	to	trr	helicopter.	A	red	tie	would	complement	Pedro's	outfit,	adding	a	needed	touch	of	color	to	his	gray	suit.	Tomorrow's	test	will	typist.	For	instance,	the	dryer	frees	us	from	hanging	the	laundry.	day	off	SCORE:	(Number	correct)	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of
the	book.	their	voices	to	the	audience	without	15.	141	142	Chapter	27	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	atrophy	3.	antipathy	mesmerize	cursory	meticulous	eradicate	plight	grotesque	precarious	idiosyncrasy	stint	16.	to	make	(someone)
feel	or	seem	young	again;	to	make	(something)	seem	fresh	or	new	again	f.	He	never	votes	in	local,	state,	or	national	elections;	in	fact,	he	usually	doesn't	even	know	who	the	candidates	arc.	Whereas	Western	cultures	tend	to	divide	everything	up	into	parts,	Eastern	cultures	generally	take	a	holistic	view.	UNIT	THREE:	Test	3	PART	A	Complete	each
sentence	in	a	way	that	clearly	shows	you	understand	the	meaning	of	the	boldfaced	word.	C	I	C	I	C	I	C	I	C	F	C	I	C	I	C	I	14.	ically)	(2)	season	can	intensify	the	problem.	A	politician	must	be	a	specialist	both	in	government	and	in	elections.	unassuming	13.	1	'	b.	^-Sentence	Check	1	Complete	each	partial	word	in	the	following	sentences	with	a	word	part
from	the	box.	irreparable	5.	UNIT	FIVE:	Test	2	PART	A	Complete	each	sentence	with	a	word	from	the	box.	Many	animals	are	2.	9	viv,	vit	10	voc,	vok	Chapter	6	27	Matching	Word	Parts	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	word	parts	by	matching	each	with	its	definition.	When	questioned	by	the	police,	the	eyewitness	to	the	murder	was
reticent	because	he	feared	for	his	own	life.	validate	a.	My	boss	rarely	apologizes	even	if	she	feels	done	anything	wrong.	In	the	midst	of	all	his	family's	troubles,	he	goes	around	whining	if	his	shirts	aren't	ironed	and	his	breakfast	isn't	fixed.	When	my	sister	was	turned	down	for	the	receptionist's	position,	she	was	told	she	"didn't	fit	the	company	image,"
ar	I	hinting	that	she	was	considered	too	fat.	to	be	purposely	vague	g.	I	wasn't	being	when	I	said	that	the	plastic	groom	on	the	wedding	cake	was	as	bald	as	the	actual	groom.	All	12	men	were	inside	the	car.	What's	wrong	with	9.	As	news	spread	that	the	old	king's	death	was	the	palace	to	pray	for	him.	When	I	approached	to	listen	to	Lheir	conversation,
however,	I	was	disappointed.	8	rect	a.	macabre	4.	Then	you	can	use	the	matches	to	help	you	İn	the	following	practices.	_(e)d	me.	SCORES:	Sentence	Check	2	%	Final	Check	%	the	memories	of	her	tough	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	The	"roofing	contractor"	was	a	3.	Unlike	his
brother,	who	has	a	gentle	and	peaceful	_________	____	way.	sight.	She	was	shocked	to	discover	that	Ben	lived	in	a	community	of	about	40	cult	followers,	headed	by	a	(pairi.	undesirably	noticeable	e.	>^Sentence	Check	1	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	the	most	suitable	word	from	the	box.	The	story	quickly	spread.	A	view	of	business	would	take
into	account	not	just	profits,	but	such	things	as	satisfied	employees	and	a	healthy	environment.	I	brought	them	the	painting	early	this	morning."	Cobb	looked	embarrassed	but	relieved.	2	flamboyant	(flam-boi'-ont)	-adjective	3	foible	(foi'-bol)	-noun	4	innocuous	(in-nok'-yöö-os)	-adjective	5	magnanimous	(mag-nan'-3-mos)	-adjective	6	masochist	(mas'-s-
kist)	-noun	7	meticulous	(mo-tik'-yöö-Ios)	-adjective	8	rancor	(ran'-kor)	-noun	9	recrimination	(ri-krim'-s-na'-shon)	-noun	10	repugnant	(ri-pug'-nont)	-adjective	Chapter	17	87	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its	definition.	1	1.	fabricate	4.	She	had	to	pass	any	suggestions	or
requests	up	through	the	levels	of	the	company	hierarchy.	Senator	Harper's	warm	greetings	to	the	get	or	keep	votes,	but	a(n)	at	mechanical	drawing	in	high	school	that	I	wasn't	surprised	to	hear	_	of	success	as	an	architect.	acting	to	overthrow	or	destroy	something	established	h.	They	have	been	found	on	no	other	continent.	For	all	of	our	sakcs,	I	wish
we	could	help	him	more.	ie	rebellious	little	girl	was	the	nf	ortunatcly,	the	doctor's	her	completely.	2	constituent	(kon-	such'	-60-	snt)	-noun	b.	heinous	6.	She	had	been	so	thoughtful	and	efficient	that	(5)	_	some	Within	(4)	_	her.	Florence	reached	the	zenith	of	her	career	when	she	became	president	of	Ace	Products.	lethargy	Dissident	juxtapose	inane
ambiguous	Sentence	Check	1	1.	She	yells,	"You	arc	a	sick	neatnik.	My	parents	first	met	each	other	in	an	„______	way.	Although	the	(1)	in	our	ages	was	only	three	years,	Pam	always	won.	I	prefer	humor	to	such	maudlin	messages.	One	news	program	regularly	carries	a	"Shame	on	You"	series	thai	found	to	be	cheating	their	customers.	Pumice	stone,	a
naturally	the	feet.	redeem	9.	Finally,	the	umpire	said,	"If	you	two	don't	stop	your	you	permanently."	-Final	Check:	A	Debate	on	School	Uniforms	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	My	sedentary	girlfriend	jokes	that	the	most	exercise	she	ever	gets	is	between	her	front	door	and	the	car.	45	46	Chapter	9
Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	Madame	Latour,	an	art	forger,	imitated	the	style	of	famous	artist	Maurice	Utrillo.	The	notorious	outlaw	Jesse	James	stole	gold	bars	worth	over	a	million	dollars	and	buried	them	in	the	Wichita	Mountains
in	Oklahoma.	_(e)d	what	students	must	wear,	they	wore	just	about	anything.	filled	with	loss	of	hope	or	courage;	depressed	'	i.	,	so	when	1	do	something	on	impulse,	I	-Final	Check:	My	Brother's	Mental	Illness	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	If	the	common	cold	were	ever	for	the	makers	of	cold
remedies.	When	Lisa	was	in	the	hospital,	visits	from	friends	bolstered	her	spirits.	Of	course,	there	were	times	when	the	size	of	our	family	was	a	(7)	.	Legal	documents	arc	usually	worded	in	such	__^__^_^_^^__	language	that	most	people	need	a	lawyer	to	translate	the	"legalesc"	into	plain	English.	ambiguous	juxtapose	dissident	lethargy	embellish
sporadic	inadvertent	squander	.	-Final	Check:	A	Cult	Community	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	word	parts.	expedite	redeem	extenuating	subordinate	fraudulent	traasgress	innuendo	vehement	_(e)d	when	he	stole	the	money,	he's	trying	to	himself	by	paying	it	back	with	interest.	I	was	to	like	Nurse	Bradley
after	I	learned	of	her	care	of	my	father	during	his	illness,	but	I	found	her	surprisingly	cold	and	unfriendly.	_^_^	cleanser	on	your	car.	Instead	of	being	(6)	d	by	spellbinding	tales	of	cut-throat	adventure,	I	heard	the	(7)	language	of	math	majors.	disparity	obsequious	forestall	omnipotent	insidious	opportune	insinuate	permeate	interrogate	retribution	ins
^ard	conditions	continue	to	s	the	air	like	the	spray	of	a	skunk	on	a	hot,	calm	night,	any	repairs	of	the	road,	so	the	potholes	only	g	moment	to	ask	a	question.	(c)d	them	in	Times	Square	that	the	crowd	of	authority.	within	the	uterus	b.	disseminated	diverged	hoisted	squandered	4.	48	Chapter	9	^-Sentence	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence	below	with
two	words	from	the	box.	lucid	8.	At	a	small	alternative	school,	al!	children	were	at	first	put	into	one	large	class.	I	should	have	phoned	my	mother	on	her	birthday,	but	there	were	circumstances:	my	wife	was	giving	birth	that	day.	Muddy	roads	impeded	the	trucks	delivering	food	to	the	refugees.	It	doesn't	take	much	to	end	an	already	4.	He's	rich	but
doesn't	care	about	money;	she's	poor	and	cares	about	it	a	lot.	ten	PART	B	Find	the	word	part	that	correctly	completes	each	word.	William	Penn	came	to	the	New	World	to	establish	the	kindly	principles	of	his	religion,	Quakerism.	A	true	lover	of	his	fellow	man,	the	businessman	was	a	well-known	(.	At	least	he	could	wait	until	leaving	9.	The	water	_—	last
year's	is	if	.	Naturally,	we	had	our	battles,	but	they	never	lasted	long,	and	it	didn't	take	much	to	(4)	yourself	in	a	brother's	or	a	sister's	good	graces.	To	my	an	w	:cmcni	""d	joy,	they	were	all	A's	and	B's.	the	7-8.	chief,	ruler	h.	Joyce,	however,	gave	her	textbook	only	a	cursory	review	an	hour	before	the	test.	abrasive	emulate	admonish	hierarchy	antithesis
incapacitate	culmination	prognosis	docile	tumult	sister.	,	you'd	never	guess	he's	9-10.	abrasive	emulate	admonish	hierarchy	antithesis	incapacitate	culmination	prognosis	me	with	laughter.	a	substance	containing	no	medicine,	but	which	the	receiver	believes	is	a	medicine	c.	The	discovery	that	Elliot	had	set	a	building	on	fire	precipitated	his	parents'
decision	to	take	him	for	psychological	counseling.	ism)	is	someone	or	something	that	seems	to	belong	to	an	earlier	time	and	is	out	of	place	in	the	present.	disseminates	collaborates	instigates	hoists	Asians	tend	to	necessarily	bring	respect.	ambiguous	(am-big'-yoo-ss)	-.	Going	over	the	answers	carefully	will	help	—	you	prepare	for	the	next	two	checks,
for	which	answers	are	not	given,	56	Chapter	11	^-Sentence	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	New	Year's	Eve	is	a	terribly	raucous	holiday,	with	lots	of	"drunk	and	disorderly"	behavior.	.)	much	less	valuable	than	boys,	who	were	not	killed.	symmetrical	4.	This	treatment	center	takes	a(n)	___	approach	to	drug
addiction.	collaborate	rudimentary	despondent	scoff	instigate	squelch	resilient	venerate	retrospect	zealot	v'ilh	only	carpentry	skills,	the	10-vear-old	boys	building	a	box	with	a	secret	drawer.	the	class	British	win.	to	flow	or	come	out	from	a	source;	come	forth	d.	-cian	(musician,	physician)	2.	After	carefully	planning	the	robbery,	the	couple	couldn't
bring	themselves	to	implement	their	plan.	__,	but	I	love	the	glamor	of	her	bold	.	She's	become	much	less	shy.	Drivers	who	suddenly	turn	and	change	lanes	without	signaling	seem	_	fact	that	there	are	other	cars	on	the	road.	one	who	receives	or	experiences	something;	one	who	is	in	a	certain	condition	Now	go	on	to	"Ten	Word	Parts	in	Context"	on	the
next	page.	Ever	since	James	crossed	the	union	picket	lines,	his	co-workers	have	ostracized	him.	sanction	robust	oblivious	grievous	inundate	Sentence	Check	I	1.	AIDS	has	discouraged	people	from	being	The	man's	starving.	3	entrepreneur	(on'-trs-pre-nur1)	-noun	4	eradicate	(e-rad'-i-kai')	-verb	5	homogeneous	(hö'-mö-jc'-nc-ss)	-adjective	6
presumptuous	(pre-zump'-choo-os)	-adjective	7	sordid	(sor'-did)	-adjective	8	standardize	(stan'-dor-dTz1)	-verb	9	stint	(stint)	-noun	10	stringent	(strin'-jont)	-adjective	a.	platitudes	stigmas	hierarchies	pinnacles	10.	Roger	deplored	his	coworkcrs'	habit	of	stealing	from	the	workplace,	a	practice	he	felt	was	wrong.	al)	could	have	the	power	to	(	.	too	bold;
overly	confident	e.	The	people	lived	without	plumbing	or	electricity.	The	death	penalty	certainly	doesn't	seem	with	the	crime	of	stealing	a	loaf	of	bread,	but	some	societies	give	this	harsh	punishment	for	any	stealing.	At	first,	newlyweds	tend	to	be	(2)	,	forgiving	each	other's	(3)	s	readily.	When	she	received	an	anonymous	note	from	"an	admirer,"	Jenny
was	just	itching	to	know	who	sent	it.	Set.	Many	people	arc	so	opposed	to	change	that	they	anything	that	is	new	and	5-6.	'	on	the	class	trip	that	the	bus	driver	got	a	piercing	headache	from	all	in	her	smoking	habit,	giving	it	up	only	after	she	saw	her	brother	die	of	lung	is	a	place	with	unlimited	video	games,	snacks,	comic	books,	,	allowing	no	exceptions
to	the	clear.	exhilaration	rejuvenate	exorbitant	synchronize	extricate	tenuous	to	see	the	dancers	in	the	chorus	line	perfectly	religious	practices	are	slow	to	change,	new	practices	are	always	their	turns	and	kicks.	My	student	health	insurance	coverage	was	about	to	run	out,	but	now	I'll	be	covered	through	my	employer.	exorbitant	objective	dilapidated
unprecedented	8.	I	prefer	deplore	objective	deprivation	panacea	exacerbate	unprecedented	imperative	utilitarian	gifts,	such	as	pots	and	pans,	to	ones	that	serve	no	practical	purpose.	I	really	didn't	know	what	to	make	of	him	until,	one	day,	I	had	a(n)	(8)	__	meeting	with	an	old	school	friend	I	hadn't	seen	in	years.	Traveling	on	foot	and	only	at	night	to
avoid	being	(2)	,	she	crossed	hundreds	of	miles	to	reach	Pennsylvania.	Tired	of	platitudes,	I	made	no	response	to	the	clerk's	well-meaning	but	overused	"Have	a	nice	day!"	3	contend	(kon-tend')	-verb	4	irreparable	(ir-rcp'-o-ra-bal)	-adjective	5	pinnacle	-noun	6	platitude	(plat'-o-tood1)	-noun	7	promiscuous	(prö-mis'-kyöö-os)	-adjective	a.	antipathy	3.	Now
he	wants	to	open	up	a	doughnut	shop	in	Antarctica.	To	implement	her	vacation	plans,	Ruth	started	to	8.	The	cat	is	a	naturally	indolent	creature	who	will	happily	doze	in	the	sun	all	day.	My	parents	expected	my	sister	home	by	midnight.	with,	together	1.	vehement	8.	A(n)	(.	propensity	impeccable	solace	liaison	solicitous	6.	Circle	the	letter	of	each
meaning.	The	tank	is	closed	and	dark,	an'	the	person	floats	on	water	that's	body	temperature.	Our	baseball	team	isn't	cohesive	enough	to	win	many	games.	interrogates	incapacitates	misconstrues	insinuates	2.	Lucy's	outlandish	purple	hair	will	probably	be	a(n)	interview.	He	wrote,	"Two	roads	diverged	in	a	wood,	and	I—I	took	the	one	less	traveled
by."	b.	skilled;	expert	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	analogy	imperative	assimilate	nonchalant	denunciation	panacea	dilapidated	rejuvenate	exorbitant	yen	16.	For	example,	London	merchants	sold	x-ray-proof	underwear.	I'm	a	4.	When	the	township	police	realized	the	car	bombing	was	beyond	their
jurisdiction,	they	called	in	the	state	police.	orexia)"_	14.	4	grievous	(grev'-ss)	-adjective	5	inundate	(in'-un-dat')	-verb	6	oblivious	(s-bliv'-e-as)	-adjective	7	reticent	(ret'-s-sont)	-adjective	8	robust	(rö-busf)	-adjective	9	sanction	(sangk'-shsn)	-verb	10	vociferous	(vo-sif'-3r-9s)	-adjective	Chapter	8	43	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your
understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its	definition.	e)	(2)	thoroughly	and	other	places	people	gathered	to	and	visited	many	churches,	(..	-Final	Check:	Holiday	Blues	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	word	parts.	The	damage	was	s	who	claimed	to	be	health	experts	cheated	many	>~Final
Check:	A	Get-Rich-Quick	Scam	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	of	the	9.	Helen	was	cancer.	The	attic	bedroom	has	three	windows,	called	(	.	thesis)	and	acting.	worker	17.	Many	more	students	are	staying	until	graduation	and	specializing	at	other	schools	afterward.	Wandering	through	the	bee-filled
fields	of	orange	and	yellow	flowers	was	an	amazingly	experience,	one	that	appealed	to	our	sight,	smell,	and	hearing.	Students	were	so	the	noise.	,	,	-	..	subsidize	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	112	Chapter	21	^-Sentence	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	'	10
zenith	(ze'-nith)	-noun	Chapter	4	19	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its	definition.	in	doing	corner	welds	that	the	metal	shop	teacher	always	displays	his	work,	6.	Utopia	a.	The	Amish	people	have	a(n).	The	newlywcds	had	overspent	so	much	that	they	finally	needed	a	counselor	to
help	them	extricate	themselves	from	a	financial	mess.	The	remote	control	of	a	VCR	makes	rne	feel	button,	I	can	.	inadvertent	scrupulous	sensory	resilient	10.	clandestine	2,	contingency	3.	Workers	at	the	Poison	Information	Center	can	tell	you	if	a	household	substance	is	innocuous	or	harmful.	In	the	story	"The	Ncckhcc,"	a	woman	works	all	her	life	to
replace	a	diamond	necklace	she'd	lost,	only	to	discover	that	the	gems	were	a	.	They	were	fan	of	Whitney	Houston.	expectations	that	many	have	for	the	holidays	often	sad	feelings.	Doing	so	will	prepare	you	for	the	matching	test	and	practices	on	the	two	pages	that	follow.	The	men	quickly	killed	all	the	adults.	She	was	ridiculing	her	own	clumsiness.
decorum	espouse	exhilaration	exorbitant	a.	And	those	of	you	who	consider	our	claim	(5)	just	watch."	Then	the	bear	of	a	man	turned	to	the	other	11	and	said,	"Okay,	men,	t	h	i	s	is	no	time	for	(6)	.	chide	dilapidated	coalition	integral	commensurate	noxious	connotation	scenario	diabolic	yen	1.	Kennedy's	assassination,	many	believe	there	was	a
conspiracy	to	kill	the	president.	insidious	8.	After	a	big	picnic	meal	:n	the	warm	sun,	a(n)	nap	under	a	sassafras	tr.	to	send	or	assign	to	a	less	important	or	less	satisfying	position,	place	or	condition	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	in	prison.	emulate	7.	notorious	8.	"One	are	fe)d	from	the	murderous	cult
leader	that	he	was	easily	able	to	an	enure	family.	To	some,	burning	the	American	flag	is	a	subversive	act,	aimed	at	destroying	democracy.	My	brother	Gary	is	mentally	ill.	The	dress	was	elegantly	styled,	but	a	bit	too	plain.	doctor	c.	Instead	of	using	the	perfectly	good	words	no	and	yes,	Evan	insists	on	using	the	polysyllabic	words	negative	and
affirmative.	He	was	silent	except	for	(10)	sputtcrings	of	"Garbage!"	and	"Incredible!"	SCORES:	Sentence	Check	2	%	Final	Check	%	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	chemical	spray	supposed	to	kill	only	the	tentworms;	but	it	gradually	_(c)d	the	soil,	and	eventually	poisoned	Duck
Lake.	It	is	easier	to	be	__	_	to	to	help	the	6.	If	you	have	studied	the	"Ten	Words	in	Context,"	you	will	know	how	to	match	each	word.	Ann	considers	the	idea	that	zoos	protect	animals	to	be	(7)	because	zoo	captures	cause	the	deaths	of	many	animals,	during	both	trapping	and	shipping.	My	doctor	certainly	takes	a	holistic	approach	to	my	health.	Joanne
was	-	phoric	this	morning.	they	had	a(n)	.	as	a	circus	performer.	exhort	2.	He	can	type	70	words	a	minute	with	few	or	no	errors.	He	wears	6.	to	make	less	severe	c.	.)	When	the	other	seven	members	of	the	group	first	heard	him	sing	solos	in	his	church,	they	invited	him	to	join	them,	not	realizing	he	couldn't	read	music.	Until	I	entered	college,	my	ideas
about	my	career	were	idea	of	the	type	of	work	I'd	like	to	do.	When	Grandma's	knee	aches,	she	knows	that	a	change	in	the	wcauier	is	imminent.	I	was	in	a	seeing	a(n)	5-6.	While	most	college	teachers	are	flexible,	some	are	very	rules	regardless	of	the	circumstances.	life,	breath	j.	Last	Saturday,	my	grandfather	and	I	spent	some	time	in	the	modem
section	of	an	art	museum.	dorm	(dormitory,	dormant)	6.	My	idea	of	a(n)	class	began	before	noon.	activities	at	a	young	age,	when	he	was	hired	to	act	7.	Dooley	believed	that	treatment	without	only	in	the	short	term.	Everyone	in	the	office	has	already	signed	the	plaster	cast	on	her	broken	wrist.	My	idea	of	a	utopia	is	65	66	Unit	Two:	Test	3	PARTS	After
each^boldfaccd	word	are	a	synonym	(a	word	that	means	the	same	as	the	boldfaced	word),	an	antonym	(a	word	that	means	the	opposite	of	the	boldfaced	word),	and	a	word	that	is	neither.	austere	metamorphosis	esoteric	notorious	facsimile	perfunctory	grotesque	provocative	mesmerixe	travesty	1.	If	Karla	were	more	alone	in	the	school	talent	show.
inane	15.	the	suspect,	they	informed	him	of	his	"right	to	.,	able	to	provide	for	their	every	wish.	The	military	has	a	strict	the	orders	given	by	someone	of	higher	rank.	If	there	are	two	forms	of	a	word	pan	in	the	box,	use	the	second	one	in	this	practice.	Kay's	family	was	when	she	arrived	home,	alive	and	well,	three	hours	late.	author	has	come	out	with	yet
another	novel.	I'm	trying	not	10	be	so	_._.._	_	_._	_	myself.	relegate	8.	A	research	grant	will	4.	forestall	9.	(e)d	the	long-time	members	of	the	congregation	for	being	rude	and	unwelcoming"	toward	some	new	members.	an-	biblioprime	fid	-ism	syn-	nov	ver	pan-	rect	e,	a(n)	(.	antithesis	4.	The	workshop	lasted	all	day,	but	it	still	did	not	encompass	all	the
information	I	needed	to	operate	the	computer.	One	day,	Alexander	Fleming	forgot	to	cover	a	dish	of	bacteria,	and	some	mold	landed	in	the	dish.	suitable	(said	of	time);	well-timed	h.	to	claim	to	be	true	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	He	shouldn't	be	allowed	to	mistreat	her	so.	As	unassuming	as	ever,
Alice	accepted	the	award	in	a	quiet,	modest	way.	While	one	earned	his	living	in	totally	honest	ways,	the	other	was	always	working	on	one	^	__	scheme	or	another.	proliferation	detriment	discretion	euphoria	9.	When	our	boss	dislikes	an	employee,	he	relegates	that	person	to	a	less	important	job	at	a	small	branch	office.	inquisitive	Chapter	10	(A	Debate
on	School	Uniforms)	Previewing	the	Words	1.	dissident	3.	John	contended	that	smoking	hasn't	hurt	his	health,	but	he	fell	into	a	fit	of	coughing	right	after	making	that	claim.	The	science	museum	has	many	provocative	exhibits,	including	a	giant	heart	that	visitors	can	walk	through.	jurisdiction	8.	9	ubiquitous	(yoo-bik'-wo-tos)	-adjective	b.	painful	by	the
fact	that	he	had	been	dedicated	to	peaceful	change.	The	U.S.	government	is	designed	so	that	no	one	branch	is	omnipotent.	reprehensible	8.	Some	politicians	espouse	whichever	ideas	they	feel	will	be	popular	among	the	voters.	Experts	say	that	differences	about	money	and	sex	are	not	the	only	main	causes	of	marital	problems.	When	the	Earl	of	Essex
betrayed	Queen	Elizabeth	I	of	England	by	plotting	to	take	her	throne,	his	was	execution,	6.	Dolores	was	especially	contrite	about	tearing	her	sister's	dress	because	she'd	borrowed	it	without	permission.	attrition	2.	holding	firmly;	persistent;	stubborn	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	Sports	fans	must
relinquish	beverages	at	the	stadium	entrance	because	bottles	and	cans	aren't	permitted	inside.	_	.	-Sentence	Check	1	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	the	most	suitable	word	from	the	box.	Around	election	time,	politicians	make	a	special	effort	to	please	their	to	get	their	votes.	to	will,	choose	h.	espouse	annihilate	facilitate	vindicate	13.	s)	fleeing
from	a	neighboring	island	which	had	been	hit	by	a	hurricane.	overjoyed;	high-spirited	,	.„	.	Emanating	from	the	kitchen	was	129	130	Unit	Four:	Test	3	PARTS	After	each	boldfaced	word	are	a	synonym	(a	word	that	means	the	same	as	the	boldfaced	word),	an	antonym	(a	word	that	means	the	opposite	of	the	boldfaced	word),	and	a	word	that	is	neither.
After	the	bigger	children	leased	him,	the	little	boy	ran	to	his	parents	for	_	4.	place	to	sec	a	gorgeous	10.	A	successful	3-4.	admonish	3.	She	manages	to	remain	of	those	on	welfare,	saying	they	are	all	simply	.	If	î	get	plenty	of	sleep,	I'm	pretty	resilient.	^___	.	The	Farrells'	dog	gets	tangled	up	in	his	leash	every	day.	On	the	afternoon	of	a	friend's	New
Year's	Eve	c	o	s	t	u	m	e	p	a	r	t	y	,	I	made	o	n	l	y	a(n)	(1)	effort	to	put	together	a	costume.	"A	masochist's	idea	of	a	good	time,"	said	the	comic,	"is	getting	hit	by	a	truck	on	the	way	home	from	having	all	his	teeth	pulled."	a.	a	pointed	formation,	especially	a	mountain	peak;	a	peak	of	achievement	(h)	a	member	of	a	group	represented	by	an	elected	official	i.
Although	it	seems	mind	and	body.	"Please	stay	and	have	some	lunch."	SCORES:	Sentence	Check	2	%	Final	Check	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	4	fraudulent	(fro'-JD-bnt)	-adjective	a.	10	vol	a.	easily	in	all	but	the	most	stressful	situations.	deprivation	10.	It	gets	very	noticeable
when	he	grows	nervous.	biblio-,	bibl3.	The	intense	look	in	the	eyes	of	the	woman	in	the	photograph	mesmerized	me.	Sam	is	so	annihilate	proficient	criterion	staunch	emanate	subversive	holistic	vindicate	action	taken	by	those	who	wanted	to	end	the	Vietnam	War	was	pouring	blood	(c)d	by	hunters.	My	father	says	wearing	a	gold	necklace	to	school	is	3.
Rumors	that	the	bank	was	losing	money	precipitated	a	panic.	3	duct,	due	a.	Li/,	from	the	room,	but	Li/.	Jack	the	Ripper	was	3.	a	cold	so	that	it	develops	into	bronchitis.	permeate	Obsequious	interrogate	omnipotent	retribution	6.	innuendo	6.	Several	others	were	also	watching,	but	they	either	joined	in	the	teasing	or	did	n	o	t	h	i	n	g	to	help.	Some	say
recent	tax	laws	have	worsened	the	even	richer.	Although	gorillas	can	live	into	their	fifties,	Coco	died	in	the	zoo	at	the	age	of	twelve.	tenet	6.	Benedict	Arnold,	an	American	officer	during	the	Revolutionary	War,	was	involved	in	a	7.	experienced	indirectly,	through	imagined	participation	in	the	experiences	of	others	f.	They're	afraid	he	will	to	his	rug-
ruining	behavior	if	he	stays	at	the	kennel	for	a	week.	But	his	parents	viewed	him	as	totally	(...	not	influenced	by	emotion;	based	on	what	can	be	observed	i.	When	you	get	deep	into	a	forest,	you	can	imagine	yourself	back	in	primeval	times,	long	before	humans	appeared	on	the	scene.	-Final	Check:	The	End	of	a	Political	Career	Here	is	a	final	opportunity
for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	our	owning	a	black	cat	is	_s,	we	always	have	of	voting	7-8.	able	to	cause	a	wearing	away	by	rubbing	or	scraping;	rough;	irritating	e.	When	Bruce	drinks,	he	becomes	weekend.	About	800	A.D.,	the	Hindus	invented	the	modern	decimal	system.	She's	3.	Being	illiterate	until	the	age	of	20	didn't	keep
him	from	becoming	a	great	botanist.	3-note	scale	c.	So	.	without,	lacking,	not	e.	3	egocentric	(c'-go-scn'-trik)	-adjective	4	exonerate	(cg-zon'-or-at1)	-verb	5	incongruous	(in-kong'-gröö-os)	-adjective	a.	The	seedlings'	little	roots	give	them	only	a(n)	,	students	sat	on	the	tables	and	threw	French	fries.	3	disseminate	(di-scm'-o-nat1)	-verb	4	diverge	(dl-vurj')	-
verb	5	dormant	(dor'-mont)	-adjective	6	hoist	(hoist)	-verb	7	illicit	(il-lis'-it)	-adjective	8	irrevocable	(ir-rev'-o-ko-bol)	-adjective	9	precipitate	(prc-sip'-D-tat')	-verb	10	proliferation	(prö-lif-ar-â'-shon)	-noun	Chapter	5	23	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its	definition.	we	later	found
out	thai	she	had	in	Salem	Village,	where	women	and	7.	revived	3.	beginner	c.	miss,	mit	7.	"You	don't	need	eggs	yolks	for	a(n)	all	together."	batter,"	she	loudly	insisted.	Or	arc	they	harmful	to	humans	as	well?	proliferation	j	_	3.	with	The	severe	whipping	his	father	gave	him	was	hardly	the	little	boy's	misbehavior.	to	criticize	or	scold	harshly	v	*	''	\	b.	"Be
prepared"	is	a	Boy	Scout	3.	There	is	a	clear	can	learn	to	multiply	and	divide.	Because	Professor	Kane's	writing	lacks	clarity,	I	was	surprised	to	find	his	lectures	to	be	so	wonderfully	7.	Ben,	who	was	temporarily	suspended	from	the	police	force	after	the	shooting	incident,	was	later	in	an	age	of	typewriters	and	computers.	comfort	for	sorrow	or
misfortune;	consolation	e.	supervisor,"	Nick	complained,	"I	have	to	the	same	information	on	five	different	forms."	5-6.	Often,	to	satisfy	a	equally	strong	urge	for	something	salty.	But	in	reality,	most	arc	not	lazy;	ihey	are	simply	unable	to	work	at	this	time.	When	the	public	learned	that	the	senator	had	accepted	bribes,	many	of	his	regretted	having	voted
for	him.	A	and	will	rise	again	after	the	fires."	Now	check	your	answers	to	these	questions	by	turning	to	page	163.	A	sign	over	my	sister's	desk	reads,	"I'm	infallible.	stigma	a.	The	consulting	company	was	simply	a	cover	for	a	subversive	ring	of	spies,	working	to	overthrow	the	government.	When	he	became	more	(7)	,	he	began	to	romp	and	explore.	31	32
Unit	One:	Test	2	PART	B	Circle	C	if	the	italicized	word	is	used	correctly.	estrange	regress	euphoric	relinquish	T	impetuous	ubiquitous	•-	infallible	zenith	all	our	erasers	and	l	,	we	could	__...	death	e.	Claire	was	truly	sorry	for	having	started	the	argument	with	Sal.	115.	orthodox	Chapter	22	(Adjusting	to	a	Group	Home)	Previewing	the	Words	I	.	It	would
have	been	too	expensive	to	3.	The	man	made	the	claim	that	he	had	been	taken	aboard	a	Martian	spaceship	by	someone	who	looked	like	Woody	Allen,	except	that	his	skin	was	green.	Although	the	leader	of	the	street	gang	wasn't	at	the	robbery,	he	was	the	one	who	it.	Go!"	Shoving,	yelling,	and	cursing,	the	12	men	tried	to	squeeze	into	the	car.
incongruous	8.	subversive	2.	very	cruel;	wicked	d.	Chapter	7	39	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its	definition.	I	can't	believe	that	my	sister	is	going	to	marry	a	guy	she	was	expressing	such	antipathy	for	just	a	few	months	ago.	6	recourse	(re'-kors)	-noun	7	reiterate	(re-it'-3-rat')	-
verb	8	tantamount	(tan	t'-3-mount')	-adjective	9	tenacious	(te-na'-shss)	-adjective	10	Utopia	(yöö-tö'-pe-o)	-noun	Chapter	10	51	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its	definition.	The	editorial	drew	this	_:	"Allowing	industries	to	sprinkle	the	Earth	with	ever	more	acid	rain	is	like	letting
someone	sprinkle	your	food	with	a	daily-increasing	amount	of	poison."	Now	check	your	answers	by	turning	to	page	166.	The	company	president	is	2.	Again,	he	must	go	to	the	hospital.	For	several	months,	Fossey	cared	for	the	infant,	now	named	Coco,	who	would	cling	to	her	for	comfort.	Even	the	teacher	gazed	out	of	the	windows	in	a	dreamyeyed	7.
Some	people	who	would	benefit	from	counseling	avoid	seeing	a	therapist	because	they	are	about	their	private	lives.	When	Don	returned	to	the	company	after	two	years'	absence,	he	was	his	former	position.	The	crew	wondered	what	should	be	done	if	the	ship's	mentally	ill	captain	were	to	put	the	ship	in	danger.	s)	should	be	exceptionally	honest."	Now
check	your	answers	to	these	questions	by	turning	to	page	165.	Your	purpose	here	is	just	to	get	a	sense	of	the	ten	words	and	what	you	may	know	about	them.	discretion	2.	to	scold	or	blame	sharply	d.	9-10.	It	t	*	(e)d	s	of	the	'10.	The	liberal	arts	college	now	has	a	lower	rate	of	attrition.	.,	Aunt	Ethel	was	outraged	when	I	had	to	Louise	for	picking	our
neighbors'	flowers,	but	she	was	so	pleased	to	give	me	a	bouquet	that	I	couldn't	really	be	angry.	Butter	and	eggs	once	seemed	harmful	to	our	health.	A	sprained	ankle	4.	When	my	12-year-old	cousin	Jackson	doesn't	get	his	way,	he	regresses	to	the	temper	tantrums	of	a	two-year-old.	My	brother's	habit	of	giving	advice	without	being	asked	makes	him
seem	6.	collaborate	rudimentary	despondent	scoff	instigate	squelch	resilient	venerate	retrospect	zealot	irtistic	ability	has	never	gone	beyond	the	2.	He's	seen	the	horrors	of	war.	I	don't	believe	in	the	witch-doctor's	magic,	but	î	do	feel	that	his	"spells"	can	act	as	„	s	to	help	those	who	do	believe.	If	you	have	studied	the	'Ten	Word	Parts	in	Context,"	you
will	know	how	to	match	each	word	part.	encompass	3.	It	was	his	habit	to	bet	51,000	on	which	of	two	raindrops	falling	down	a	windowpanc	would	reach	the	bottom	first.	An	innovative	cook,	Maria	thinks	of	fresh	combinations,	like	potatoes	and	oranges,	and	they	come	out	tasting	delicious.	If	you	have	studied	the	'Ten	Words	in	Context,"	you	will	know
how	to	match	each	word.	Major	character	flaws	arc	hard	to	overlook,	but	foibles	can	often	be	easily	tolerated.	Cal	was	suspended	from	the	basketball	team	for	low	grades,	but	he	himself	the	ncxi	semester	by	achieving	a	B	average.	One	of	the	guests	must	have	arranged	to	sneak	back	into	the	house	during	the	night	and	take	the	painting."	As	Cobb
finished	speaking,	his	wife	entered	the	room,	having	just	returned	from	town.	Many	of	his	patients	have	begun	to	feel	healthier	since	they	started	taking	his	advice.	Explorer	Christopher	Columbus	was	actually	a	diabolic	man	who	demanded	that	Haitian	Indians	regularly	bring	him	gold.	"You	just	have	to	be	enough	to	bounce	back	afier	the	mockery."
fc)d	his	beloved	wife,	was	(e)d	on	when	7-8.	12	Chapter	2	Sentence	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	In	the	course	of	the	evening,	I	also	met	Cleopatra,	Shakespeare,	and	Snoopy,	among	others.	made	of	g.	Use	each	word	once.	The	job	candidate	d	when	he	said	he'd	been	"working	in	another	part	of	the	state."	The
fact	is	that	he	has	been	in	prison	for	three	years.	American	women	have	yet	to	be	(e)d	from	violence.	noisy	and	disorderly	c.	enough	to	credit	the	whole	,	but	continue	to	eat,	actions	in	their	relationships	with	other	Now	check	your	answers	to	these	questions	by	turning	to	page	165.	2	coalition	(ko'-o-lish'-on)	-noun	3	commensurate	(ko-mcn'-shoor-it)	-
adjective	4	connotation	(kon'-s-ta'-shon)	-noun	5	diabolic	(di'-o-bol'-ik)	-adjective	6	dilapidated	(dD-lap'-o-dat'-id)	-adjective	7	integral	(in'-ts-grol)	-adjective	8	noxious	(nok'-shos)	-adjective	9	scenario	(si-nâr'-e-ö)	-noun	10	yen	(yen)	-noun	Chapter	19	103	Watching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word
with	its	definition.	Gary's	teacher	was	so	pleased	with	his	clear	explanation	of	a	difficult	theory	that	she	wrote	on	his	paper,	"Wonderfully	!"	inspection	and	says,	"That's	fine.	alogue]	^^____	5.	predisposed	solicitous	1.	indolent	7.	impede	7.	Recognizing	that	time,	of	course,	is	the	hard	part.	The	wife	says	it's	"sweet"	that	her	husband	made	the	bed
while	she	was	still	in	it	and	"cute"	lhat	he	grabbed	her	plate	to	wash	it	when	she	picked	up	her	sandwich	to	take	a	bite.	I	am	most	(10)	,"	he	said	to	the	police	officers.	Ron	considers	himself	a	playboy.	(c)d	the	man	for	"violating	the	public	trust"	and	then	fined	him	First	the	judge	thousands	of	dollars	for	engaging	in	advertising.	a,	expert	b.	despondent
resilient	instigate	collaborate	zealot	1.	abulary)	difference	between	"Mr.	Crocodile	and	Mr.	Alligator."	was	common	because	girls	were	considered	so	for	a	two-year-old.	.)	will	remain	a	(.	We	keep	emergency	numbers	by	the	telephone	so	that	in	the	or	fire,	we	can	quickly	dial	the	right	number	for	help.	ambiguous	__	2.	retrospect	4.	,	R	fi	»	,,	,.	Before	an
art	expert	3v	There	is	still	a	constituent	promiscuous	contend	repudiate	irreparable	spontaneous	pinnacle	stigma	in	their	breeding	habits,	mating	freely	with	no	effort	at	selection.	to	will,	choose	i.	The	company's	illegal	act	was	(e)d	iicr	jeans	with	colorful	embroidered	flowers.	Take	a	minute	to	plan	your	answer	before	you	write.	My	aunt	considers
vitamins	a	panacea	for	all	illness.	Leroy	was	jailed	for	filing	fraudulent	income	tax	returns.	mitigate	4.	C	C	C	C	C	C	(."	C	C	(.'	C	C	I	I	I	I	I	'	I	I	İ	I	I	I	14.	Gary's	illness	involves	extreme	mood	swings.	well-proportioned;	balanced	on	both	sides	^ETyn	expert	in	fine	art	or	in	matters	of	tasten	i.	Once	Pam	decided	to	tease	or	trick	me,	nothing	could	(4)	my
discomfort.	belligerent	3.	When	I	ask	him,	he	gives	a	nebulous	answer	like	"Oh,	something	interesting."	b.	my	sister's	ability	to	make	money,	but	I	ended	up	imitating	only	^	8.	_	_	5.	Many	people	believe	that	the	works	of	William	Shakespeare	represent	the	___	achievement	in	English	drama.	Take,	for	example,	one	of	the	final	events	of	his	reunion	last
year.	transgress	10.	When	my	boyfriend	wants	to	hide	something,	he	tries	so	hard	to	keep	up	his	normal	that	he	begins	to	behave	strangely.	As	a	result,	she	was	becoming	(5)	town,	the	at	making	one	dollar	go	customers	seemed	to	come	in	an	enormous	variety.	traditional	standards	of	modesty.	An	inherent	danger	of	living	in	the	San	Francisco	area	is
the	possibility	of	earthquakes.	1	disparity	(di-spar'-3-te)	-noun	a.	plans	for	a	mission	to	Mars	in	the	year	2015.	If	caught,	she	would	hang.	They	see	him	as	dangerously	(4)	,	a	threat	to	the	medical	establishment.	"But	enough	about	me,"	the	egocentric	author	said	to	the	interviewer.	In	the	business	world,	it	could	be	harmful	to	be	too	unassuming.	is	for
full	recovery.	Melanie	is	_	.	complement	implement	1-2.	The	"standing	room	only"	crowd	at	the	spring	concert	was	unprecedented,	the	first	in	the	school's	history.	Scientists	aren't	sure	if	the	damage	to	the	Earth's	ozone	layer	is	so	serious	that	it's	irrevocable	or	if	we	can	still	reverse	the	damage.	Although	an	earthquake	has	never	struck	here,	our	city
has	emergency	plans	for	just	such	a	6.	Melissa	is	so	gregarious	that	she	prefers	the	company	of	others	even	when	she	studies.	outside,	beyond	.	Ever	since	visiting	Germany,	Carl	has	been	a	real	Germanophile.	Since	bookkeeping	requires	careful,	precise	work,	my	boss	wants	to	hire	a	meticulous	person	for	the	job.	to	spread	or	scatter	widely;	publicize
c.	."	means	a	lack	of	appetite	for	food.	You're	now	ready	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	words	you	already	know	and	to	masier	the	words	you're	only	half	sure	of,	or	don't	know	at	all.	CHAPTER	22	Previewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	berate	2.	2.	Shutting	out	everyone	around	h	i	m	,	he	(8)	s
his	family	and	friends.	Passenger	pigeons	no	longer	exist.	destroy	late	scold	curious	wicked	beneficial	justify	15.	the	highest	point	or	degree;	the	final	high	point	i.	When	Joe	files	his	tax	returns,	he	reports	only	the	legal	income	from	his	dry-cleaning	business,	not	the	profits	from	the	illicit	gambling	operation	he	runs	out	of	a	back	room.	The	road	was	so
icy	that	the	optimum	driving	speed	was	about	10	miles	per	hour.	He	said	he'd	look	it	over	more	carefully	and	give	me	an	estimate	later.	The	(çata	.	wrote	too	late	19.	culmination	Sentence	Check	1	\.	Scientists	must	try	to	be	totally	objective	in	their	observations,	putting	aside	all	their	wishes	and	expectations.	related.	inadvertent	__	_	5.	She	let
everyone	8.	Some	students	have	gotten	together	to	without	grades.	104	Chapter	19	^-Sentence	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	Our	discussion	of	different	teachers'	merits	and	flaws	wasn't	germane	to	the	topic	of	the	photo	layout.	We	had	planned	to	meet	ever	since	Phil	registered	for	the	conference	in	my
hometown.	Giving	the	emissary	a	hollow	nickel	containing	key	information,	the	spy	told	him	to	get	the	nickel	to	army	headquarters.	My	neighbors	played	music	until	all	hours.	2	annihilate	(o-m'-o-luV)	-verb	3	criterion	(kri-tîr'-e-on)	-noun	4	emanate	(cm'-o-nat1)	-verb	5	holistic	(hö-lis'-ıik)	-adjective	6	placebo	(pla-sc'-bo)	-noun	7	proficient	(pro-fish'-ont)	-
adjeciive	8	staunch	(stönch)	-adjeaive	9	subversive	(sob-vûr'-siv)	-adjective	10	v	i	n	d	i	c	a	t	e	(vin'-do-kaY)	-verb	Chapter	23	119	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its	definition.	Use	each	word	part	once.	A	good	way	to	estrange	your	parents	is	to	10.	She	read	the	lines	perfectly.	of
beautiful	women,	but	I	consider	him	just	a	.	The	king	executed	many	of	his	top	officials	when	he	discovered	their	him.	about	discussing	the	missing	funds	in	front	of	Debra."	But	the	meaning	was	"1	think	she	stole	ihcm."	7-8.	>-Final	Check:	Halloween	Troubles	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	Try	to
match	each	word	part	on	the	left	with	its	definition	on	the	right.	ambiguous	ostentatious	charlatan	proliferation	hoist	scoff	infallible	scrupulous	irrevocable	ubiquitous	16.	"If	they	do	gel	in,"	I	said	to	my	husband,	"how	will	they	ever	(9)	themselves?"	Moments	later,	however,	everyone	was	cheering.	to	sin	or	commit	an	offense;	break	a	law	or	command
i.	equal	to	in	effect	or	value;	the	same	as	j.	The	sounds	that	emanate	from	the	bedroom	tell	rnc	that	Ruth	is	practicing	her	violin.	happening	by	chance;	lucky	d.	penuiK'lon	1-2.	many	b.	inherent	6.	s	like	"That's	too	bad"	or	"Oh	well,	what	can	you	do?"	Now	check	your	answers	to	these	questions	by	turning	to	page	166.	My	mother	regards	peppermint
tea	as	an	effective	panacea	and	offers	it	as	a	cure	for	all	kinds	of	ills:	colds,	flu,	and	broken	hearts.	Standing	near	the	top	of	the	mountain,	Cliff	filmed	the	(.	Since	corn	is	until	after	America	was	discovered.	sordid	8.	It	is	the	suffering	of	the	homeless,	but	they	don't	solve	the	problem.	provocative	10.	My	uncle	is	quite	terse.	All	of	her	"yes	sir's"	and	her
flattering	arc	only	annoying	the	boss.	adults	by	making	them	"feel	the	entry	and	exit	of	customers	with	the	clocks	in	our	house.	"Just	try	grocery	shopping	for	customers	buying	only	a	few	items.	It	had	given	him	plenty	of	time	to	realize	that	he	had	a	serious	d	r	u	g	problem.	She	was	just	telling	me	the	10.	emulate	hierarchy	incapacitate	prognosis
tumult	a.	The	funniest	Marx	Brothers	movies	can	2.	Doug	and	Lucas	were	going	to	be	business	partners,	but	when	Doug	kept	dragging	his	feet,	Lucas	made	a(n)	______	move,	buying	a	business	on	his	own.	dead.	The	audience	scoffed	at	the	man	playing	a	tune	on	a	row	of	tin	cans,	but	he	seemed	unaware	of	their	contempt.	Lately,	business	at	the	store
has	been	so	slow	that	two	of	the	three	clerks	seem	t	4.	I	could	use	a	new	pair	of	gloves,	though.	"I	don't	expect	you	to	be	errors	over	and	over."	,"	our	boss	said,	"but	I	do	expect	you	not	to	make	the	same	7.	to	lift	or	raise,	especially	with	a	cable	or	other	mechanical	means	'	h.	His	last	appointee	is	unavailable	due	to	a	two-year	prison	sentence.	"You're
much	too	wordy,"	the	debate	team	coach	said.	healthy	and	strong;	vigorous	f.	to	Christmas	as	candles	4.	chamber)	9-10.	In	the	end,	'	however,	the	little	gorilla	was	taken	away—a(n)	(10)	,	event	for	both	Coco	and	Fossey.	To	stress	the	importance	of	a	rich	vocabulary,	the	teacher	used	an	.	as	the	fresh	air.	Another	relationship	has,	so	to	speak,	bit	the
dust.	When	she	learned	a	description	of	a	runaway	male	had	been	posted,	she	disguised	him	as	a	woman.	The	principal	became	angry	and	vociferous,	shouting	at	students	who	tried	to	sneak	out	of	the	fire	drill.	In	"Weekend	Update,"	Saturday	Night	Live's	_	exaggerated	and	ridiculed.	4	.	Lisa's	A	on	the	first	test	of	the	semester	was	an	auspicious	start
to	the	school	year,	a	promise	of	good	grades	to	come.	Jessie	even	had	her	hair	cut	in	the	same	style	as	her	sister's.	119.	ambiguous	juxtapose	dissident	lethargy	embellish	sporadic	inadvertent	squander	inane	subsidize	,he	symptoms	of	the	flu	that's	goin£	around	include	headaches	that	come	uring	the	first	day	or	two	and	a	that	makes	people	j	ust	want
to	lie	around	all	day.	It's	hard	to	believe	that	Anne,	with	her	become	an	accountant.	We	made	progress	at	the	meeting	until	Henry	brought	up	a	topic	that	wasn't	the	problem	at	hand.	The	only	way	the	attendance	for	this	year's	school	play	can	(..	doctrine,	system,	practice	of	b.	The	load	of	oil	dumped	on	the	highway	facilitated	the	flow	of	traffic	for
more	than	three	hours.	Dooley	absolutely	necessary,	that	the	people	learn	modern	medical	knowledge,	which	would	help	them	to	replace	scientific	judgment.	I	was	distraught	when	I	got	the	raise	I	had	asked	for.	By	the	time	I	turned	in	my	old	car,	it	was	so	to	the	planet's	great	distance	from	the	sun—is	horribly	cold.	instigate	4.	crime	that	many
citizens	feel	the	penalties	should	be	much	harsher	than	6.	In	the	Batman	comics	and	TV	series,	the	Joker	and	the	Penguin	were	notorious	criminals	who	matched	wits	with	the	capcd	crusader.	I	deplore	•	__	because	8.	s	are	not	so	harmless.	All	too	often,	people	allow	their	prejudices	to	keep	them	from	being	objective	in	judging	others.	New	York	had
the	glamor	and	excitement	that	she	had	expected,	but	not	the	high-paying	job.	That's	because	enormous	families	were	somehow	(1)	to	our	neighborhood.	2	forestall	(för-stöl1)	-verb	3	insidious	(in-sid'-e-ss)	-adjective	4	insinuate	(in-sin'-yöö-âY)	-verb	5	interrogate	(in-ter'-o-gâı1)	-verb	6	obsequious	(ob-sc'-kwe-ss)	-adjective	7	omnipotent	(om-nip'-s-tont)	-
adjective	8	opportune	(op'-or-toon')	-adjective	9	permeate	(pûr'-me-ât')	-verb	10	retribution	(re'-trs-byoo'-shsn)	Chapter	25	135	Matching	Words	and	Definitions	Check	your	understanding	of	the	ten	words	by	matching	each	word	with	its	definition.	73	74	Chapter	14	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by	looking
closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	Many	people	with	a(n)	4.	arch	3.	circumvent	reticent	cohesive	robust	grievous	sanction	inundate	vociferous	to	his	money	problems	even	though	he's	(eM	with	bills.	to	urge	with	argument	or	strong	advice	i.	admonish	8.	It's	just	that	we	all	fit	into	the	Beetle	20	years	ago,	and	we	aim	to	do	it
again	today.	Ms.	Lewis	is	such	a	the	real	thing	after	just	a	5-6.	Thus	he	or	she	can	barely	see,	hea	or	feel	a	thing.	A	downtown	area	underwent	a	metamorphosis	from	a	neighborhood	of	X-rated	films	and	pom	shops	to	a	wholesome,	lively	shopping	district.	Superstitious	people	believe	that	a	cold,	clammy	wind	from	the	"haunted"	house	on	Elm	Street.	At
age	50,	my	uncle	thinks	he's	passed	the	zenith	of	his	life.	Unless	we	occasionally	(3)	ourselves	by	doing	something	crazy,	how	can	we	stay	young?	Charging	S2.00	for	a	glass	of	soda	is	tantamount	to	robbery.	dormant	9.	The	prologue	to	the	book	explains	that	it's	a	journal	kept	by	a	sailor	on	a	whaling	ship	in	1826.	gladness;	cheerfulness	b.	I	Lhei	he
UNIT	ONE:	Test	1	PART	A	Choose	the	word	that	best	completes	each	sentence	and	write	it	in	the	space	provided.	throw	h.	The	balance	of	power	would	be	lost	if	any	single	branch	had	all	the	power.	Another	time,	I	made	the	mistake	of	revealing	that	crabs	terrified	me.	Dave	undertakes	sporadic	attempts	to	give	up	smoking,	about	every	other	month	or
so.	A	_	of	Oriental	art	told	me	that	my	old	Chinese	vase	is	actually	quite	rare	and	valuable.	new	e.	to	include;	contain	i.	A	visitor	from	one	of	the	many	islands	of	(	.	em)	examination	showed	he	had	died	of	natural	causes.	Edna	was	know	just	how	strongly	she	felt.	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	When
the	boy	thanked	him,	Ken	was	,	saying,	"It	was	nothing."	After	that	incident,	Ken	started	to	become	more	(e)d	into	the	life	of	the	home.	derogatory	omnipotent	extenuating	irreparable	Since	I	needed	the	lax	forms	as	soon	as	possible,	î	requested	them	by	phone	rather	than	mail,	to	____^^_	matters.	My	grandmother	was	tricked	by	a	charlatan	who
convinced	her	to	turn	over	hundreds	of	dollars	of	"cursed	money."	b.	When	people	say	"as	the	crow	flies,"	they	mean	in	a	straight,	(di...	In	addition,	as	soon	as	I	returned	home,	my	parents	would	order	me	to	throw	out	all	SCORES:	Sentence	Check	2	%	Final	Check	%	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back
cover	of	the	book.	The	legendary	Fountain	of	Youth	was	said	to	rejuvenate	people.	8	phi!,	-phue	a.	admonish	hierarchy	antithesis	incapacitate	culmination	prognosis	docile	tumult	of	the	audience	at	the	concert	was	so	great	that	I	could	hardly	hear	the	music	or	cleanser.	My	brother's	refusal	to	go	to	marriage	counseling	has	7.	Ted	and	Sara	are	trying



to	decide	if	it's	worth	trying	to	(re	.	As	the	snowfall	became	heavier	and	heavier	and	my	wife	was	later	and	later	in	getting	home	from	work,	I	became	increasingly	distraught	about	her	safely.	1	adroit	(3-droit')	-adjective	a.	attrition	oblivious	1-2.	Today,	Ernie	flouted	the	school's	new	rule	against	girls	wearing	panis	by	wearing	a	skirt	himself	to	school.
>~Final	Check:	The	Missing	Painting	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	Sometimes,	too,	people	will	make	a(n)	(3)	(4)	Tom	is	(5)	statement	when	they	want	to	someone	they	are	angry	at	or	jealous	of.	Fix	any	mistakes	and	f	i	l	l	in	any	blank	spaces	by	writing	in	the	correct	answers.	Meeting	my	husband	in
the	cafeteria	for	lunch	was	inadvertent.	The	veterinarian	asked	Rosa	to	hold	her	cat	still	while	he	gave	it	an	(in	..	One	great	advantage	of	our	polyethnic	society	is	being	able	to	enjoy	the	music	and	foods	of	many	cultures.	Most	of	the	costumes	were	in	good	taste.	Our	will	provides	for	the	contingency	of	our	both	dying	young,	by	specifying	who	will
become	our	children's	guardians.	The	length	of	an	Academy	Award	acceptance	speech	may	depend	on	the	number	of	uttered.	She	gave	birth	to	sixty-nine	children—sixteen	pairs	of	twins,	seven	sets	of	triplets,	and	four	sets	of	quadruplets.	Workers	who	quit	or	retire	simply	won't	be	replaced.	British	English	and	American	English	have	Americans
sometimes	have	trouble	understanding	each	other.	I	never	make	mistaks."	a.	what	we	chose	b.	very	troubled	b.	Superman	is	nearly	omnipotent.	He	freely	tells	people	whom	he	barely	knows	how	they	should	run	their	lives.	unaware;	failing	to	notice	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	19.	People	who	can't
afford	to	travel	much	can	go	on	vicarious	vacations	by	reading	trayf"	magazines.	someone	one	trusts	enough	to	tell	secrets	to	SCORE:	(Number	correct)	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	"Exhort	your	children	to	attend	the	drug	meeting,"	said	the	school	counselor	to	parents.	odor	of
rotting	food.	The	book	begins	with	the	house	on	a	ladder.	T	72	Chapter	13	Check	2	Complete	efech	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	Reverend	Saunders	.	Some	people	end	up	hopelessly	in	debt	because	of	indiscriminate	spending,	so	be	selective	in	your	purchases.	tumult	9.	His	parents	had	to	call	the	fire	department	to	him.	he	(eld	hv
several	thousand	3-4.	done	or	acting	in	haste,	with	little	thought;	impulsive	"	-	ı	•	'	.	I	had	to	swerve	to	the	right	to	2.	Some	time	later,	he	stopped	in	at	the	coffee	shop	to	say	he	needed	a	capable	person	to	manage	his	new	store.	It's	interesting	to	hear	people	describe	their	travels.	a	specific	type	of	speaking	or	writinj	d.	"Because	of	my	_	.	Example:	On
our	picnic,	we	carried	a	basket	replete	with	1.	event,	made	even	more	them	with	maple	I	I	Now	check	your	answers	by	turning	to	page	164.	Although	only	Lee	Harvey	Oswald	was	arrested	for	John	F.	While	the	word	"	has	the	specific	part	of	it.	Goldie	can	accept	reasonable,	calm	criticism,	but	she	was	angered	when	her	boss	loudly	berated	her	in	front
of	everyone	else	in	the	office.	not	capable	of	error	or	failure	i.	constituent	10.	To	show	how	she	sent	him	an	apology	card.	adept	presumptuous	1	-2.	,	name)	5-6.	under	the	authority	or	power	of	another;	inferior	or	below	another	in	rank,	power,	or	importance	j.	Although	Ron	knows	he	3-4.	As	a	(2)	of	19th-century	French	paintings,	he	well	knew	the
work's	enormous	value.	After	that,	the	showers	were	only	sporadic.	While	most	candidates	were	passionate	on	the	topic	of	reducing	weapons,	one	spoke	in	a	merely	way,	with	little	care	or	interest.	itory}	12.	My	cousin	conceals	some	serious	problems	behind	an	outwardly	casual	_	6.	The	rock	singer	reached	the	has	declined.	detriment	3.	The
ignorance	They	had	no	knowledge	of	basic	hygiene	and	health	care.	1	a^ept	(o-dcpt')	-adjective	2	encompass	(cn-kum'-pos)	-verb	a.	They	had	so	many	wives	that	they	might	not	have	seen	some	for	years	at	a	time.	He	was	also	(9)	(e)d	nationwide	as	the	greatest	living	American.	In	1919,	Russian	revolutionaries	were	such	put	the	Czar's	racehorse	on
trial	and	had	him	shot	by	a	firing	squad.	optimum	9.	At	22,	he	was	jobless,	penniless,	and	sleeping	in	a	cellar.	As	head	of	the	teachers'	union,	David	is	the	school	board.	squander	6.	Experiments	on	animals	often	involve	food	or	water	deprivation	that	forces	the	animal	to	perform	some	task	in	order	to	relieve	severe	hunger	or	thirst.	flamboyant
masochist	repugnant	rancor	exhort	6.	a	strong	expression	of	disapproval;	an	act	of	condemning	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	Her	success,	however,	would	never	fully	(10)	first	months	in	New	York.	egocentric	4.	decorum	facilitate	espouse	orthodox	exhilaration	rejuvenate	exorbitant	synchronize
extricate	tenuous	price.	necessary	to	the	whole;	belonging	to	the	whole	g.	onto	35	36	Unit	One:	Test	4	I	PART	C	Use	your	knowledge	of	word	parts	to	determine	the	meaning	of	the	boldfaced	words.	solicitous	a.	Chet's	'	of	avoiding	the	telephone	.	extra___	7.	In	an	orthodox	classroom,	student	desks	are	lined	up	in	rows.	chide	diabolic	integral	coalition
yen	6.	,	but	now	we	know	too	much	of	them	can	be	s.	New	members	of	the	water	ballet	club	have	trouble	coordinating	their	swimming,	but	with	practice,	the	group	is	10.	same	Now	go	on	to	"Ten	Word	Parts	in	Context"	on	the	next	page.	She	compared	a	narrow	view	of	a	health	problem	to	cutting	off	a	tree's	diseased	leaves	but	ignoring	the	roots,
where	the	problem	lies.	The	gold	frame	had	been	(4)	(e)d	with	tiny	drawings	of	hot	dogs,	apple	pies,	and	other	foods.	The	teacher	and	classmates	became	irritated	when	Susan	asked	so	many	questions	that	weren't	discussion.	They	judge	him	by	a	different	(10)	than	those	who	think	medical	progress	lies	only	in	finding	new	ways	to	treat	disease.	All	he
did	was	cat	a	cookie	before	dinner.	reinstate	10.	in	the	Navy,	Alise	sought	a	job	that	also	involved	world	travel.	She	didn't	want	responsibility	for	an	entire	ward	of	patients	when	she	lacked	the	staff	needed	to	provide	good	care.	noxious	utilitarian	_A	useless	avoid	humble	.good	harmful	create	practical	praise	immodest	.	When	she	was	very	ill,	Trina	lay
quietly	in	bed.	The	chemicals	don't	seem	harmful,	but	cancer	rates	have	started	to	increase.	a.	In	retrospect,	I	realized	that	I	33	34	Unit	One:	Test	3	PART	B	After	each	boldfaced	word	are	a	synonym	(a	word	that	means	the	same	as	the	boldfaced	word),	an	antonym	(a	word	that	means	the	opposite	of	the	boldfaced	word),	and	a	word	that	is	neither.
Connie	apologized	to	Juan	for	her	angry	words,	but	I'm	afraid	the	damage	to	ihcir	friendship	is	7.	6	pan-	7	prim,	prime	a.	predisposed	_	_	6.	-cian	octo-	dec-ous	duct	-phile	-en	homovol	sur-	esting	that	the	(.	People	enjoy	visiting	my	parents,	who	arc	adept	at	making	guests	feel	welcome	and	content.	"There's	quite	a	you're	asking	for	this	automobile."
here,"	Jill	objected	to	the	car	dealer,	"between	your	cost	and	the	price	7.	Since	I	was	too	poor	to	buy	a	stereo,	I	became	a	dedicated	listener.	20	Chapter	4	5^Sentence	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	having	to	do	with	the	issue	at	hand;	relevant	e.	Margaret	was	so	she'd	reached	the	7-8.	"Let's	get	out	of	here."	So
we	did.	Hal's	anger	was	3.	killer,	killing	f.	1	attrition	(o-irish'-an)	-noun	a.	My	piano	teacher	is	clothes	or	a	hair	out	of	place.	extenuating	8.	Most	_	substances	such	as	milk	or	wheat	can	cause	great	between	the	two	women	began	to	lessen	when	one	fell	and	the	8.	The	.	The	brothers'	paths	diverged	greatly.	meeting	to	discuss	what	they	might	do	in	that
9-10.	When	he	realized	thai	he	couldn't	7-8.	Hong	can't	wear	a	woolen	sweater	over	his	bare	skin.	You	didn't	have	to	me."	8.	My	friend	Lucy	recently	visited	her	brother	Ben	in	British	Columbia.	Frank	is	a(n)	3.	Illegal	killings	of	gorillas	have	dangerously	increased	the	rate	of	(1)	of	these	gentle,	intelligent	animals.	chide	12.	exacerbate	4.	Now	check
your	answers	by	turning	to	page	1&3.	tract)	(1)	the	winter	holidays.	Lack	of	rest	can	9.	berate	5.	prolific	bureaucratic	cohesive	terse	3.	For	Christmas,	we	gave	my	grandparents	a	wicker	basket	replete	with	teas,	jams,	and	crackers.	detriment	2.	part	of	Cara's	nature.	To	stay	together	and	play	correctly,	members	of	a	(...	He	prefers	the	worst	peach-
flavored	slosh	to	fine	French	wine.	The	anti-wrinkle	cream	is	advertised	as	having	the	power	to	4.	No	matter	how	we	disagree,	she	insists	that	to	asking	for	bad	luck.	inadvertent	5.	TJnit	Four	CHAPTER	19	reviewing	the	Words	Find	out	how	many	of	the	ten	words	in	this	chapter	you	already	know.	s	is	biting	into	many	chocolates	in	a	box	until	I	find	one
I	love.	It	would	be	fitting	retribution	if	my	brother,	who	stays	on	the	phone	for	hours	at	a	time,	had	to	live	in	some	country	with	a	20-year	waiting	period	for	phone	service.	Otherwise,	I'm	slow	to	bounce	back	from	illness.	precarious	10.	Every	night	the	community	would	gather	to	hear	Uncle's	(mono	.	have	few	decorative	features.	Plant	life	around
Mount	St.	Helens	was	wonderfully	resilient.	The	furry	white	and	green	mold	on	the	tomato	sauce	was	a(n)	2.	tantamount	(to)	9.	_,	to	get	ihcir	readers	to	shapes	that	it's	hard	to	recognize	their	_s	of	handwritten	pages	of	music	b>	6.	My	sister	should	have	more	discretion	than	to	ask	a	woman	who's	put	on	some	weigh)	''Are	you	pregnant?"	a.	advocate
impede	antipathy	inclusive	emancipate	jurisdiction	idiosyncrasy	precarious	imminent	preposterous	1.	Flies	are	so	thousands	of	offspring.	One	way	to	circumvent	rush	hour	traffic	is	to	10.	Why	is	there	spaghetti	sauce	on	the	ceiling	fan	again?"	He	(6)	s	her	to	"try"	to	find	the	top	of	her	bureau	this	month,	She	agrees.	expedite	3.	121	122	Chapter	24	Ten
Word	Parts	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	word	parts	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	they	appear.	remained	quiet	c.	"You	have	ruics	for	everything."	than	the	federal	government!"	Mac	complained	to	his	.	It	was	3.	It's	easy	to	spot	two	people	in	love.	solace	impeccable	predisposed	solicitous
reprehensible	6.	After	a	young	boy	named	Trevor	publicly	adults	began	to	speak	out	for	them	as	well.	I	take	orders	from	the	manager	of	the	restaurant,	and	she's	subordinate	only	to	the	owner.	C	C	C	C	C	C	C	C	C	C	C	C	I	I	I	I	I	I	l	l	I	I	14.	Instead	of	soothing	the	baby,	the	playing	of	the	music	box	only	seemed	to	exacerbate	his	crying.	the	construction
area	by	taking	the	other	highway,	but	that	5.	masochist	jurisdiction	plight	connoisseur	7.	sham	9.	poly9.	to	throwing	away	4.	25	26	Chapter	6	Ten	Word	Parts	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	word	parts	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	they	appear.	sticking	or	holding	together	g.	______„__„_____	_^__	:
UNIT	TWO	:	Test	1	PART	A	Choose	the	word	that	best	completes	each	sentence	and	write	it	in	the	space	provided.	Denişe	is	so	egocentric	that	she	views	every	event	solely	in	terms	of	how	it	will	affect	her	per	onally.	11.	to	get	rid	of	altogether;	wipe	out	f.	It's	amazing	how	I	can	spend	an	hour	cleaning	up	my	children's	room	just	to	have	üıem	all	traces
of	my	work	in	five	minutes.	of	3-4.	religious)	(8)	was	an	(in..	3	facsimile	(fak	-sim'	-o-	le)	-noun	4	grotesque	(gro-tesk1)	-adjective	a.	attrition	oblivious	circumvent	reticent	cohesive	robust	grievous	sanction	the	pothole.	The	doctor	described	the	patient's	illness	in	the	most	perfunctory	way.	The	of	homeless	dogs	and	cats	has	become	so	great	that	about
17	million	of	them	are	killed	in	U.S.	animal	shelters	each	year.	Flo's	boss	chided	her	when	9.	He	gives	anything	I	show	him	a	80	Chapter	15	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence	below	wiih	two	words	from	the	box.	venerate	3.	Numerous	______	elderly	out	of	their	life	savings.	Just	as	humans	often	admonish	each	other	by	shaking	hands,	elephants	often
greet	each	other	by	intertwining	their	trunks.	atrophy	2.	The	singer's	flamboyant	outfit	consisted	of	7.	C	I	C	I	C	I	C	I	C	I	C	T	C	I	C	I	C	I	C	I	SCORE:	(Number	correct)	x4	=	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	We	all	ate	a	surfeit	of	food	at	dinner.	t	ion)	is	so	poor	that	the	characters	don't
move	smoothly	and	naturally.	entrepreneur	4.	painfully	b.	C	I	21.	promiscuous	repudiate	stigma	irreparable	Adroit	6.	First	read	the	following	passage	carefully.	aqueduct	8.	deride	2.	A	self-centered	person	wouldn't	have	lasted	ten	minutes	in	my	home.	macabre	paramount	impending	misconstrue	derogatory	6.	He	knew	he'd	(1)	(e)d	against	the	law,
but	he	didn't	think	of	himself	as	a	drug	dealer.	This	year,	for	example,	we	have	an	old	bike	that	some	exercise	fiend	might	enjoy	and	a	soft	chair	and	footstool	for	a	more	(4)	customer.	to	hint	or	suggest	slyly	c.	The	Church	once	viewed	printing	the	Bible	in	a	language	oihcr	than	L	a	t	i	n	to	be	a(n)	act	aimed	at	destroying	the	Church's	authority.	Tony
scoffed	at	the	reports	that	a	severe	hurricane	was	on	its	way	until	he	saw	the	winds	snapping	frees	in	two	and	lifting	cars.	Although	many	people	find	Doris	to	be	hearing	her	constant	chatter.	offensive;	distasteful;	repulsive	d.	When	you	proofread	your	writing,	be	meticulous	and	check	every	detail.	_	for	failing	to	pay	their	parking	fines.	3.	I	use	in
selecting	clothing	is	that	an	item	be	made	out	of	a	comfortable	_	caused	Chrissy	to	start	4.	to	wear	down,	lose	strength	or	become	weak,	as	from	disuse,	disease,	or	injury	(said	of	a	body	part)	f.	The	Japanese	word	for	goodbye—	"sayonara"	—means	"if	it	must	be	so"	and	thus	has	the	connotation	of	sadness	at	parting.	Think'before	you	act!"	9.	Once	he
spent	25	cents	for	the	trolley	in	order	to	return	to	the	store	where	a	salesclcrk	had	given	him	a	nickel	too	much	in	change.	I	just	think	that	if	we	want	school	to	be	more	fair,	we	can	turn	to	no	better	(7)	than	a	strict	dress	code."	At	that,	several	students	burst	into	(81	disagreement,	yelling	and	pounding	on	their	desks.	People	still	scoff	ft	the	many
wonderful	designs	drawn	by	Leonardo	da	Vinci	almost	500	years	ago	of	such	future	inventions	as	the	airplane,	parachute,	and	submarine.	hierarchy	10.	hold	on	the	earth.	An	(aque	.	The	football	coach	followed	his	advice.	My	mother	can't	tolerate	alcohol.	A	snake's	digestive	juices	are	so	docile	that	they	quickly	turn	bone	into	powder.	The	death	of
Ella's	dog	is	especially	grievous	because	he	was	her	Seeing	Eye	dog.	Leave	a	sentence	blank	rather	than	guessing	at	an	answer.	Because	my	winter	coat	has	a	high	button-up	collar	and	a	hood,	a	scarf	would	really	be	superfluous.	-foot-one	Agne	s	and	her	six-foot-two	bovf	riend	are	afn)	d	in	his	position.	Then	you	carj	use	the	matches	to	help	you	in	the
following	practices.	Many	of	Councilman	Hall's	constituents	live	in	poverty,	so	one	way	he	helps	those	he	represents	is	by	working	for	programs	to	assist	the	poor.	And	tears	come	to	the	eyes	of	all	who	listen.	impede	15.	When	cleaning,	don't	mix	ammonia	and	bleach.	The	d	himself	from	the	charge	that	he	had	stolen	from	the	company,	he	was	d	as	an
accountant.	an	imitation,	or	counterfeit,	meant	to	deceive;	a	pretense	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	For	a	deer	to	grow	large	antlers,	getting	the	right	minerals	in	his	diet	is	of	importance.	ized)	person.	I	I	I	16.	A	tightrope	walker	must	be	dexterous	and	unafraid	of	heights.	23.	Finally,	she	gave	in	to
my	urging	and	went.	I	considered	my	sexual	conduct	my	own	business,	so	I	didn't	even	bother	to	__	that	I	was	.,	even	though	the	rumors	were	untrue.	While	the	population	of	the	United	States	includes	a	great	variety	of	racial	and	ethnic	backgrounds,	Japan's	population	is	largely	____^__	New	York	City	drivers	arc	.	Justin	is	so	adept	at	seeming
innocent	and	truthful	that	people	usually	believe	his	lies.	Other	kids	are	such	snobs	about	their	designer	clothes	that	they	(5)	___	kids	who	can't	afford	to	keep	up	with	them.	Neither	Jessie	nor	Mel	would	make	a(n)	silence	between	them	continued.	harmful	to	health	b.	robust	5.	The	decathlon	is	made	up	of	ten	athletic	events.	I	believe	the	producer
intended	to	leave	the	final	outcome	somewhat	in	doubt	so	that	moviegoers	will	be	curious	to	see	the	sequel.	full	of	wild	disorder	or	wildly	irregular	motion;	violently	disturbed	b.	"Tell	me,	what	do	you	think	of	my	book?"	b.	ify)	(1)	religious	beliefs	in	scientific	fashion,	people	would	just	have	to	accept	their	differences.	The	elderly	man	lost	his	life
savings	when	he	invested	in	"gold	mine	certificates"	that	were	a	7.	A	most	extraordinary	example	of.	You	name	İt,	he	can	probably	do	it.	They	wanted	nothing	more	to	do	with	her.	V	SCORES:	Sentence	Check	2	%	Final	Check	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	When	Jimmy	tells	me
his	problems,	I	don't	know	what	to	say,	so	I	end	up	mumbling	mere	152	Chapter	29	^-Sentence	Check	2	Complete	each	sentence	below	with	two	words	from	the	box.	proficient	8.	The	robbers	synchronized	their	watches	in	order	to	arrive	at	the	bank	at	the	same	minute.	Certain	religious	(.	The	horrified	British	then	declared	war	on	Spain—the	War	of
Jenkins'	Ear.	He	was	clearly	frightened	and	nearly	dead—thirsty,	starving,	and	with	infected	wounds	at	his	ankles	and	wrists.	Doris	calls	herself	inquisitive	because	she	likes	to	ask	people	so	many	questions,	but	personally,	I	think	she's	just	plain	nosy.	to	lead;	to	draw	off	f.	way.	Don't	move	an	accident	victim	with	a	back	injury	because	movement
might	injury.	13	14	Chapter	3	Ten	Words	in	Context	Figure	out	the	meanings	of	the	following	ten	words	by	looking	closely	and	carefully	at	the	context	in	which	the	words	appear.	Some	jobs	shouldn't	be	done	in	a(n)	sweeping	a	floor	that's	about	to	get	dirty	again?	The	spring	air	was	replete	with	the	sweet	scents	of	lilacs	and	cut	grass.	Dressed	as
Abraham	Lincoln,	someone	wore	a	bull's-eye	target,	in	a	crude	mockery	of	that	president's	assassination.	Look	back	at	the	sentences	in	"Tt	Words	in	Context"	as	needed	to	decide	on	the	meaning	of	each	word.	Environmentalists	stricter	controls	on	American	industry,	which	releases	billions	of	pounds	of	pollution	into	the	air	each	year.	After	the	San
Francisco	earthquake,	houses	with	destroyed.	rebellious.	He	may	even	view	himself	as	(3)	and	get	angry	if	anyone	even	suggests	he	has	made	a	mistake.	extra.	Final	Check:	Our	Annual	Garage	Sale	Here	is	a	final	opportunity	for	you	to	strengthen	your	knowledge	of	the	ten	words.	The	stone	slabs	are	too	heavy	for	us	to	lift,	so	we're	bringing	in	a
forklift	to	the	walkway.	harmonic)	(9)	loved	classical	music	but	had	never	sponsored	a	concert	with	a	vocal	group	before.	While	5-6.	He	could	ask	all	his	customers	to	fill	out	the	same	form.	Susan	felt	such	exhilaration	when	she	won	the	stereo	that	she	screeched	for	joy.	The	dark,	rumbling	voice	of	the	bass	they	sang	a(n)	5-6.	When	Sandy	won	S50,	she
couldn't	decide	whether	to	be	practical	and	buy	something	utilitarian,	like	groceries,	or	to	buy	something	very	impractical,	like	a	necklace.	After	her	first	husba:	J	died	from	alcohol-related	causes,	Carry	Nation	became	an	anti-drinking	.	Now,	six	years	later,	Tony	is	still	"clean."	And	he	still	wonders	what	would	have	happened	if	the	police	captain	and
his	father	hadn't	made	him	take	the	consequences	of	his	actions.	entrepreneur	stringent	eradicate	homogeneous	standardi/e	Sentence	Check	1	1.	cursory	imminent	contrite	grotesque	13.	My	sister-in-law	likes	Early	American	furniture,	but	I	prefer	(con	.	14.	Ana	naturally	became	despondent	when	she	learned	that	she	had	won	a	free	trip	to	Honolulu.
My	parents	often	exhort	me	to	____^	she	was	just	promoted	again.	same	2.	His	patients	also	believe	he	is	highly	skilled,	and	they	remain	his	most	(9)	supporters.	death	5.	Judy	used	to	be	friendly,	but	since	her	promotion,	she	has	her	coldness.	Now	check	your	answers	to	these	questions	by	turning	to	page	165.	viv,	vit	10.	unprecedented	5.	In	a
belligerent	mood,	my	brother	said,	"	3.	I	thought	my	little	sister	would	squander	her	allowance	on	toys,	but	she	wasted	it	on	candy	instead.	_(e)d	the	idea	of	a	company	recycling	program,	we'll	that	he	didn't	die	when	he	was	beaten	with	a	club,	to	the	8.	foible	4.	My	sister	applied	to	several	colleges,	some	with	very	high	standards	for	their	students	and
others	with	less	requirements.	An	illicit	way	to	make	a	living	is	or	j	_^	__^__	2.	Vicki	has	gotten	A's	on	every	paper	and	test	in	her	biology	class.	The	inside	covers	of	the	biology	text	had	been	embellished	with	colorful	drawings	of	seashells.	8	poly-	a.	When	we	ask	him	to	(5)	the	expensive	things	he's	bought	so	mat	we	can	return	them,	he	refuses,
saying	he	wants	"to	live	like	a	king."	At	such	times,	Gary	has	to	go	to	the	hospital.	He	didn't	come	right	out	and	say	it,	but	Professor	Shribcr	insinuated	that	someone	in	the	class	had	gotten	hold	of	the	test	early.	A	visit	to	Puerto	Rico	reawakened	Anita's	dormant	ability	to	speak	Spanish,	the	language	of	her	childhood.	Fortunately,	he	was	tossed	a	safe
distance	from	the	plane.	zenith	a.	Chapter	1	(Apartment	Problems)	Previewing	the	Words	1.	abrasive	2.	You'll	need	a	few	tools	to	(	.	inherent	2.	In	the	novel	Rosemary's	Baby,	Rosemary	becomes	more	and	more	her	husband	and	friends	arc	involved	in	a	^___^____^^^	against	her.	sham	propensity	fortuitous	liaison	equivocate	C	h	a	p	t	e	r	s	(Coco	the
Gorilla)	Previewing	ike	Words	1.	memory	b	intention	c.	or	before	expected	.*.^^r	,	v	g.	ten	b.	pinnacle	6.	8-note	scale	b.	They	judge	him	by	the	extent	to	which	he	helps	his	patients	stay	well.	to	support	or	argue	for	(an	idea	or	cause)	g.	The	new	principal	from	"drug	town"	to	straight	school.	The	trailer	in	the	Langs'	yard	is	there	temporarily,	until	the
repairs	on	their	house	are	completed	and	they	can	move	back	in.	the	exact	opposite	h.	to	speak	or	write	in	favor	of;	support	d.	For	those	who	are	(.	extremely	attentive	to	details	CAUTION:	Do	not	go	any	further	until	you	are	sure	the	above	answers	are	correct.	subordinate	transgress	fraudulent	expedite	redeem	6.	arily)	being	held	by	the	police	until
the	trial.	Some	parents,	in	fact,	were	in	a	(7)	children.	Who	doesn't	gasp	in	terror	during	the	film	Gone	with	the	Wind	when	Scarlett	O'Hara,	pregnant,	falls	all	the	way	down	the	long,	elegant	staircase?	unteer]	-en	surhomovol	he	(mas	i	.	corroborate	4.	crime	of	ordering	9.	The	Thompsons	never	discipline	their	son	at	all.	One	became	a	famous	lawyer,
and	the	other	ended	up	in	jail	for	armed	robbery.	connoisseur	5.	everyone's	greatest	hopes.	Local	citizens,	however,	applauded	the	mayor's	open	disapproval.	marked	by	much	sitting;	accustomed	to	much	sitling	d.	to	treat	with	scom	or	contempt;	mock;	insult	b.	He	would	probably	be	released	quickly.	sanction	10.	Slowly,	he	(8)	Although	Ken	has	never
admitted	to	liking	the	group	home,	he	was	once	heard	saying,	"Well,	it's	not	Enter	your	scores	above	and	in	the	vocabulary	performance	chart	on	the	inside	back	cover	of	the	book.	When	writing	a	letter	of	complaint	to	a	company,	state	what	you	want	the	company	to	do	about	the	problem	in	the	first	paragraph,	and	then	this	request	at	the	end.
Because	radio,	TV,	and	fax	machines	disseminate	information	so	quickly,	it's	hard	for	a	government	to	hide	world	events	and	opinions	from	its	citizens.	He	took	the	four	dollars	he	earned	from	his	lemonade	stand,	invested	it	in	baseball	cards,	and	sold	them	for	eight	dollars	profit.	to	will;	choose	i.	"The	more	specific,	the	better."	a.	A(n)	beforehand.
Customers	would	then	be	Then	a	single	computer	file	could	(9)	signed	up	automatically	for	both	stores	at	once.
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